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Abstract 

The use of dynamical system models is commonplace in many areas of science and 

engineering. One is often interested in whether the attracting solutions in these models are 

robust to perturbations of the equations of motion. This question is extremely important 

in situations where it is undesirable to have a large response to perturbations for reasons 

of safety. An especially interesting case occurs when the perturbations are aperiodic and 

their exact form is unknown. Unfortunately, there is a lack of theory in the literature that 

deals with this situation. It would be extremely useful to have a practical technique that 

provides an upper bound on the size of the response for an arbitrary perturbation of given 

size. Estimates of this form would allow the simple determination of safety criteria that 

guarantee the response falls within some pre-specified safety limits. An excellent area 

of application for this technique would be engineering systems. Here one is frequently 

faced with the problem of obtaining safety criteria for systems that in operational use are 

subject to unknown, aperiodic perturbations. 

In this thesis I show that such safety criteria are easy to obtain by using the concept 

of persistence of hyperbolicity. This persistence result is well known in the theory of 
dynamical systems. The formulation I give is functional analytic in nature and this has 

the advantage that it is easy to generalise and is especially suited to the problem of 

unknown, aperiodic perturbations. The proof I give of the persistence theorem provides 

a technique for obtaining the safety estimates we want and the main part of this thesis is 

an investigation into how this can be practically done. 

The usefulness of the technique is illustrated through two example systems, both of 

which are forced oscillators. Firstly, I consider the case where the unforced oscillator 

has an asymptotically stable equilibrium. A good application of this is the problem of 

ship stability. The model is called the escape equation and has been argued to capture 
the relevant dynamics of a ship at sea. The problem is to find practical criteria that 

guarantee the ship does not capsize or go through large motions when there are external 
influences like wind and waves. I show how to provide good criteria which ensure a safe 

response when the external forcing is an arbitrary, bounded function of time. I also 

consider in some detail the phased-locked loop. This is a periodically forced oscillator 
which has an attracting periodic solution that is synchronised (or phase-locked) with the 

external forcing. It is interesting to consider the effect of small aperiodic variations in the 

external forcing. For hyperbolic solutions I show that the phase-locking persists and I give 
a method by which one can find an upperbound on the maximum size of the response. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

One of the most common and successful ways of modelling interesting phenom- 

ena in science is to use dynamical systems. There is a great history to this area 

of mathematics much of which originates from the use of differential equations in 

physics. Differential equations arise quite naturally, for example, as a result of 

applying Newton's laws of motion to physical bodies. For a long time there was 

an emphasis on searching for exact solutions to differential equations and although 
this produced a useful theory for certain classes of linear equations, it proved to be 

an unsuccessful approach for most nonlinear equations. Starting with Poincare's 

discovery in the late nineteenth century of non-integrability in celestial mechanical 

models, it became clear that for typical nonlinear systems, including those with only 

a few degrees of freedom, exact solutions could not be found. Thus the emphasis 

shifted to the question of qualitative behaviour in dynamical systems. Poincare 

himself developed much of this qualitative theory applying many more geometric 
ideas than previously used. This approach was continued by Birkhoff, Liapunov and 

many others in the first half of this century and from these important early works 

sprang an exciting branch of mathematics. In the Sixties many of the geometrical 
ideas of Poincare and Birkhoff were formalised and developed further by, amongst 
others, Smale, Bowen and Arnold. I refer to this qualitative theory of nonlinear 
systems as traditional dynamical systems theory. The books by Guckenheimer & 

Holmes [14], Katok [20] and Wiggins [57], for example, are good introductory works. 
Since then nonlinear dynamics has exploded into a very significant area of research 
not only in mathematics but also in many other areas of science and engineering. 

1 



1 Introduction 2 

Reasons for this include the massive increase in the use of computers and numeri- 

cal simulation techniques in the applications and also the popularisation of `chaos 

theory' in recent years. 
The usual starting point is a dynamical system coming from a mapping or from 

an ordinary differential equation (ODE). I concentrate on ODE's in this thesis as 

they are of greater interest in the applications. It is much more common to start 

with a continuous-time system when modelling real world phenomena. However, 

on some occasions a discrete-time model is actually more natural. For example, 

in many ecological situations, especially where breeding is seasonal, one need only 

consider the population of a given species once per generation. More examples can 
be found in economics, where decisions or transactions are often made at discrete 

times like weekly or quarterly. Mappings are also important because they can appear 

naturally in the analysis or the numerical simulation of continuous-time systems. 
Most of the work in this thesis has a straightforward extension to mappings and I 

give a brief sketch of how this works. 
There is also great interest in the use of partial differential equations (PDE's) 

which are systems with more than one independent variable. However, the theory 

for PDE's is somewhat different in nature and does not usually come under the 

umbrella of dynamical systems theory. I concentrate on systems where time is the 

only independent variable although, in principle, some of the results obtained here 

could be generalised to PDE's. Also of interest in many applications are models with 

some stochastic element in the equations of motion. Again this theory is different 

in nature and I do not deal with it in this thesis. 
The main issue I address is the robustness of dynamical behaviour in aperiodic, 

nonlinear ODE's. The principle motivation for treating this problem is the need 
for rigourous and effective safety criteria in physical systems where robustness to 

unknown perturbations is required. This is a largely undeveloped area of dynamical 

systems theory and there are two main reasons for this. 

Firstly, the traditional theory of dynamical systems usually starts with au- 
tonomous systems, that is, systems with no explicit time-dependence in the equa- 
tions of motion. Much of the theory that follows from this starting point can be 

extended to non-autonomous systems but there are some important differences es- 
pecially when the system is aperiodic. 

Secondly, even where there is a theory applicable to aperiodic systems it is usu- 
ally of a qualitative nature and not suitable for obtaining quantitative information. 
For example, structural stability can be used to deduce the existence of topologi- 
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cally conjugate solutions in `close' dynamical systems, but the standard proofs do 

not naturally give estimates of the degree of closeness required. 
The approach I take addresses both of these problems. I have presented an 

extension of some the well developed theory of autonomous systems to the non- 

autonomous case, taking care to make as few assumptions as possible about the 

time-dependence. The main purpose in doing this is to enable one to provide useful 

quantitative information relevant to the problems of robustness and stability. 
An example of the type of application I have in mind is the problem of ship 

stability which I treat in some detail in chapter 5. The usual dynamical model is a 

simple forced oscillator system known as the escape equation or capsize equation, 
The external forcing comes from wind and waves. Typically this external forcing is 

assumed to be periodic. In [51,52,28,29] for example, Thompson and colleagues 

give some very interesting results regarding the dynamical behaviour of solutions 

under increasing amplitudes of sinusoidal excitation. It is fully recognised in these 

works that steady-state analysis and linear approximation techniques are insufficient 

in highly non-linear situations and thus cannot account for the real danger to stabil- 
ity facing a ship at sea. The conclusion is that one needs to account for dynamical 

behaviour under perturbation and protect against transient capsize. Thompson and 

colleagues have proposed new safety measures such as an index of capsizability. The 

methods used are geometrical or topological in nature and rely heavily on the fact 

that for periodic systems one can reduce to a Poincare mapping and then perform 
a good phase-space analysis based on numerical simulation. Doing this, one finds 

a variety of phenomena including saddle-nodes, period doubling cascades, indeter- 

minate jumps, fractal basin boundaries and homoclinic tangles. The qualitative 
behaviour of such low-dimensional systems is of course of considerable mathemati- 

cal interest. ' However, the issue that is of fundamental importance in this situation 
is the practical determination of criteria which guarantee that the ship does not 
capsize or undergo large motions. When there is no external excitation, there is an 
asymptotically stable equilibrium where the ship is vertical. When there is forcing, 

we would like to know the form of the response and more importantly, an upper 
bound on it's size. In reality of course, the external forces affecting a ship at sea 
are aperiodic and largely unknown in form. It is not clear at, this stage whether the 
bifurcation scenario when the forcing is `nearly' periodic resembles closely the peri- 
odic case as detailed in [51,52]. Johnson's paper [17], for example, suggests that it 

' Indeed, many of the more exotic types of dynamics have been originally investigated in forced 
oscillator systems such as the van de Pol oscillator. See for example, [14]. 
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does not although there is very little known in general about aperiodic bifurcations. 

More importantly for present purposes, there seems to be no theory so far in the 

literature which provides good upper bounds for the size of the response to a given 

size of forcing without overly restricting the type of forcing considered. 
The ship stability problem is one which has had considerable attention in recent 

years. It is however, only one of the many dynamical systems used in engineering 

applications where robustness is an important issue. For example, McR. obie [28] 

gives many more examples from marine technology. The area of electrical and 

electronic engineering is also rich with applications of ODE's. Two interesting ones 
in this area are the swing equation in power generation and phase-locked loops in 

analogue to digital conversion [21]. Of course, in addition to engineering, there 

are numerous other fields in which one finds questions of robustness and stability 
in relation to dynamical system models. For example, many biological systems are 

modelled by ODE's, and one is often concerned whether the behaviour of the models 
is robust to external perturbations. Murray [31] is a good introduction to this area. 

In analysing the periodically forced, escape equation for ship stability there is 

the advantage that one is essentially dealing with a two dimensional system. Thus 

geometrical and topological methods are reasonably well suited. However, it is not 

clear how easily the techniques generalise to higher dimensional systems. 
The general problem of robustness I am interested in can be stated as follows. 

Consider the first-order non-autonomous system 

x= 

where xE 1l . Note that one can always write an 01-order system in this way so 
it is quite a general form. Suppose that x= fo(x, t) is the unperturbed system and 
has an attracting solution xo(t), for example, an equilibrium or periodic orbit. If 
f is thought of as a perturbation of fo, the problem is to determine the form of 
the response of the system and in particular whether it satisfies some pre-defined 
safety conditions, for example belonging to some pre-specified region of phase-space. 
When xo satisfies a condition called uniform hyperbolicity, it will be shown that, 
for f- fo small enough, there is a uniformly close attracting solution xf(t) of the 

perturbed system. One also has this persistence property for unstable uniformly 
hyperbolic solutions and in fact for uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets. 

If we call (f - fo) the perturbation and (xf -xo) the response then a useful safety 
estimate to look for is an upperbound on the size of the response, to an arbitrary 
perturbation of given size. 
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It is a standard approach to the problem of robustness to assume that the 

perturbation is periodic. For example, for external driving it is often assumed 
that excitation is sinusoidal. Doing this makes it relatively simple to determine 

the response to various amplitudes and frequencies of driving force. One obtains 

a frequency-response curve this way and this is an extremely important measure 

which is commonly found in the engineering literature. 

There are a number of reasons for assuming periodicity. 

" It is sometimes a realistic assumption that the system will be exposed to 

periodic or roughly periodic external perturbation. 

" It is a simplifying procedure and the analysis can become more tractable. 
There is already a great deal of literature on the subject of periodic systems 
and the methods are well proven. 

9 It is relatively easy to do numerical simulations. 

. In linear systems the optimal, `resonant' driving forces are periodic. 

However there are also a number of reasons why I believe this approach can be 

unsatisfactory. 

" Safety criteria based on periodic perturbation are often used in cases when 
one really does expect perturbations to be aperiodic. These criteria cannot 
then be rigourous. 

" In this thesis I present an analysis which is reasonably easy to perform and 
which does not require periodicity. This shows that assuming periodicity is 

not the only tractable approach. 

" In numerical simulations of periodic systems, one often discovers a wealth of 
interesting dynamical behaviour. Whether this behaviour manifests itself in 
the real systems being modelled is a fairly open question. The analysis in this 
thesis could be used to answer this question in the case of non-bifurcation 
behaviour which is an important first step. 

" For typical nonlinear systems, the optimal, resonant driving forces are not 
periodic. 

So for these reasons I claim that the only way of obtaining rigourous safety 
estimates in a wide variety of cases is to treat aperiodic systems. The results I 
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present here are one way of doing this and follow naturally from a dynamical systems 

perspective although I present a different formulation to much of the traditional 

dynamical systems literature. 

Another safety estimate of obvious importance is a lower bound for the size of the 

basin of attraction for asymptotically stable solutions. Here the motivation is safety 

with respect to perturbations in initial condition. This is often done numerically, for 

example [44], but I would like to highlight some situations for which the standard 

methods are not satisfactory and for which the analytic approach I develop could 

prove more fruitful. 

" When there is high dimensional or infinite dimensional phase space, numerics 

could be computationally expensive and thus prohibitive. I develop a tech- 

nique which works in arbitrarily large spaces and which can give estimates 
that are uniform in system size. 

" High dimensional parameter space. Again, computationally this is problem- 
atic so analytic estimates could be extremely useful. 

" Aperiodic systems often require computation over long time scales. My ap- 
proach can often give estimates which are uniform in time. 

" When there are `unknown' perturbations one cannot numerically investigate 

the basins of attraction of the response. With the methodology I present here 

there is a natural way of estimating the basin size of perturbed solutions even 
though they are essentially unknown. 

1.2 Different approaches to the problem of ro- 
bustness in aperiodic systems 

Here I summarise some approaches that can been be found in the literature 

which in some way are relevant to the problem of robustness of aperiodic systems. 

1.2.1 Dynamical systems 

It is typical in the dynamical systems community to treat only autonomous 
systems and moreover look only for qualitative features of the dynamics. Much of 
the theory is expected to have extensions to non-autonomous systems but there is 

certainly a lack of theory in this direction. 
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The concept which is of fundamental importance to almost every dynamical 

systems approach to the robustness problem is that of uniform hyperbolicity. Ro- 

bustness to perturbations is a natural consequence of uniformly hyperbolic solutions 

or uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets. It is also usually the case that a lack of uni- 

form hyperbolicity implies some form of non-robustness so the concepts are to some 

extent equivalent. In the next chapter I treat this theory in some detail. 

It might be expected that from the ideas contained in the standard proofs of 

robustness and stability in dynamical systems theory there are ways of obtaining 

quantitative information like estimates of response size. However this particular 

issue is very rarely addressed. 

Time-dependent structural stability 

One of the first results from the dynamics community concerning robustness in 

aperiodic systems is the concept of time-dependent structural stability. 
An autonomous dynamical system is said to be structurally stable if every 

`nearby' system has a qualitatively similar phase portrait. Greater details of this 

concept are given in the following chapter. The concept of time-dependent struc- 

tural stability is a generalisation that allows non-autonomous perturbations. 
A diffeomorphism f is called time-dependent structurally stable if there is some 

neighbourhood U of f in the space of diffeomorphisms such that for any ne 7G, 

fn is topologically conjugate to the composition of an arbitrary sequence of diffeo- 

morphisms fo 0 fl 0. ""of,,, each of which is picked from U. Since time-dependent 

perturbations of f can be thought of as a sequence such as this, one could derive use- 
ful safety criteria by estimating the size of the allowable neighbourhood, although 
to my knowledge this has not been done. 

This concept has been introduced by Franks in [12] where he shows that uni- 
formly hyperbolic systems are time-dependent structurally stable. 

Shadowing 

Another result which is relevant to aperiodic perturbations of autonomous sys- 
tems is the shadowing lemma of Bowen and Anosov. More details of the discrete- 

time version can be found in Lanford [22], but here is the basic idea. 
Roughly speaking, given a reference system, a pseudo-orbit is an orbit obtained 

by allowing any `small enough' time-dependent perturbation. " 

Alternatively one could define a pseudo-orbit to be an orbit which solves the reference ODE 

except at an arbitrary sequence of times where it is allowed to have `small' jumps. 
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The shadowing property is said to hold if, for every small enough pseudo-orbit 

there is a uniformly close true orbit. This true orbit is called a shadowing orbit. 
The shadowing lemma says that any uniformly hyperbolic invariant set has the 

shadowing property. 
One can use the shadowing property to show robustness of a solution to ape- 

riodic perturbations in the following way. From the sketch definition above, the 

unperturbed solution is a pseudo-orbit of the perturbed system. Thus if the shad- 

owing property holds, there is a true orbit of the perturbed system uniformly-close. 

Thus the unperturbed solution can be seen to be robust. What is required for this 

idea to be of use in the problem of safety criteria is a clean proof which gives good 

estimates. I believe this can be obtained most satisfactorily using the framework I 

present in this thesis although I attack the problem of robustness more directly. For 

an idea of the use of shadowing estimates see Sauer & Yorke [43], or Coomes, Kocak 

& Palmer [33]. These papers treat the problem of determining global error estimates 
for numerical integration of ODE's by using a functional analytic characterisation 

of hyperbolicity. 

Skew-Product Systems 

An idea in fairly common use is to consider a non-autonomous system as being 

the product of a forced system and a forcing system with the property that the 

forcing dynamics are independent of the forced dynamics. 

Definition 1.1 A skew-product system is a dynamical system of the form 

x= fl (x, y) (1.1) 
f2 (Y) (1.2) 

(1.1) is the forced dynamics and (1.2) is the forcing dynamics. 

The most simple way to treat the differential equation : i; =f (x, t) as a skew- 
product system is to consider the modified system 

x= (x, y) (1.3) 

y=1 (1.4) 

This gives us an autonomous skew-product flow but unless the time-dependence is 

periodic or has some other restrictive structure we have a non-compact phase-space 
for the forcing dynamics and the approach gains us very little. 
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An extension of this approach is to consider the following modified system. 

= F(x, y) (1.5) 

y= 9(y) (1.6) 

Here the time dependence has been treated as the `output' of some forcing dynamical 

system on a compact phase-space Y. This is useful if the forcing dynamics are 
known to come from a low-dimensional autonomous system but this is not often 

the case for general perturbations of physical systems. For example, the unknown 

perturbations affecting a building or a ship could only realistically be assumed to 

come from a high-dimensional or stochastic dynamical system. 
However, given this assumption, much can be said about such systems including 

interesting things about robustness and stability of solutions. Again, the important 

condition for robustness is hyperbolicity. For some theory in this vein see Stark 

[47]. I do not consider this situation since I am interested in allowing as general a 

time-dependence in the system as possible. 
A second and perhaps more useful way of using the skew-product approach is to 

first consider the linearisation of i=f (x, t) about some known solution :z0. This 

gives us a linear non-autonomous equation 

ý= Df,; o(t), tý (i. 7) 
For reasons I will discuss in detail in the following chapter, study of this equation 

can tell us most of the essential things about robustness and stability of EO. 
We can treat (1.7) as a skew-product system by considering the matrix-valued 

function Dfxo(t), t as the forcing dynamic and ý as the forced dynamic. This is 

essentially the approach taken by Sacker & Sell in a series of papers [38,39,40,41, 

42]. 
The approach is most effective when the asymptotic behaviour of Df,; 

o(t, ), t is 

known since in that case one only needs to consider the `limit points' of Df; r0(t), t. 
When these are not known the situation is more complicated. 

I treat this theory in some detail in the following chapter since the character- 
isation of robustness obtained this way is related to the one I have favoured in 

this thesis. However, another weakness of the skew-product approach is that the 
topological methods used do not readily give quantitative results. By placing it 

in a Banach space context one might be able to remedy this. I prefer however to 

completely avoid the formalism of skew-product systems and treat the problem of 
aperiodic ODE's more directly. 
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1.2.2 Control theory / Systems theory 

Another approach to the problem of deriving safety criteria can be obtained 
from a control theoretic viewpoint. The idea is to treat the perturbation or external 
forcing as a control variable. Then the objective is to induce the largest response 
for a given size of forcing. Thus the relevant optimal control problem is to search 
for a worst case scenario. Once the optimal perturbation is found, it is then easy 

to obtain the maximum response numerically. 
For additive forcing it is well known that, for a given maximum amplitude, the 

control strategy which induces the largest Ck-norm response is of bang-bang type. 

That is, the control always takes the maximum amplitude but switches direction 

from time to time. Typically this has a non-trivial switching locus so apart from a 
few exceptional cases it cannot be found explicitly. 

If we are interested in (preventing) responses which have large `energy gains', 

then some answers are given in the work of Hubler, (see for example [5,56]), who 
has formulated the principle of the dynamical key. This work seeks to bound the 

energy gain of a system in terms of the L2-norm of the external forcing function. 

One can formulate this as a variational problem and this way find the optimal 

control strategy. The surprising result is that the optimal forcing is just the time- 

reflected dynamics of the unperturbed system. Since this can be readily determined 

numerically, one can easily find an upper-bound for the energy gain of the response. 
This result appears to rely on the self-adjoint nature of the problem when defined 

on L2 functions and may not generalise easily to more typical cases. 

1.2.3 The approach I take 

In this thesis, I develop a functional analytic approach to aperiodic systems and 
suggest that it is the most useful and general one to take. Although it is not a new 
idea to characterise dynamical systems using functional analysis it is certainly less 

common than the traditional geometric viewpoint and in consequence is rarely used 
in applications. 

The advantages of my approach will become obvious as the theory is presented. 
In particular, the methods are used to obtain rigourous safety criteria for a variety of 
nonlinear systems in which there are unknown perturbations and this is something 
that I have not found in the existing literature. 
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1.3 Outline of thesis 

11 

As I have mentioned, it is a well known result in traditional dynamical systems 

theory that a solution which is `hyperbolic' is robust to perturbations. It is also true 

to say that robustness, in the sense of unique nearby continuation, is only present 

when there is uniform hyperbolicity. This idea extends to uniformly hyperbolic 

invariant sets, an example of which is the Smale horseshoe. Although the theory of 

uniformly hyperbolic sets is one of the cornerstones of dynamical systems theory, 

a formulation of the theory which naturally incorporates aperiodic systems is not 

easily found in the literature. In chapter 2, I present an extension of the standard 

theory to aperiodic systems. In particular, I present a characterisation based on lin- 

ear operators acting on Banach spaces and argue that it is a unified approach which 

generalises easily and is especially suited to the problem of obtaining safety criteria 

when there are arbitrary, bounded perturbations. There are two very important 

results in this chapter. Firstly, I show the equivalence between hyperbolicity of a 

solution and invertibility of a certain linear operator G. Secondly, I give a theorem 

which states that hyperbolic solutions persist under small enough perturbations of 

the vector field. This by proved by using the implicit function theorem and the 

invertibility characterisation of hyperbolicity. All of the results in chapter 2 can be 

deduced or found in the current literature and full references are given. However, a 

suitable, unified exposition of the theory is not available in the literature. 

In chapter 3, I tackle the problem of obtaining good safety criteria. The method 
I use is based on the persistence of hyperbolicity. The crucial element of this method 

is estimating the response to perturbations by finding an upperbound for the norm 

of an associated linear operator. This can be practically achieved in a variety of 

circumstances and I discuss how one should do this. 

An important extension of the method is given in the section on adapted es- 

timates. It is clear that some perturbations will be more harmful than others in 

terms of the response they induce. Thus the region of `safe' perturbations is very 
far from being shaped like a ball in the space of perturbations. By adapting the 

norm one uses in this space one can take account of this effect to some extent. This 

gives us a better estimate of the shape of the region of safe perturbations and thus 

more effective safety criteria. 
Another useful safety criteria I investigate is a lower bound on the size of the 

basin of attraction for asymptotically stable solutions. Although there are some ob- 

vious numerical methods one could use to do this, I show how they can be obtained 
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analytically using the persistence of hyperbolicity property. This is especially use- 
ful for high dimensional systems since the results are uniform in system size. In 

particular the method can be used to find basin of attraction estimates for solutions 

of perturbed systems even when the precise form of the perturbation is unknown. 
In chapter 4, I consider generalisations of the theory. Firstly, there is the impor- 

tant area of discrete-time systems. Although less common in applications, they are 

still a very important part of dynamical systems theory and I show that the results 
for continuous-time systems immediately generalise to the discrete-time case. 

The second important generalisation is to systems with discontinuous perturba- 

tions. For example, external forcing which is bounded in Lu-norm or even impulses. 

Although in previous chapters I have dealt with spaces of functions and vector-fields 

that are continuous with respect to time, one can extend the theory to more general 
function spaces. To do this I present the relevant ideas from functional analysis, 

in particular, theory concerning the Lp spaces, the Sobolev spaces and spaces of 
distributions. Then a generalisation of persistence of hyperbolicity theorem is given 

and used to obtain safety criteria. 
In chapter 5, I present some applications of the theory. Firstly I consider ro- 

bustness and stability in a simple aperiodically forced oscillator system. This has 

particular relevance to the problem of ship stability and more generally escape phe- 

nomena. I show in detail how one can obtain safety criteria and I compare these to 

results from numerical simulations. 

A second application is the robustness of `phase locking' in an aperiodically 
forced oscillator. I show that the concept of phase-locking makes sense for aperiodic 

systems and derive in detail some lower bounds on the size of perturbation required 
to break the phase-locking effect. An interesting technique I develop in this chapter 
is the use of a re-parametrisation of time. This is neccessary in order to incorporate 

frequency modulation into the general framework. 

In chapter 6, I summarise the findings of the thesis, evaluate the usefulness of 
the approach and discuss some of its limitations. I also give some directions for 

further research. 



Chapter 2 

Hyp erb olicity 

A good introduction to the theory of uniformly hyperbolic invariant sets is given 

by Lanford [22]. Like most of the approaches to this subject he treats only au- 

tonomous, discrete-time dynamical systems. However, it is one of the few exposi- 

tions which does not rely solely on a geometric approach. More details, including 

the theory for continuous-time systems, can be found in the books by Robinson [36] 

and Shub [46]. 

A good formulation of the theory which naturally incorporates aperiodic systems 

is not available in the literature so I present here in detail the key definitions and 

theorems. I first give non-autonomous versions of the standard definitions and 

properties of hyperbolicity. Then I consider a characterisation of hyperbolicity 

based on operators acting on Banach spaces and show it is a unified approach to 

the theory and allows for clean proofs and greater generality. 

Some early examples of a related approach can be found in the theory of expo- 

nential dichotomy for linear time-varying ODE's. This was developed by Massera 

& Schaffer [26], Coppel [7], Daleckii & Krein [9] and Sacker & Sell [39,40,41,42], 

in the 60's and 70's although it stems from the ideas of Perron and Bohl in the 

early part of the century. Later in this chapter I present the relevant aspects of this 

theory. 
Mather [27], has also given a functional analytic characterisation of hyperbolic- 

ity for autonomous dynamical systems. Another example can be found in Aubry, 

MacKay & Baesens [2], MacKay [24] and Sepulchre & MacKay [45], where they 

have successfully used essentially the same characterisation of hyperbolicity to in- 

vestigate the dynamics of networks of coupled units. Networks are discrete-space 

dynamical systems with high or infinite dimensional phase space so are naturally 
suited to a functional analytic approach. 

13 
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Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, with the norm 11. For an interval ZC IR 

and kEN, let CIc(1, X) denote the Banach space of k-times continuously differ- 

entiable functions x: I -+ X which are bounded and have k bounded derivatives. 

This is given the standard Ck norm 

Ixllck = max{ IIxII., IIr(k)H } 

where II x1Ioo = suptEZ I x(t)I " 
For convenience, I abbreviate Ct` (R, Rn) to Ck as it will be the primary space of 

interest. Also, I abbreviate Ck (1R+, R) to C+ and CIc (R- 
, 
IE8" ) to Ck 

. 
In applications one is often interested in obtaining uniform bounds for the norm 

of the state variable and its derivatives. This is why the CC norm is the most 

natural choice. In principle one could use a different norm on Ck as long as it 

remains complete. For example, one could use the weighted norm 

HHxllck = max{ wo llxlL, Wi Wk 11.1. (k)1 
". 

} 

with an arbitrary choice of weights, wi E 1[8+ \ {0}. In particular, if one is more 

interested in j jx jj than the norm of its derivatives then a good choice would be to 

make wi/wo «1 for i 0. 

Denote by BL', the space of bounded linear maps A: R7 --* E V. This is just 

the space of nxn matrices. With the linear operator norm 

Al = IIAIIRn-+Rn = sup IAvi 
Ivl=1 

this is a Banach space. 

For an element xo in the Banach space X and µE Ili, let Bx (µ, xo) be the size 

µ open-ball in X centred on x0. Formally 

Bx(µ, xo) _ {xEX I IIX 
- zoll<Et} 

Let the symbol D denote aý and the symbol ' denote A. 

2.0.2 Solutions to non-autonomous systems 

Consider the non-autonomous dynamical system 

x= 
.f 

(X, t) (2.1) 

where x lies in the Banach space IR' and f: Rn x IR --+ J' is a bounded vector field 

which satisfies the following conditions. 
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.f is Cl with respect to x for fixed t, and the Jacobian satisfies l Df1., tl < -Al 
with M independent of t 

"f is CO with respect to t for fixed x. 

The theory generalises to dynamical systems defined on differentiable manifolds 
but for notational and presentational convenience I just consider systems defined 

on ]fin 
. 

Definition 2.1 A (bounded) solution of (2.1), is a function xc C1, such that x(t) 
satisfies (2.1) for all tER. 

Note that I do not include an initial condition but instead consider any solution 
bounded for all time. One could treat initial value problems by considering solutions 

on the positive half-line only. I treat this case to some extent in a later chapter 

where estimates of basins of attraction are obtained, although, it could also be useful 

to extend all the hyperbolicity theory in this chapter to initial value problems and 

solutions on half-lines. I give some ideas of how this can be (lone later. 

2.1 Standard definitions of uniform hyperbolicity 
Definition 2.2 The linearisation, or variational equation of x=f (x, t) about a 
bounded solution x0, is defined by 

= Dfýoct>, t e (2.2) 

Clearly, Df fo(t), t is continuous and uniformly bounded. Let Xo(s) denote the 

principal matrix solution of (2.2). That is, the matrix solution for which Xo(0) = I. 

Define the evolution operators by Xt(s) = Xo(s)X0 1(t). These are matrix solutions 

of (2.2) which satisfy Xt(t) = I. They are also known as fundamental solutions. 

2.1.1 Equilibria and periodic orbits 

The most simple solution one can consider is an equilibrium. The following are 
standard definitions. 

Definition 2.3 An equilibrium solution xa, of an autonomous system x=f (x) is 
hyperbolic if the Jacobian Dfxo, has no purely imaginary eigenvalues. It is linearly 
attracting if each eigenvalue has strictly negative real part. 

The next type of solution I consider is a periodic orbit. 
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Suppose xo(t) is a periodic solution (of period kT) for the T-periodic system 

=f (x, t). Clearly, the variational equation (2.2), will be k; T-periodic. Without 

loss of generality assume k=1. 

Theorem 2.1 (Floquet) Every fundamental solution X (t), of the variational 

equation is of the form 
X (t) = P(t) exp(tB) 

where P(t) is a T-periodic matrix and B is a constant matrix. 

Definition 2.4 The monodromy map (or monodromy matrix) is defined by M= 

exp(TB). 

Since the monodromy map satisfies X (T) = MX (0), the qualitative behaviour of 

solutions can be deduced from the monodromy map. 

Remark 2.1 

Definition 2.5 The eigenvalnes {pi}, of M, are called Floquet multipliers or char- 

acteristic multipliers. If pi = exp(AiT) then Ai is called a characteristic exponent. 

Remark 2.2 M depends upon the choice of fundamental solution. The Floquet 

multipliers are unique since different monodrorriy matrices are similar and thus 
have the same eigenvalues. The characteristic exponents have unique real part but 

one can add 27rin/T for any nEZ to yield another characteristic exponent. 

For periodic orbits of time-periodic systems, the standard definition of hyper- 

bolicitY is 

Definition 2.6 For a time-periodic system, =f (x, t, ), of period T, we say a 
solution, xo(t), of period kT, kEN, is hyperbolic if none of its Floquet multipliers 
lie on the unit circle. It is linearly attracting if all the Floquet multipliers have 

modulus strictly less than one. 

The key property of hyperbolic equilibria and periodic orbits is that the tan- 

gent space along the solution admits a continuous splitting into a forward-time 

contracting subspace and a backward-time contracting subspace. The existence of 

a splitting motivates the definition of hyperbolicity for arbitrary bounded solutions. 
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2.1.2 Arbitrary bounded solutions 
Definition 2.7 We say that a bounded solution x0, is strongly uniformly hyper- 

bolic if there exist constants K, a>0 and for each tERa splitting, W= Et ®Et 7 

Et jXt(s)ý+l < Ke-a(s-t) 1ý+I s>t (2.3) 

Et IXt(s)ý- I< Ke-(t-s) Iý- I 
.st 

(2.4) 

Note that Et are invariant with respect to the linearised dynamics in the sense 

that E Et Xt(s) E E8 E. 

Usually one includes in the definition of uniform hyperbolicity, a condition which 

prevents the `angle' between Et and Et from approaching 0, for example, requiring 

the projection onto Et to be uniformly bounded or requiring, for some JER, that 

ý++&-l >J>o 
for arbitrary unit vectors ý+ E E+, ý- E E- 

(2.5) 

Lemma 2.1 The angle condition (2.5) is automatically satisfied if (2.,? ) and (2.4) 

are satisfied. 

Proof Since Df 
0(t), t 

is continuous and uniformly bounded, say I IDfýýýýý,, 1Iý < MOB, 

we know that 

IXt(t+T)II < e(f`+TllDfýo(t), tjt. ds) 

From (2.3) and (2.4) we see that for unit vectors ý+ EE and ý- E E-, 

IXt(t+T)ý+I < Ke-7' 

IXt(t+T)ý-I > K-leQT 

Using (2.6) and the triangle inequality we deduce that 

I- ++I > e-TMo IXt(t + T)ý- + Xt(t +T )ý+I 

> e-TMo (IXt(t +T)ý-I -I Xt(t +T)ý+j) 
> e-TMo (K-1c aT 

- Ke-aT) 

>J>0 for T large enough 

(2.6) 

as required   

It is described as uniform because K and a can be chosen independently of t. 
There is an interesting non-uniform generalisation of hyperbolicity but as I do not 

consider it in this thesis I will drop the word uniform. 

Note that this definition encompasses the previous definitions. 
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Proposition 2.1 An equilibrium or periodic orbit xo is hyperbolic according to def- 
inition 2.7 above if and only if the Jacobian Dfxo has eigenvalues off the imaginary 

axis (equilibrium) or characteristic exponents off the imaginary axis (periodic orbit). 

Proof For equilibria, Et and Et are the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigen- 

values in the left and right half-planes respectively. For periodic orbits, one can 

make the periodic change of variables = P(t)y to change the periodic variational 

equation into the constant coefficient equation 

0=BO (2.7) 

The variational equation (2.2) has a hyperbolic splitting if and only if (2.7) has. 

But, the characteristic exponents are the eigenvalues of B which are clearly off the 

imaginary axis if and only if there is a hyperbolic splitting for (2.7).   

2.1.3 Autonomous systems 

For autonomous systems the only strongly hyperbolic solutions are equilibria. 
To see this notice that if xo is a non-equilibrium solution of x=f (x) then, by 

the chain rule, we have 
dxo 

_ dt 
Df, 

°i° 

Thus the span of xo gives non-trivial bounded solutions of the variational equation. 
Clearly xo is neither in Et nor Et since it does not contract exponentially in either 
forward or backward time. 

This degeneracy results from the continuous time-translation invariance of au- 
tonomous systems. For periodic orbits of autonomous systems, notice that there is 

always a simple Floquet multiplier of 1. 

To cope with autonomous systems one usually extends definition 2.7 to allow 

a splitting Rn = Et ®Et eR and some adjustments need to be made to the 
hyperbolicitY theory. For example, a periodic orbit xo(t), is called hyperbolic if it 

corresponds to a hyperbolic fixed point of a Poincare map. To treat this case in 

the style of this thesis one could allow a reparametrisation of time, or treat the 

orbit as a normally hyperbolic manifold. Because of the differences in theory I 

make a distinction between the strong hyperbolicity defined above and the weaker 

autonomous version. Since I only treat the strongly hyperbolic case I will take 
hyperbolic to mean strongly hyperbolic. 
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2.1.4 Forward and backward contracting subspaces 

Et consists of tangent vectors which contract exponentially in forward time. Et 

consists of tangent vectors which contract exponentially in backward time. More 

correctly they could be written E ö(t) 
t since they are in the tangent space at x0(t) 

but I use the simplified notation when there is no ambiguity. They are commonly 

called the stable and unstable subspaces but stable and unstable are somewhat 

misleading descriptions since the unstable subspace is exponentially attracting while 

the stable subspace is exponentially repelling. I will refer to them as the forward 

and backward contracting subspaces. 

In contrast to the equilibrium case, if the linearisation is time-dependent there 

is not always a simple correspondence between the (time-dependent) eigenvalues 

of the Jacobian and the hyperbolic splitting. The following example demonstrates 

this. Consider the linear ODE, ý= U(t)-'AU(t) ý, where 

U(t) = 
cost sint A_1 -5 

- sin t cost 0 -1 

This has eigenvalues {-1, -1} for each tER which might suggest that U was 

asymptotically stable. However, a fundamental solution is given by 

et (cost + 1/2 sin t) e-3t (cos t- 1/2 sin t) X (t) = 
et (sin t- 1/2 cost) e-3t (sin t+1 /2 cost) 

so 0 is unstable with dim E- = 1. By a simple change of variables we can turn this 

into an example of a non-hyperbolic system with the time-dependent eigenvalues 
bounded away from the imaginary axis. 

However, see Coppel [7] for some ways of relating the eigenvalues to hyperbol- 

icity. 

Remark 2.3 The dimensions of Et and Et are constant along hyperbolic solu- 
tions. 

The theory of hyperbolicity gives us the existence, for the nonlinear system, 

of forward and backward contracting manifolds W ö(t), 
t and W ý(t), t tangent to Et 

and Et at xo(t). One can also deduce that the local dynamics are governed (up to 

topological conjugacy) by the linearisation. Thus near to x0(t) there is exponential 

contraction in forward and backward time along W ö(t) 
e and W ý(ti, c respectively. 
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Definition 2.8 The stability type of a hyperbolic solution is given by the pair 
(dim Et +, dim Et ), for any tER. If dim Et =0 then we say that x0 is linearly 

attracting. 

For example, the stability type of a hyperbolic equilibrium is (1, in) where l is 

the number of eigenvalues of Df f,, with negative real part and m is the number 

with positive real part. For a hyperbolic periodic orbit, l is the number of Floquet 

multipliers inside the unit circle and m is the number outside the unit circle. 

2.2 Exponential dichotomy 

This splitting property for hyperbolic solutions was noticed a long time ago and 
first appeared implicitly in the works of Bohl and Perron. It was termed exponential 
dichotomy by Massera & Schaffer [26] who developed the formal theory for linear 

differential equations along with Daleckii & Krein [9], Coppcl [7] and others in the 

50's and 60's. The study of exponential dichotomy in linear differential equations 
has continued to be an active area of research since then. 

I present here some of the basic theory of exponential dichotomy in relation to 

the linear time-varying differential equation (2.2). For a more detailed treatment, 

see Coppel [7], Daleckii & Krein [9] or Massera & Schaffer [26]. 

Definition 2.9 (2.2) is said to have an exponential dichotomy on the interval 
Zc II8 if there exist a projection' Po and constants K, a>0 such that 

J (Xo(t) Po Xo 1 (s) jj < Ke-'(c-s) t>s (2.8) 
Xo(t) (I - Po) Xo 1 (s) 11 < Ke-ý(y-t) t<s (2.9) 

The interval can be finite or infinite, for example, [0,1], R+, R or R. Unless 

otherwise specified I will assume I=R. 

Theorem 2.2 A bounded solution X, is strongly uniformalt hyperbolic if and only 
if the variational equation (2.2), has an exponential dichotomy on R. 

Proof Suppose the variational equation has an exponential dichotomy on R. 
Define the continuous projection operator Pt = Xo(t)PoXo-' (t). Then the forward 

and backward contracting subspaces are given by 

Et = Range Pt 

Et = Ker Pt = Range (-T - Pe) 
'A projection is a linear operator P: R" -4 R' such that p2 =p 
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][gam = Et e Et for each tER and clearly (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied for the same 

Kandci. 
Conversely, given a splitting R7 = Et ® Et satisfying (2.3) and (2.4), taking 

Po to be the projection with range Eo and kernel Eý clearly gives an exponential 

dichotomy. 0 

2.2.1 Exponential dichotomies on half lines 

For an exponential dichotomy on IR+ with projection Po, the forward contracting 

subspace is given by Et = Range Pt. This contains all solutions bounded on R+. 

Ker Pt can be any complementary subspace. Similarly, for an exponential dichotomy 

on R-, with projection 20, the backward contracting subspace is given by E- _ 

Ker Qt which contains all solutions bounded on R-. Range Q, is any complementary 

subspace. So for an exponential dichotomy on ll8 the projection is uniquely defined. 

This is summed up in the following theorem 

Theorem 2.3 (2.2) has an exponential dichotomy on R if and only if it has an 

exponential dichotomy on R and R- such that 1I = Et ® Eý 
. 

As an example of a system for which there are exponential dichotomies on R+ 

and ]R but not on R consider the planar autonomous differential equation, : i; =f (x) 

sketched in figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: xo(t) is a solution which is homoclinic to the hyperbolic saddle T. 

xo (t) is a bounded solution which is homoclinic to a hyperbolic saddle point 
Since xo(t) -4 t as t -+ ±oo, the variational equation ý= Df fob converges 

to ý= Dfxý in both forward and backward time so must have an exponential 
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dichotomy on R+ and R-. " However, since the (one dimensional) forward and 

backward contracting manifolds of x coincide along xo, their tangent spaces, E+ (t), c 
and Exo(t), t must also coincide. But these are the forward and backward contracting 

subspaces for the linearisation and so cannot have direct sure R2. Thus there is no 

exponential dichotomy on R. 

If however we perturb to get x=f (x)+sg(t) then we can look for solutions xE(t) 

homoclinic to the nearly-fixed point ±E. If x, (t) exists, then generically, it will have 

an exponential dichotomy and thus correspond to a transversal intersection of the 

stable and unstable manifolds of xE. It is then known as a transversal hornoelinic 

solution. The existence of transversal homoclinic solutions allows one to deduce 

many interesting results. For example, if there are many such intersections then 

the nearby dynamics can be extremely complex. For a treatment of the case where 

g is periodic the reader is referred to Palmer [321, who uses the theory of exponential 

dichotomy to derive a Melnikov type function for the existence of xE and also to 

deduce the existence of random dynamics near to xE. This can also be done for 

aperiodic forcing. Gruendler [13] has some answers in this direction and in principle 

one could use the theory developed in this thesis to provide an elegant quantitative 

approach to this problem. 

2.3 A useful characterisation of hyperbolicity 

The study of hyperbolicity for solutions of (2.1) or equivalently exponential 
dichotomy for (2.2) can be reduced to the study of a linear differential operator 

on suitable function spaces. This is fundamentally the approach I take in order to 

treat aperiodic systems in an appropriate manner. 

It will prove advantageous to think of x=f (x, t) as a differential equation on 
C1 functions x: IR -+ R7 rather than on vectors xE iR". By definition, for xE C' 

we have xE C°. It follows from the hypotheses on the vector field f (x, t) that for 

xE C1, the right hand side f (x(t), t), is a bounded CO function. Thus the vector 
field can be regarded as the operator f: C1 -f CO, f (x) (t) Hf (x (t), t). Moreover, 

since f (x, t) is uniformly C' with respect to xE Rn, it follows that the operator f 

is C1 with respect to functions xE C1 as well. 
Define C1, the space of C1-vector fields, by d' = C' (C', C°). This clearly contains 

the vector fields we are interested in but in fact it is much larger and contains 
ii This actually follows from an argument given in the `splitting index' theory detailed later in 

the chapter. 
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operators which are not really vector fields at all. For our purposes however, this 

is not a problem. In fact, it allows us to show robustness to a much more general 

class of perturbations, for example, where the time dependence is more complicated 

such as differential-delay equations. 
The norm I will use on d' is 

if ýýcl = sup max { HHf(x('), ')Ilc(, , 
IlDf.,, Ilci-4co } 

xEC' 

This is a generalisation of the norm on C' vector fields used in standard dynamical 

systems theory. "' Note that Dff(t) = Dfý, (t), t. 

Consider the nonlinear operator, G: C1 -+ C°, defined by 

G(x)(t) = j7 (t) -f (x (t), t) 

In this context we have the following reformulation of definition 2.1. 

Definition 2.10 xE C1 is a bounded solution of (2.1) if G(x) = 0. 

The linearisation of G about a solution xo E C', is C= L)GxO : C' -+ CO, given 
by 

Gd 
dt -Dfo 

Note that all the C1 solutions of the variational equation (2.2) are obtained by 

solving Gý = 0. 

2.3.1 Green's functions and the inhomogeneous variational 
equation 

It is well known that the exponential dichotomy of the variational equation is 

closely related to the solvability of the inhomogeneous equation 

ý=D. f,; oý+ýp (2.10) 

where cp E C°. All the C' solutions of (2.10) are given by solving C=V. To do this 

we look for a two-point function of time associated with C called a Green's function. 

As we are interested in obtaining bounded solutions rather than particular initial 

value problems or boundary value problems I only consider the relevant Green's 

function. 
See for example Robinson [36]. 
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Definition 2.11 For the first order linear differential operator L: C' -ý C° defined 

above, a Green's function an essentially bounded matrix-valued operator, W: 1I x 
R -* BL(Rn, R''2), such that for each sER, W satisfies 

1. LW(t, s) =0 for t0s 

2. limt. +s+ W (ti s) - 1imt, 
s- 

W (t, s) =I 

There is also a more direct way of characterising W. Let Sr be the distribution 

defined by St[co] = co(t), for suitable R-valued test functions, cp. For some details 

of the theory of distributions'" see section 4.2. St is the Dirac delta function or unit 

impulse (at time t). 

Proposition 2.2 W is a Green's function for G, if and only if, for each s, W(., s) 
is an essentially bounded solution of the distributional equation 

LW(-, S) = bs 
For this reason the Green's function is also known as the impulse response. 

Proof To see that this is equivalent to Definition 2.11 notice that property 1 is 

trivially satisfied and property 2 follows from 

I= 8s [I] = CW(t, 8) [1] 
s+h d 

l im dW (t, s) - Dfýo(t) W (t, s) dt 
f-h 

= hill W (t, s) - lim W (t, s) t-)s+ t->s+ 

  

When there is a Green's function there is an explicit expression for solutions of 
(2.10). This is given by 

(c-' )(t) =fW (t, s)w (S) (IS (2.11) 

To see (2.11) gives a solution of (2.10) we can differentiate to give 

dt(G 
1`P)(t) =J dtW 

(t's)ýP(s)ds 

= Dffo(t) fW(t, 
s)(s)ds + cp(t) 

= Df,; 
o(t) 

(G-I ýp)(t) + ýo (t) (2.12) 

i° For now the details of the theory of distributions are unimportant. Basically, distributions are 
functionals defined by their action on a suitable space of `test' functions (with compact support). 
The action of a distribution g, on these test functions is denoted by g[cp]. They are a generalisation 
of the usual concept of function. Standard functions can also be treated as distributions by the 
rule g[co] = fit g(u)`o(u)du. The classic example of a distribution which is not a function in the 
usual sense is the 6 distribution. 
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where Xs(t) = Xo(t)Xo 1(s) is the fundamental solution of the homogeneous varia- 

tional equation satisfying Xe(s) = I. 

Fort> s, W(t, s)EEt and fort< s, W(t, s)EEt . 
To see that this satisfies definition 2.11 notice that it is bounded and 

=I 
tum 

W (t, s) - tJiym 
W (t, s) = X0(t)P0Xo 1(t) + Xo(t)(I - P0)Xo '(t) 

By construction it satisfies JW (t, s) j< KeaIt-. Sl and thus W (t, ") E L1 with the 

uniform bound IIW (t, ") I I1 < 2K/a.   

Some more details of this method of solving (2.10) are given in the next chapter 

where it is a crucial part in providing persistence estimates for hyperbolic solutions. 
Perron was the first to notice that questions about the homogeneous equation, 

- A(t)e, were closely related to the solvability of the inhomogeneous equation, 

- A(t)e +" Massera & Schaffer [26] first developed this line of attack formally. 

They called the pair of function spaces (A, 8), admissible for C. if L: A -+ B was 

surjective. One of the basic theorems they proved is that L: Cl(I) -+ C°(Z) is 

surjective if and only if the variational equation (2.2) has an exponential dichotomy 

on Z. 

For half-lines the theorem is stated as 

Theorem 2.4 (2.2) has an exponential dichotomy on 1Rt if and only if C: C j' - C, 
is surjective. 

Proof 
[ED = Surj] 

Suppose there is an exponential dichotomy on R+ with projection P. S. Then we 

can define a Green's function on R+ as follows. 

stisi0 
W (t, s) 

-X 

Xs(t) P 

(2.15) 
s (t) (I - P3) 0<t<8 

A C+ solution of L= cp for any cp E C+ is then given by 

(L-10(t) =JW (t, s) v (s) ds 

[Surf = ED] 

Let Vi be the subspace of IR' which contains all the initial conditions which 

generate bounded solutions (on R+) of the variational equation. That is, 

Vi = {eEr IX0ýEC+} 
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If for each tER, we have" W(t, ") E LI, and for some Al independent of t, 

IIW(t, ")Il1 =J IW(t, s)lds <M <C)0 

then (2.11) gives a C1 solution of (2.10). 

To see this, observe that uniform boundedness of C-' (p follows from Hölders 

inequality' which gives 

ll, c-, (Pll. koll". 
From (2.12) it follows that dt(G-l(p) is bounded if G-lcp is. Clearly, 

dt(G 1(P)II <_ (IIDf,, oll IIW(t, )III + 1) IIýIIý 
00 

So G-1 is an integral operator with Green's function kernel. If W is the unique, 
L1 Green's function then C-1 gives the unique C' solution of (2.10) and satisfies 

IJG-'j1cl < max{IIW(t,. )III , IHDf.,,, IH IIW(t,. )Ill + 1} 

The Green's function for a hyperbolic solution 

Proposition 2.3 When x0 is hyperbolic, there is a unique, L1 Green's function for 
G. Moreover it satisfies the estimate 

W (t, S)I < Ke it-sI 

where K, a are the hyperbolicity constants. 

Proof For each s, W(-, s) should be a bounded matrix solution of 

C- Df 
0 (, s) = Ss (2.13) dt 

W 
) 

By hyperbolicity, for any column ý, of W(-, s) we have 

jPtý(t)I >_ Ke'(t-s) Iý(S+)I 

ýI 
- Pt)ý(t)I >_ Kea(s-t) Iý(s )I 

Thus for bounded solutions of (2.13) we require Ptý(t) =0 for t<s and 
(I - Pt)ý(t) =0 for t>s. This is enough to see that Wt should be 

W(t, S) = 
XS(t)P8 t> .5 (2.14) 

-X, (t)(I - P3) t <s 

considered as a the matrix-valued function W (t, .): II8 -3 BL(R? i, R n) 
vi The relevant formulation is: For fE L1 and gE CO it follows that f"gE L1 and Ilf - glli : 

11 1th II gý1,,.. See section 4.2 for details. 
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Let V2 be any complementary subspace and let Po be the projection which satisfies 
Range Po = Vl and ker Po = V2. Then we can define a Green's function W (t,, s) by 

(2.15) above. This is clearly bounded and satisfies definition 2.11 

The proof is completed by showing that when L is surjective, JW (t,, s) l< 

Ke_ t_8l, from which it follows that Po is the projection on to the forward con- 
tracting subspace. The details, which are messy, can be found in [9] or [7].   

This result is also true for R but we can say a little more. 

Theorem 2.5 The following are equivalent 

" xO is hyperbolic. 

"G: Cl --p CO is surjective. 

" C° is invertible. 

[Hyp] 

[Surj] 

[In3 + Surf] 

Proof 
[Hyp = Surj] 

If there is an exponential dichotomy on R then by proposition 2.3 there is a 

unique, L1 Green's function given by (2.14) and thus a unique, C1 solution of Q= cp 
for any ýp E C°. 

[Hyp = Injl 

If (2.2) has an exponential dichotomy on R (with projection PO) then it has 

no non-trivial bounded solutions since the evolution of any initial condition with 

non-zero component in Po (resp. I- P°) is unbounded in backward (resp. forward) 

time. Thus L is injective. 

[Surj ; Hyp] 

Clearly, if L is surjective on CO then it is also surjective on C. ý and CO-. By 

theorem 2.4, the variational equation (2.2) must have an exponential dichotomy on 
R+ and R and clearly the projections are the same. By theorem 2.3 we deduce 

that (2.2) has an exponential dichotomy on R. 

2.3.2 The reformulated definition of hyperbolicity 

Because of theorem 2.5, we can take instead the invertibility of G as a definition of 
hyperbolicity. 

Definition 2.12 A bounded solution xo of (2.1) is (strongly) uniformly hyperbolic 
if C= DGxo : C' CO is invertible. 
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This definition encompasses the previous definitions of hyperbolic solution, 2.3, 

2.6 and 2.7, and is especially suited to aperiodic systems. For most purposes, it is 

advantageous to use this definition. Exploiting the invertibility of G allows for clear 

and elegant proofs of most of the powerful properties of hyperbolic systems. I prove 

persistence and structural stability this way and one can also prove shadowing like 

this, for example, Lanford [22], Meyer & Hall [30], Sauer & Yorke [43] and Coornes, 

Kocak & Palmer [33]. 

Remark 2.4 It is a basic result of linear analysis, for example [11], that when the 
inverse of a bounded linear operator exists, it is also a bounded linear operator. 

This means that for hyperbolic solutions G-1 < oo. In fact, J IL-111 will be 

used as the principle measure of the hyperbolicity of x0. 
For the linearisation about an equilibrium of an autonomous system or a periodic 

solution we have the following simplification of theorem 2.12. 

Theorem 2.6 When D.,,, is constant or periodic then the following arc: equivalent. 

" xo is hyperbolic. [Hzyp] 

"C is surjective. [Surf] 

"£ is injective. [Inj] 

Proof 
[Inj = Hyp] 

We have seen from Floquet's theorem that X (t) = P(t)etQ, so any character- 
istic exponent eie, on the imaginary axis generates a bounded solution p(t)e'o of 
the variational equation with p(t) having the same period as Dffo. Thus if G is 

injective, x0 must have all characteristic exponents off the imaginary axis. Thus x0 
is hyperbolic. 

The rest of the proof follows from theorem 2.5. 

2.3.3 Splitting index 

Although the absence of non-trivial bounded solutions of the homogeneous equation 
implies hyperbolicity when Df 

0 is periodic, it may not be enough when Df, is 

aperiodic. A simple example which has injective linearisation but no exponential 
dichotomy is given by the linear scalar equation 

ý= tan-'(t)ß (2.16) 
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Notice that solutions expand in both forward and backward time so there is no 
forward or backward contracting subspace and thus x° is not hyperbolic. 

The question of whether the absence of non-trivial bounded solutions of a certain 
homogeneous equation is equivalent to hyperbolicity can be answered to some extent 

using the idea of the splitting index. The theory was developed in the general context 

of skew-product systems by Sacker & Sell [38,39,40,41,42], where full details can 

be found. 
The splitting index theory is helpful in understanding better the functional ana- 

lytic characterisation of hyperbolicity although it is not of immediate use in provid- 
ing quantitative information. For this purpose, working solely with the invertibility 

criterion is sufficient and in many ways preferable to working in the skew-product 
framework. However for completeness I present here the relevant ideas of this the- 

ory. 

Definition 2.13 Let cp :XxYxR --+ X and o, :YxR -+ Y be autonomous 
flows. Then it: X xYx118 4X xY defined by 

7r(x, y, t) = (co(x, y, t), a(y, t)) 

is a skew-product flow. 

cp is called the forced dynamics and a is called the forcing dynamics. 

In relation to the (non-autonomous) linearisation Gý =ý- Df, ý,, ý = 0, we should 
think of Df.,,: o as belonging to a space of bounded matrix-valued functions, A suitable 

space is A= C°(R, BL(118n, R)). "' This is a Banach space if we use sup-norm. 
The way to treat the linearisation as a linear skew-product flow is to consider 

Dffo EA as a forcing variable and ý as the forced variable. This gives us the 

skew-product flow 

ir: X xAxR --p XxA 

(ý, A, s) i (Xo(s)ý 
, a(A, s) ) 

where Xo is the principal solution operator of = A(t)e and a(A, s)(t) = A3(t) _ 
A(t + s) is the translation operator in A. 

In order to give a good characterisation of hyperbolicity using this formalism we 
need some definitions. 

Definition 2.14 The hull of AEA is the closure in A of all its translates. That 
is 

H(A) = cl sE R} 

°" BL(R', Ili") is the space of nxn matrices. 
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The topology on A in which this closure is taken is very important. The topology 
inherited from sup-norm is that of uniform convergence on the whole of R. This is 

not always appropriate. An alternative is to use the topology of uniform convergence 

on compact subsets. This can be obtained by using the metric 
00 

d(Atij, Btij) _E 2-k sup IAtij (t) - Bi. i(t)l 
k=1 tE[-k, k] 

on each matrix element of A, BE 
, 
A. 

Proposition 2.4 (i) In A with the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
subsets, H(Dffo) is compact if and only if Df, 0 is bounded and uniformly continuous 
with respect to t. 

(ii) In A with sup-norm, H(Df 0) is compact if and only if Dfy0 is almost- 
periodic. 

For C1 solutions xo we expect Dfxo to be continuous and bounded so uniform 

continuity is a little stronger than we would want. By working in spaces of uniformly 

continuous functions however, we could guarantee Df 0 is uniformly continuous. For 

the remainder of this section on the splitting index I assume that the appropriate 
topology is chosen so that H(Df 0) is compact. This is a crucial assumption for the 

theory that follows. 

Definition 2.15 A+ EA is an w-limit point of A if there exists a sequence of 
times tk -ý oo with Q(A, tk) -* At 

A- EA is an a-limit point of A if there exists a sequence of times tk --> -oo 
with or (A, tk) -p A-. 

The w-limit set of AEA is the set of w-limit points of A and is denoted by 
w(A). 

The a-limit set of AEA is the set of a-limit points of A and is denoted by 
cx(A). 

Clearly a(A) and w(A) are subsets of H(A). 

Definition 2.16 For AEA let Eo (A) (resp. E0 (A)) be the forward (resp. back- 
ward) contracting subspace (at time t= 0) of the equation = A(t)e. Define the 
bounded set by 

13(A) _{ýE CO Iý= A(t)e } 

Using this notation the forward and backward contracting subspaces for the 

variational equation are Eo = Eo (Df 
0). Notice also that B(Df 

0) = {0} is another 
way of saying G is injective. 

Condition (*): For each A+ E w(Dffo) and A- E a(Df 0), suppose that 

B(A+) = {0} and Ci(A-) = {0} 
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This condition asks for the absence of non-trivial bounded solutions to the homo- 

geneous equations corresponding to each element of the cx and w-limit sets of Df., o . 

Definition 2.17 If Condition (*) holds, then for any A+ E w(Df 0) and A- E 

a(Df 0) 
define 

d4J = dim Eo (A+) 

dý = dim Eo (A-) 

du, and da are well defined, that is independent of the choices of A+ and A-, since 
a(Dfxo) are compact and connected and dim Eo (") is continuous. 

Remark 2.5 If Condition (*) holds then there are exponential dichotomies on both 

half-lines R and R- and 

dim Eo (Df fo) = Alu, 
dim Eo (Dffo) =n- da 

where n is the dimension of the phase space for the system. 

Definition 2.18 The splitting index of G is defined as 

it = dW - dý 

Remark 2.6 Clearly, 
-n <K< Ti 

Theorem 2.7 When Condition (*) holds, or equivalently, Cý =0 has exponential 
dichotOmY on both half-lines, G is Fredholm and its Fredhoim index is K. 

Recall that a linear operator T on Banach spaces is said to be Fredholm if range 
T is closed and both dim ker T and dim coker T are finite. The Fredholm index 

is given by the difference in these dimensions. 

Note that Condition (*) and k=0 can hold without there being an exponential 
dichotomy on R. We have already come across a simple example of this. An orbit 

Xo(t), homoclinic to a hyperbolic saddle point x, in an autonomous system. In 

this case, a(Dffo) = w(Dff(, ) = Dff and clearly there is an exponential dichotomy 

on both half-lines. However, although rc(Dff(, ) = 0, we have non-trivial bounded 

solutions of the linearisation and there fails to be a splitting over the whole of R. 

Thus knowledge of just the asymptotic behaviour of the system is not enough in 

general to determine hyperbolicity. 

Condition (**): For each AE H(Dffo), suppose that 13(A) _ {0}. 
Note that this is stronger than condition (*). 
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Remark 2.7 If Condition (**) holds then 

dý, <_ d(, 

and it follows that 
-n <k<0 

The main characterisations of hyperbolicity using this approach are given by the 

following two theorems. 

Theorem 2.8 x0 is hyperbolic if and only if Condition (**) holds and r, = 0. 

Theorem 2.9 xo is hyperbolic if and only if Condition (**) holds and for every 
AE H(Df fo) we have dim Eä (A) independent of A. 

To determine hyperbolicity using these two theorems we must at least show that 

there are no non-trivial bounded solutions of the homogeneous equations associated 

with elements of the compact hull H(Dffo). In general this is stronger than injec- 

tivity of G. However this can be seen as a generalisation of theorem 2.6 to aperiodic 

systems since it relates the behaviour of solutions to homogeneous equations to the 

solvability of inhomogeneous equations. 

When Df 0 is periodic, theorem 2.6 follows quickly using these arguments since 
in this case the w-limit set, the a-limit set and the hull H(Dfo) in A with sup- 

norm is just the set of translates of Df 0. °"' The hull is compact by proposition 2.4 

above. If C is injective then only the zero solution is bounded for all translates of 
the homogeneous equation so Condition (**) clearly holds. Also it is clear that the 

dimensions of the forward and backward contracting subspaces must remain the 

same. Thus ºc(Dfxo) =0 and we deduce that x0 is hyperbolic. 

Our example of an injective linearisation without exponential dichotomy, equa- 
tion (2.16), clearly has ic(Dfx(, ) = -1. To see this notice that w(tan-1(")) =1 and 
a(tan-'(")) _ -1. Then using the fact that Eo (1) =0 and E'(-l) = IR we have 
dW - da = -1. So although in this case C is injective, it is not invertible. 

2.3.4 Spectral properties of ,C 
For completeness I detail some properties of the spectrum of G. Again, although 

this is useful in understanding better the invertible operator characterisation of 
"' The set of translates of Dfxo is closed since sup-norm is translationally invariant. To be more 

precise one can consider A quotiented by the equivalence relation identifying translates. The set 
of translates of Df2o map to a single point under the quotient map and since it is continuous 
(using the quotient topology), the pre-image of this point must be closed. 
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11y1)erholicit, y I)ltt not of direct all)f)licaI)lilt y to the prol)1ean of (11miltitative safety 

(st, ilnates. 
The 91)(: ('trllln of L is closely I'Cl<1tN(1 to w1iat, is 1Qlowll as t11(' Mat, ll(`1' S])e('tl'lllll. 

More (letails about, this approach º"an he Found il, Mather [2-i] where ant ononºous 

svsterils, both discrete awl colltinrnous tilne. ilrº,. conlsi(lereºl. Proof'), of all the tlieo- 

relns below relating to spec G can he found in \, lll Minh [53,54] where tlierºe are also 

generalisations of the re alts for finite dimensional p11; 15(' spaces to Ba111aº"1º simces. 

For a linear operator on il Bauach 5fmce T: B --* B, let, Ow spectrllnl be denoted 

by spec T. The sf)ectrunl i5 also well defined when the dotiiain of T is only º1elltie 

in B. It follows that G 11 15 a well defined spectrum since C' is (leilse in C'o. Let, 

-- _\1). Let, p(G) he the resolvent set of G. Notice that ,AE p(G) if 

and only if' Ga is invertible or c(lniv'illclltly Gad =0 has an ('sl)onciltial ºli("11oto1ºly. 
The following theorenl tells 'is thilt, spec G is t, ranslationallly invariant wit It re- 

spect to the itnaginalry a xis. 

Theorem 2.10 AE 51)(, (, G A+ iw E tilýýýý G Vw E R. 

i\IOre SI)ecifically, it, can he tihOwii that the slW( G º"utitiiStti º>i ii IiIIitc unºul>or of 

1)111(ls {[n, 1, l)j] + icy, WE R1. For c(tººilihriaº aºu(l periodic tiulººtiºnºs the kºu(lS arc 

(legenerate iii that they a(' a(tu llojitit lilies. The rail values arc given by the 

eigcuvalueH of' tue J<lcO1)iaui aiºc1 t he FlOynet exp(IIeIltti retit>e t. ively. I IOWevcr, thi's 

i5 typically 1101, tlºe cilse for all)º'rioºlic systems where ('Xatºººpl('s call be (OlO 1 ru("tº'(l 

ylliclº have l)all(Is of 11011-zero width. 

Figure 2.2: Tvpical forte of ' s1>e. c C for tI)eI iO(li( tiYSt('1iiS. 

Note that, spec -I)f�) considered als aI O1)(ý1iltOI -ll 
j, 

ýý 
Co 

--) 
Co alti() ha"', 111i 4 

Sl1I1(! translation invariance. For example, it 
. L'() is, it,, ('(1111111)I'I11111,1; 11('11 

-i1 + 1W F 

spec LT,, 
(" 

for each eigeu1Val11C /1, d the 
. 
Iaroi)iail 111t1tiix')[U) 2111(1 any wER. It 
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fOllUws that -11 + i-w E S1W'(' , C. 

Theorem 2.11 C is the infirriitr, 5irnal ycii, crator of flu, (, 5lrnrr, ý/lrý coittirl, rru, u�5) gr'o'up 

of (-uoluit'ort oýýrýraf, ors {%h : C° -+ C° ;hE R} 'urith, V (lcfirrcrl by 

", -1, (t) ý(t - b. ) 

T) sec associativity notice that 

(D` 0 T, ý)(t) _ Xr-11(t) 
-fit n ,, 

(t - l, ) W-1, - q) 

= -lt. _i, q(I) 
(t - 1, - rJ) 

The I'o11o>wirng i5 a spectral IIl al)l)illg tlic(>r ill relating T/' midi G. 

Theorem 2.12 spec T' = (xl)(h, sp(q. G). 

it, follow that tip' T` is rotationally invariant and aºººsist's of fiiºit, ely, ºuanv 

ýin»>ili ((11t1('(1 at they origin. 

Figure 2.3: Typical f')rºu UUf S1X (' T' for aj)('riu(li( 

spec, Tº is essentially the saue as the Mat her spe t rººnº [27]. He first t, ruvº'(1 it 

was rotationally invariant and used it, as it clºiº, racterisat iºººº of' 1ºyytºº'rl, ººliº"it V f'ºu' 1ºut lº 

ºliticrete firne and ccºiºtitºuuººs tithe aººtcºtuººucºººs svsteuºti. 

Recall that all cºlýcrýitýºr is said tºº be hype lºººlic if' its spe trººººº is ºlitijººint frºººi1 

the unit circle. It follows from the previous t lºe<ºrettº that, 

Corollary 2.1 : r; () is hqypcrbolir rf n, ri, rl, Dahl if T' is hilpcrbnli. c for h. O. 

Remark 2.8 For o .fu(. orr, l, r», v, uu, ti tine (cui, nil, OiUOU, S J. S- 
tcin,, the spectr«7n of the Ilincar"ised cvolnt nit ow-r'u, tO'I sj)WW( V, a1,11lays (oi! 1nirf.. '4 1/u 

(u rie. Thus it, catvtot, be (strongly) 
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2.4 Persistence of hyperbolic solutions 

The key property of hyperbolic solutions that I will exploit is their robustness 

to perturbations of the dynamical system. The robustness of the exponential di- 

chotomy property of linear time-varying ODE's is well known and theorems relating 

to this can be found in [7,9]. From this property one can easily deduce the robust- 

ness of hyperbolic solutions of nonlinear ODE's. Below I prove this in a Banach 

space setting using the implicit function theorem. This approach has three main 

advantages. 

" Firstly the analysis is clean and relies on a well known theory. 

" Secondly, it generalises very easily since many problems of robustness can be 

treated as root-finding of operators on Banach spaces. 

" Thirdly, the proof gives a natural way to estimate the max size of the response 

when the perturbations are unknown and to compute the response numerically 

when the perturbation is known. 

Given a reference system x= fo(x, t), with solution x° E CO, consider the 

perturbed system 

x= (2.17) 

where f is a d'-perturbation of f0. 

In the function space setting we consider the operator G: C1 x C1 -* CO, defined 

by 
Gf(x)(t) = x(t) -f (x (t), t) 

Roots of Gf are bounded solutions of (2.17). Writing Go in place of G fo we see that 
Go(xo) =0 since xo is the solution of the unperturbed system. 

Theorem 2.13 (Persistence of hyperbolic solutions) Let xo be a hyperbolic 
solution of i= fo(x, t). Then for d' 

-close f, there is a locally unique continuation, 
xf E C', solving f (x, t). Moreover, xf is also hyperbolic with the same stability 
type as xo and varies smoothly with f. 

Proof To prove theorem 2.13 we apply the implicit function theorem (IFT) to G. 

Details of the IFT can be found in appendix A. The conditions for the IFT are: 

1. G is C' with respect to x in a neighbourhood of (fo, xo). 
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2. G is C1 with respect to f in a neighbourhood of (fo, : rx0). In fact continuous 

suffices for the existence of a unique continuation xf, but for the stronger 

conclusion that xf is hyperbolic and smooth in f we require G to be smooth 
in f. 

3. BG0, xo is invertible. 

These are satisfied since: 

1. G is Ci in x since f is C' in x. 

2. G is C' in f since for Sf E C1, 

0f 
I s, xf (bf) = Sf (xs ( ), ) (2.18) 

3. The linearisation about xo is 

\ 
, co = BGo, ýo -d dt - Dfo, ý, o I 

(2.19) 

The hypothesis that x0 is hyperbolic guarantees that, Co is invertible with 
bounded inverse. 

So for any f in some C1 neighbourhood of fo, the IFT guarantees the existence 

of a locally unique continuation xf E C' satisfying Gf(xf) =0 and x10 = xo. 
Since invertibility of operators on Banach spaces is an open condition, "x Lf 

defined by 
d 

, Cf = EGf, xf = dt - Df xf 

is also invertible for close enough f. To see this, notice that Gf - 'Co ll can be made 

as small as we like since, by the C' assumption on G, Gr is continuous with respect 
to f at fo. Thus xf is also hyperbolic. 

From the construction of the splitting for Lf invertible we see that the splitting 
varies continuously. Thus the dimensions are conserved and xf retains stability 
type.   

Corollary 2.2 While Gf remains invertible, xf is at least C' in f and 
dxf: 

C' -ý C1 df 

bf ý--+ Li, 6f (xt (. ), .) (2.20) 

ix See lemma 3.1 for details. 
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Proof Recall that DG is given by (2.19) and that ýf is given by (2.18). It 

follows from the implicit function theorem and the chain rule for differentiation" 

-DG-1  
If Gf is only continuous in f then the IFT can still be applied to guarantee a 

unique continuation, xf. However, the differential equation above is no longer valid 

and some extra work is required in order to provide safety estimates. Some more 

comments on this can be found in section 3.5. 

Using uniform norms in C1 and C' is necessary in order to guarantee a uniformly 

close response. A situation which does not fit into this framework is additive forcing 

with small frequency modulation, for example, x= F(x) + sin(wE(t)), with WE(t) -- 

w°t. In this case, sin(w, (t)) is not continuous (in CO with sup-norm) with respect 

to e so we do not expect a locally unique continuation for small E. However, by 

allowing a reparametrisation of time we can make the perturbed system uniformly 

close and then apply the theorem above. For details of this see section 5.2. 

2.5 More properties of hyperbolicity 

Now I detail some more of the well known properties of hyperbolicity in the con- 
text of non-autonomous systems. It is instructive to show how they are easily and 

elegantly obtained using the invertible linear operator characterisation of hyperbol- 

icity. It will become clear that estimates can be obtained not just for robustness 
to perturbation but also for asymptotic stability of attractors, structural stability 

of hyperbolic invariant sets and shadowing of pseudo-orbits. These are some of the 

most powerful notions in dynamical systems theory and constructive proofs that 

apply to aperiodic systems should prove useful in applications. 

2.5.1 Stability 

Theorem 2.14 If xo is linearly attracting then it is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

This is proved in detail in section 3.6. The proof is used to obtain estimates of 
the size of the basin of attraction of a given linearly attracting solution x0. The 

approach can be extended to provide basin of attraction estimates for the unique 
response to d'-small perturbations. This is very straightforward with the invertible 

operator characterisation of hyperbolicity but is not easily achieved using other 
techniques since the perturbed system is essentially unknown. 

See appendix A for details. 
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2.5.2 Hyperbolic sets 

38 

In this section I show that the definition of a hyperbolic solution can be gener- 

alised to sets of solutions. Hyperbolic sets provide a good basis for the analysis of 

more complicated dynamical behaviour. For example, the hyperbolic set found in 

Smale's horseshoe map is an ubiquitous source of chaotic dynamics as it is present 
whenever there are transverse homoclinic intersections. 

I should point out first that most of the chaotic attractors found in applications 

are not uniformly hyperbolic, for example, the Henon attractor. However, the the- 

ory of uniform hyperbolicity is an important first step towards understanding the 

more complicated typical situations. It is only recently that non-uniform generali- 
sations of hyperbolicity have been treated in any depth. See Katok & Hasselblatt's 

book [20] for an example of this. 

As I previously mentioned, for continuous time autonomous systems, the only 
(strongly) hyperbolic objects are equilibria. There is a modification which allows 
one to work with more interesting hyperbolic sets for autonomous systems but I do 

not include that here. 

First I give the definition of a hyperbolic set which is best suited to aperiodic 

systems. Then I state the standard definition and show that they are equivalent. 
As usual, by hyperbolic I mean strongly uniformly hyperbolic. 

A definition of hyperbolic set 

Usually one identifies a solution of (2.1) with its orbit in the extended phase space, 
However, I will need to draw a distinction between them. Recall that xo E C1 is a 
bounded solution of (2.1) if G(xo) = 0. 

Definition 2.19 A compact set of bounded solutions S2 = {xj} C C' is called a 
hyperbolic set if each solution xj E1 is hyperbolic and 

IIL-1 
<M for some 

11 

ME IR independent of xj 

Standard definition 

Definition 2.20 The orbit of a bounded solution, xo, is the set 

{(x°(t), t) ItE R} C IR" xR 

Definition 2.21 AC Rn xR is a bounded invariant set if for each (x°, t°) EA 
there is a solution xo E C1 satisfying x° (t°) = x° whose orbit {(x°(t), t) ItE R} is 
contained in A. 
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Thus A is just a set of orbits of bounded solutions. 

Definition 2.22 A bounded invariant set, A, is said to be a hyperbolic invariant 

set if there are constants, K, a, J>0, and for each (x°, t°) EAa continuous 
splitting R1 = E+(,, to) (D Eýo, 

to) such that 

E(: o to) 
I Xto (t)ý+l < Ke -a(t-to) I +I t>s 

(Xo to) E I`'to (t)Z - I< Ke -aft-to) I- I<S t 

ý+ E E(o, 
to), E Eýýo 

toi 
I++-I<J 

where Xto (t) is the evolution operator of the linearisation about the solution passing 
through (x°, t°). 

Equivalence of the definitions 

Theorem 2.15 S2 = {xj} is a hyperbolic set if and only if the bounded invariant 

set A={ (xj (t), t) ItE R} is hyperbolic. 

Proof This follows from theorem 2.2 and the uniformity of M, K, a  

2.5.3 Structural stability 

The notion of structural stability is extremely important when dealing with 

systems subject to unknown, aperiodic perturbations. Roughly speaking, a system 
is structurally stable if all `nearby' systems display `similar' behaviour. By `nearby' 

it is meant a system which is close in some norm or topology in a space of vector 
fields. By `similar' it is typically meant homeomorphic (topological) conjugacy or 
diffeomorphic (smooth) conjugacy. An important conclusion to draw is that if one 

can find a structurally stable model of a given phenomenon then any conclusions 

made will be robust to small inaccuracies and small perturbation in the actual 

model used. 
Asking for structural stability of the whole dynamical system is often too strong 

a restriction since one is usually only interested in a subset of the dynamics, for 

example the attracting invariant sets. We say that an invariant set is structurally 

stable if it has has a topologically conjugate invariant set nearby for all close enough 
systems. When the set is just the orbit of a single hyperbolic solution then theorem 
2.13 already tells us it is structurally stable. Below I deal with the case of general 
hyperbolic sets. 

Even more generally, one could ask for structural stability of the chain recurrent 
set. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal with this notion but Robinson [36], 

for example, contains an introduction to the topic. 
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A word of warning is in order; it is natural to expect that since the structurally 

stable systems form an open set, the non-structurally stable systems are `rare' and 
thus ignorable. This is not the case however. Structural stability is not usually 

a generic property of dynamical systems and in some sense it is rare itself. Thus 

restriction to models which are robust in this sense is not always a good thing to 

do a priori. Finding better general notions of robustness is still an open problem 
however. 

An interesting first step in the question of structural stability of aperiodic sys- 
tems was the concept of time-dependent stability of diffeomorphisms. The reader is 

referred to Franks [12] for details but roughly speaking a Ck diffeomorphism f, on 

a compact manifold is said to be time-dependent stable if there is a neighbourhood 
UDf, in the space of CC difleomorphisms such that for any n, fn is topologically 

conjugate to any sequence of difleomorphisms fl o. ". of,, with each f2 picked 
from U. It turns out that for C' dif eomorphisms the notions of time-dependent 

stability, structural stability, hyperbolicity and shadowability are all in some sense 

equivalent. The situation for aperiodic continuous-time systems is analogous. 

Definition 2.23 A hyperbolic set, ci0 C C', for x= fot), is said to be e'- 

structurally stable if, for each C'-close system x=f (x, t), there is a C'-close set of 
solutions, fZ f, given by a homeomorphism hf: Q0 --4 c f. 

Theorem 2.16 A bounded set of solutions, SZ, is d'-structurally stable if and only 
if it is hyperbolic. 

Proof [==ý] The proof that d'-structurally stable invariant sets are hyperbolic 

is extremely difficult and has only recently been given in the context of diffeomor- 

phisms. I do not include it here but the reader is referred to Mane [25] or Robinson 
[36] for more details. It would however, be useful to have a formulation of this proof 
which used the invertible operator characterisation of hyperbolicity. Note that it is 
believed not to be true in j2. 

[ý] I prove now that hyperbolic sets are d'-structurally stable. 
The following lemma tells us that the solutions in hyperbolic sets are locally 

unique. 

Lemma 2.2 (Expansivity) If ci = {xi} is a hyperbolic set then there is a5>0 
such that for each xl, x2 E SZ, IIx1 - x211c, <6 xl = x2. 

Proof (Lemma) This can be proved using the exponential dichotomy property 
of the linearisation but it is more direct to use the fact that hyperbolic solutions 
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are locally unique. This follows from the proof of the implicit function theorem. ' 

The lemma follows by noticing that the size of the neighbourhood of uniqueness for 

solutions in the hyperbolic set can be bounded below by some S depending only on 

11G-111 and I IGI I.  (Lemma) 
This is called expansivity since it follows that any two distinct solutions x', x2 E 

SZ cannot have Ix' (t) - x2 (t) I<S for all time. Expansivity actually holds in a small 

enough neighbourhood of Q although this requires a bit more work in proving. See 

Lanford [22] for details. 

By persistence of hyperbolic solutions (theorem 2.13), we have for each xý E S20 

a locally unique, C'-close, xf, which solves Gf(xf) = 0. Setting Qf= {x }, I show 

that the mapping S2o -ý SZf, defined by xi ý-+ xf, is a homeomorphism. 

It is surjective by construction. 
To show it is injective, consider xl, x2 E SZo. Choose E= II f- foil small enough 

so that, for each x3 E Qo, II xf - xi II< 6/2, with S given by the expansivity lemma 

2.2. Now if xt = xf then it follows from the triangle inequality that JJxl - x2 1<S 

which, by lemma 2.2, means that xl = x2 as required. 

To complete the proof I show continuity. Now choose E small enough so that, 
for each xi E S2o, II xf - xi I<S, with 6 smaller than the size of the neighbourhood 

of uniqueness of xf. 
Now consider any sequence of the form x" -4 x*, as j -4 oo where xi E S20 and 

suppose y= limb-,,, xf. Note that Gf(y) = 0. 

Since II xf - xi II<b for each j it follows that Ily- x* II<S as well. But this 

means y= xf , since x; is the locally unique continuation of x*. This proves that the 
bijection SZo ý-+ Qf is continuous. Since hf is a bijection from a compact space into a 
Hausdorff space it is a homeomorphism and lb and Qf are topologically conjugate. 
  

Corollary 2.3 It follows from smoothness of xf, with respect to f, that hf : S20 -4 
Of can be made as close to the identity as required by choosing e small enough. 

Remark 2.9 Qf is also a hyperbolic set since for E small enough we can find a 

uniform bound 
11 

G f. 
t; 

< M(e) 

Theorem 2.17 For small enough E every set of bounded solutions close enough to 
00 must be a hyperbolic set. 

x See appendix A for the details of the IFT and section 3.5 for how to estimate the size of the 
neighbourhood of uniqueness. 
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Proof The basic idea is that hyperbolicity (as characterised by invertibility of 
Go) is a stable property. Invertibility is an open condition in the space of bounded 

linear operators" and it is clear that C1-close solutions have I lC f, y - Go,,, 
o 
11 as small 

as required. If E is chosen small enough then for each solution in the nearby set 
{yi}, a uniform bound can be chosen for 11, Cf - Coll. In this way 

IILf, 
Y; 

II 
can be 

  uniformly bounded which proves hyperbolicity of {y1}. 

The definition of structural stability I have presented here is equivalent to the 

standard definition which deals with hyperbolic invariant sets satisfying definition 

2.22. 

Definition 2.24 A bounded invariant set, Ao, for the system ±= fo(x, t, ), is said 
to be C1-structurally stable if, for each C1-close system x=f (x, t), there is a 
homeomorphic, bounded, invariant set, Af with topologically conjugate dynamics. 
That is, there is a homeomorphism gf : AO -+ Af such that on A1, the following 

relation holds 
(Pf 0 9f = 9f 0 Wo 

where co f is the (non-autonomous) flow associated with -ý =f (x., t). 

An invariant set is hyperbolic if and only if it is C1-structurally stable. The 

proof that hyperbolicity implies structural stability given for theorem 2.16 can be 

adapted to show this. The topological conjugacy is given by Af = gj(A°) with gf 
defined by 

gf (x°, t°) = (xf (t°), t°) 

where xf is the unique continuation of the (hyperbolic) solution passing through 
(x°, t°). The proof that gf is a homeomorphism is essentially the same as in theorem 
2.16. 

X" See lemma 3.1 



Chapter 3 

Safety Criteria 

The main objective of this chapter is to show how the persistence theorem 2.13 

can give useful rigourous safety criteria for very general systems of ODE's. 

3.1 A useful definition of safety criterion 
It is helpful at this stage to have a specific idea of what is meant by a safety 

criterion. The system we are interested in is 

x=f (x, t) (3.1) 

where f is a d'-small perturbation of fo. 

Recall that BA(µ, ao) is the open µ-ball in A centred on ao E A. 

Definition 3.1 Let xo be a hyperbolic solution for x= fo(: r;, t). 
For any given iER, let the set of safe responses be the ball Bc, (i 

, x0), 
f is said to be a safe perturbation of fo if xo has unique hyperbolic continuation 

xf E Bcl (i), solving (3.1). 
The region of safe perturbations is then Fq c C1, such that 

Ye = 
{fE1j! hyp. contn. xf E Bei (ý, xo) 

1 

Given a safety margin ýER, any condition on f guaranteeing fE 
. 
F7 is called 

a vigorous safety criterion. 
Note that T=T is the set of perturbations which have a unique bounded 

hyperbolic continuation. 

An additional concern in safety issues is stability. However, while there is a 
unique hyperbolic continuation, stability type is conserved so no extra conditions 
need to be imposed in the definitions above. 

From theorem 2.13 we can deduce the following. 

43 
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Corollary 3.1 Let xo be a hyperbolic solution of x= fo(x, t, ). Then for each > 0, 
there exists an Eý >0 such that Ba1(Eý, f o) CF. That is, 

fE Bj, (Ej7, fo) = 3! xr E Bci (ý, xo) 

Proof This follows from continuity of xf with respect to f.   

Thus the persistence theorem for hyperbolic solutions guarantees the existence 

of a non-empty ball of safe perturbations centred on fo as we would expect. 

3.1.1 Interpretation 

One is usually interested in robustness of attracting solutions. The following 

argument makes it clear why definition 3.1 is useful in this case. For simplicity I 

consider only additive forcing but the same reasoning holds in the general case. 
Consider the dynamical system defined by 

x= fo(x, t) + u(t) (3.2) 

with xo a linearly attracting solution for x= fo(x, t). 

Proposition 3.1 Suppose that fo +uE2 and that u(t) =0 for t< to. Then the 

unique linearly attracting continuation, xu E C', satisfies xu, (t) = xo(t) for t< to. 

Proof This follows from the fact that xo is attracting for the unperturbed sys- 
tem. Suppose xu (t) xo (t) for some t< to then locally, I x,, (t) - xo (t) I must grow 

exponentially in backwards time. But this is a contradiction as xv, is supposed to 

be a uniformly close continuation of xo. 0 

Later in the chapter we will see that for linearly attracting solutions, d is 

causal. This follows from the existence of a causal Green's function for the lineari- 

sation. This is another way of seeing the above proposition is true. 
The proposition can be interpreted as follows. Suppose that for t< to the 

system is following the hyperbolic solution xo(t). Now suppose that, from time to, 

some continuous (with respect to time) forcing u is applied. As long as fo +uEF, 
it follows that the `response' of the system will be xu, E B, even though there may 
be other unsafe attracting solutions for the system. 

This is a non-autonomous extension of the idea that while continuable, under 

quasi-static variation of the vector-field the solution will simply move along non- 
singular portions of the bifurcation diagram. It is typically assumed that there is a 
continuous relaxation process occurring as the vector field is varied. 
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Since time is explicitly present in the theory presented here, we have in effect 

a vigorous verification of this `folklore' principle. Moreover, one could provide 

reasonable estimates of how quickly this relaxation process took place. For example 

when going from x= fl (x) to x= f2(x) we just construct a sensible time dependent 

equation x=f (x, t) such that f -+ fl (resp. f2) as t -+ -oo (resp. +oo). 

Note that if we perturb discontinuously, for example, an impulse or a step func- 

tion at time to, then theorem 2.13 is not strictly applicable. I extend the approach 

to allow for these cases in section 4.2. 

When xo is hyperbolic but with nonempty backward contracting subspace then 

naturally this idea breaks down. We cannot think of . 9' as being a safety region in 

the usual sense. Although there is still a unique bounded continuation x, solving 
(3.2), for each u small enough, it is given by a non-causal operator so the above 

proposition does not hold. In fact, perturbations, however small, lead to responses 

which do not track x, , unless they happen to lie in it's forward contracting manifold. 
Thus x. is effectively unobtainable for physical systems. Nonetheless I will still refer 
to xu, when it exists, as the response. 

Although in this case xv, will not be tracked by the dynamics or by any numerical 

simulation of the dynamics one could still perform the continuation if u is known 

and xu is of interest. The best procedure would be to use Newton's method in the 

space C1 although one could also use the differential equation (2.20). 

3.2 Persistence estimates 

Now I present the basic strategy for providing estimates of jx f- xo l and Eq. 
The idea will be to use the differential equation (2.20) to establish an upper bound 

for the size of the response of the system for a given size of perturbation. 
Recall from (2.20) that 

df of = , cf1 ýf(xf(), ) 

Let 77 =I Ix - xo I lcý and -=I If - fo I Icy 
- Then we have the differential inequality 

dE<Illcf'II 

3.2.1 Inverting C 

(3.3) 

Having characterised hyperbolicity of solutions in terms of the invertibility of 
the linearisation G it is important to find out as much as we can about the form 
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Thus we can now obtain (3.5) and (3.6) at any given tE ]R by computing the single 
fundamental matrix solution X3(t), and inverting to get X8(t). 

In fact Xt(s)-1 = Xt (s), where XL is the fundamental matrix solution of the 
adjoint equation 

Xt = -Xt Df., o 
Xt (t) =I 

The Green's function (3.4) can now be written 

Xt (S) P., t >s 
(3.7) 

-Xt(s)(I-P3) t<s 

and (3.5) can be written 

(s)P8 (s)ds -jX (s)(1 - P8)(s)cýs (3.8) (G-1 )(t) =jX 

Bounds for IG-1 

To find a bound for 1 IL-1 HH we use Hölders inequality. ' Since W (t, ") E L1 and 
(p E L,,, we deduce that 

l (. c-10(t) <_ IIW(t, ")(PIIl <_ IIW(t, . )II, Ikoll". 

and 
I 
dtd (G-lýv)(t) < IIDf 0II IIW(t, -)ývl(1 + IIýIIý 

<_ (IIDfxoIl IIW(t, -)III + 1) IIVIIOO 

In fact we can replace by equalities and get the stronger result 
Proposition 3.2 

max supllW(t, ')IIi , IlDf., 0IISupIIW(t, ')II1+1 
} {tc 

Proof For any tER, we can always choose a cpl E Lam, with such 
that 

W(t, s)Vi(s)I = IW(t, s)I Vs E R, st 
where IW (t, s) is the matrix norm for W (t, s) with respect to I IR' 

. In this case 

(G-lcpi)(t) = 
fIW(ts)Ids 

_ IIW(t,. )II1 

' See section 4.2 for details 
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of G-1. In particular, to obtain persistence estimates, we should investigate how to 
bound f IG-1 1. Note that this section applies to both the unperturbed and perturbed 
linearisations Go and Gp. 

Suppose that xo is hyperbolic, with projection PS on to the forward contracting 

subspace ES 
. 

Recall that £' is the integral operator, with kernel given by the 

Green's function 

W(t, s) = 
X, (t)PS t>s 

(3.4) 
-X, (t)(I - Ps) t<s 

G-1 thus takes the form 

(G-lcp)(t) = 
jW(ts)(s)ds 

00 t 
X5(t)Pscp(s)ds -JX, (t)(I - P8)cp(s)ds (3.5) 

00 
=J 

By differentiating we see that 

dt(ý 
(Dffo. c-l(p)(t) + (P(t) 

= Dfxo(t) 1J 

00 
Xs(t)P3ýP(s)ds 

- 
jt 

ý 
X3(t)(I 

- P)ýP(s)ds) + fi(t) 
\t (3.6) 

so it gives a C' solution as required. 

Computing G-1 

Computing (3.5) and (3.6) seems somewhat troublesome. Recall that X, is the 
fundamental matrix solution of (2.2) satisfying 

Xs = DJXOX, X, (8) =I 

So computing the solution (3.5) and (3.6) for a single value of t involves finding 

a different fundamental matrix solution, X, for each sER and evaluating it at 
time t. Of course, since we have exponential localisation around s=t we only need 
to consider s `close' to t, where close could mean a few characteristic time lengths 

away. This is still very inefficient. 
However, there is a way round this problem. Recall that X, (t) = Xt(s) where 

Xt is the fundamental matrix solution of (2.2) which satisfies 

dsXe(s) = Dfx0Xe(s) X1(t) =I 
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and we have IIG-lcpi11,,. = suet IIW(t, ")I11. 
Similarly, for any tc IR, we can choose a cp2 E L,,, with II(p2ý1c), = 1, such that 

dt 
(f 1W 2) (t) II Df., 0 

IiJIW (t, s) I ds +1 

= IIW(t, . )III +1 

giving dt (C-1 ßp2) II 
oo = Supt IIW (t, ") I+1. 

Recall that, by definition, 

ýýý-lll = sup ýýýC 1ýP)ýýcl = sup max{ JG-lýojIý' 
C° =1 EC° =1 

dt 
lI 

Since cp E C° can be chosen as close as we like to cpl, cp2 E Lam, the proposition 

follows.   

This proposition shows that we do not lose anything in this estimate if we can 
determine the Green's function accurately. 

If we cannot find the Green's function accurately but we can find estimates for 

the hyperbolicity constants K, a, then we can use 

sup llW (t, ") Ili < 2K/cr 
t 

although this is a fairly crude estimate. 

Equilibria 

Inverting G when xo is an equilibrium is easy because G has constant co- 

efficients and is thus translationally invariant. The principal matrix solution is 

X0(t) = exp(tDffo) which can be written down easily in terms of the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of Df fo . The evolution operator is given by X, (t) = XO (t - s) = 

exp((t - s)Dfxo). It is also easy to find E+ and E-. They are just the eigenspaces 

corresponding to eigenvalues in the left half-plane and right half-plane respectively. 
It follows that Po is the projection with range E+ and null space E-. 

The Green's function is W (t, s) = Wo(t - s) with 

W0(t) = 
exp(tDf, ýo(t))Po t>0 

- exp(tDf 0(t))(I - Po) t<0 
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Then C-lip is the convolution of Wo and cp 

(G-1 A (t) _ (Wo *4 (t) 

JW0(t =- s) y(s)ds 

=J Wo(s)cp(t - s)ds 

- 
fo 

exp(sDf,, o(s))(I - Po)cp(t, - s) ds 

00 
+ exP(sDf,, (s))? oýP(f - s)ds (3.9) 

0 

and 

d (ý-1ýP)(t) = D, f, 7o(t)(Wo * ýP)(t) + 9(t) 

= Df 0(t) 
(f 

exp(sDf1o(s))(I - Po)co(t - s)ds 

00 
+J exp(sDf 0 

(s))Pocp(t - s)ds) + cp(t) 
0 

Since cp E C° and Wo E L1, we deduce that Wo * cp E CO and by Young's 

inequality, lI(wo * cp)II. <_ IIWo I1I11,,.. From previous comments there is always 
a choice of cp such that we have the following equality 

sup IIWo * ýPIIcl = max { IIWoIIi 
' 

IIDf:,: 
oIl 

IIWoIIi +1} 
Itvll=1 

Periodic solutions 

Assume now that xo is a hyperbolic periodic solution of least period T. 

From the basic Floquet theorem, 2.1, we see that there is a decomposition of 

the fundamental matrix solution 

Xo(t) = P(t) exp(tB) 

where P(t) has period T and B is constant. By finding the Monodromy operator, 

. 
A4 = exp(TB), one can obtain qualitative information about the solutions of the 

variational equation. Specifically, if the characteristic multipliers are off the unit 

circle then the variational equation has an exponential dichotomy. M generally 

cannot be obtained in closed form but is easy to calculate numerically. 
Knowing M is not enough however, to find estimate the bound for the unique 

C1 solution of the inhomogeneous equation Gý = cp, we must know P(t) as well. 
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Since the non-uniqueness of the characteristic exponents hinders us, the Floquet 

decomposition proves to be unhelpful in estimating G-1 . 
To get G-1 one should instead look for the Green's function defined by (2.14). 

This involves finding the fundamental solution matrix of the adjoint equation Xt . 
The Green's function W (t, s) is periodic in t since Df fa is periodic. Proposition 

3.2 then gives the bound for I IG-111 we are after. Due to the periodicity of W (t,, s) 
however, we only need to consider one period. To be specific, if the period is T then 

II 11I = max sup IIW(t, ')Il ' 
IIDf 

0II sup IIW(t, . )Ill +1 
tE[0,1'] tE[O, T] 

Aperiodic solutions 

For aperiodic solutions we again need to find for each t the fundamental matrix 

solution Xt for the adjoint equation. Equivalently, we can consider impulses at each 

time t and evaluate the impulse response. The Green's function is then obtained 

and a bound for I JG-111 can be found. 

The problem here is that for aperiodic solutions with no simplifying structure 

one cannot practically perform this operation for all times tER. If there are 

some additional features of the solution then there is some hope. For example, if 

the asymptotic behaviour is known, say x is eventually periodic or decays for large 

positive and negative times then one can effectively restrict to a finite number of 

computations. 
As mentioned above, I JC-1 JI can also be estimated by bounding the hyperbolicity 

constants. Generally, this will be as difficult as finding the Green's function but in 

some cases may prove easier. 

Another option would be to just consider a finite time and ignore the far distant 
future and past. This is not technically allowed in the theory I have presented 
so far but in principle one could formulate a definition of hyperbolicity for finite 

time within the same framework. An additional complication introduced is that we 
lose uniqueness of continuation unless we specify initial and final conditions on the 

correct contracting manifolds. This could be a very useful generalisation since in 

applications one is often interested only in finite time safety estimates. 

3.2.2 Inverting Cf 

In the case that x0 is an equilibrium or a periodic solution of the unperturbed 
system we can find a good upper bound for II GO 1II. When X0 is aperiodic things are 
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trickier as we have seen but one may still be able to achieve this. Say II Go 111 < Ko. 

Unless we have some restrictions or symmetries on the perturbed system we expect 

xf to be aperiodic. If we are continuing xo numerically for a given perturbation 

of the system then we can find 1I 
,ClII by the methods above. If however the 

perturbation is unknown we probably cannot use these methods. In certain cases 

we may be able to find the minimum exponential decay rate for the Green's function 

(and thus the hyperbolicity constants) in terms of Jjxf - : 'o HH. See section 5.1 for 

a tractable case. However, the following lemma gives an a priori upper bound on 
II £f' I. 

Lemma 3.1 If CO :X -+ Y is a bounded linear operator with bounded inverse and 

, 
C1 :X -* Y is a bounded linear operator such that I 1G1 - CO <IIL'', then 
L1 is also invertible with 

IIC11II < [11, col-, - 11ci -. coII]-'. 
The proof can be found in many standard texts in linear analysis, for example 

[11]. 
So we look for ß(E, i) such that 

l Cf - Lo II=II Dfx, - Dfo, ý, 0 II <_ aýý, ý>> 
and deduce that 

jj, Cýljj !ý 

This is valid while , 
ß(e, 71) < Ký' 

3.2.3 Upper bounds for lx f- xo and estimates of safe per- 
turbations 

lemma 3.1 combined with (3.3) gives 

d, - 
[Ko 1- ß(6,7))] ' (3.10) 

We can integrate this equation starting from (E, 77) = (0,0) until we hit the line 
/j(6,77) = Ký 1, say at eo. Then 6< eo guarantees a unique hyperbolic continuation 
and moreover IIxf - xo11 < rß(6). 

To find a safe region of perturbation for some safety requirement ý, we integrate 

until ij(e) = min{ i, 1](E) } say at eý. Then clearly 

6<6ý =fE ýý 
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Formally, we can use a dummy variable to split (3.10) into the two differential 

equations 

ds 
1 

ds 
K° 1- ýýý' ý1ý 

and integrate until ds becomes 0. Figure 3.1 represents the integration schematically. 

Ti 

'1(ý: 

1l 

Figure 3.1: Continuation estimates (schematic) 

Remark 3.1 The slope at (0,0) is I IGo 1I I This is accurate to first order for a 
`worst-case' perturbation. 

For example, if only the size of the perturbation is known, we should assume 
a worst-case scenario in order to get rigourous safety criteria. If more is known 

about the perturbation then the results of section 3.4 could be used to adapt the 

estimates. 

Remark 3.2 The slope at (6o, 17(Eo)) diverges representing possible non-invertibility 
and consequently loss of continuation. 

Note that even if our estimates for II Gf 1II are optimal we do not expect the 

safety estimates e(rb) to be optimal. The reason for this can be seen in figures 

3.2 and 3.3. Suppose that we can evaluate II Cf' II accurately in terms of i and E. 
Suppose also that we find the smallest (eo, T1(Eo) for which Gf could lose invertibility. 
Then although there must be some perturbation of size Eü which has a response of 

£[11] Ep 9 
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size q(Eo), this response will probably not be the function which makes Cf 11o11- 
invertible. Moreover the function which does this may not even be a solution of the 

system for any C1 perturbation. Thus the estimates must stop at eo even though 

continuation is still available in principle. This results from the fact that all we are 

considering are the sizes of f- fo and x- xo instead of the functions themselves 

in the (infinite dimensional) spaces C1 and C1. This is inevitable if all we assume 

about the perturbations is that they are bounded. 

xf(F) 

Cl functions (subspace) 

Figure 3.2: Determining an Eo such that Ie1 < Eo guarantees unique C1 continuation. 
FC C1 is the true safe region of vector fields, that is, those for which xO has a 
unique continuation. This maps to xf(F) C C1. Let 77(eOý) be size of the largest 
ball (centred on xo) contained in xr(F). We can only hope to continue in q until 
the boundary of this ball is reached. Let xf 1(B,, (E0)) be the subset of vector fields 

which have continuation in this ball. Continuation in e will stop at E= eo giving 
BE0 as our estimate of the safe region. Typically, the smallest perturbation f for 

which Ixf - xol = ii(eo) will not be the one which reaches the boundary of F. 

The problem is made worse by the fact that our estimates for IIGf1II are usually 

only general in nature so are only accurate for small perturbations. Thus it may 

well be the case that no perturbation of size Eo has response of size 77(Eo) and that 
(, Cf 1II diverges only for 77 » 77(Eo) and c» eo. 

Cl vector fields 
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Xf(F) 

Cl functions (subspace) 
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Figure 3.3: Determining an 6(rß) such that kii < 6(r)) guarantees unique C1 continua- 
tion satisfying II xf - xo II< 77. As with the previous figure, there is an inevitable loss 

in treating unknown perturbations since we only measure using sup-norm. Clearly, 

typical perturbations of size 6(17) do not have a response of size 71. It is only the 

worst case which does. 

3.3 Example: Additive forcing of equilibria 
To illustrate some of the ideas developed so far I show how to obtain the es- 

timates when xo is an attracting hyperbolic equilibrium and the perturbation is 

additive forcing. The operator we are concerned with is 

Gu(x) =x- . 
fo(x) - u(t) 

The linearisation about xo is God =ý- Dfo,,; 
oý which has constant coefficients. 

Since Dfo, xo has all eigenvalues in the left half-plane, the projection onto E+ is 

trivial, Po = I. Following section 3.2.1, we see that the Green's function is given 
by 

wo (t) = 
exp(tDfo,,, o) t>0 

0 t<0 

The solution of G°ý = cp for each cp E CO is given by the convolution 
(WO * p) (t) 

= JR+ exp(sDfo,,, )cp(t - s)ds 

Cl vector fields 
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Remark 3.3 Lo' is causal. 
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Remark 3.4 When xO is not linearly attracting but has non-trivial backward time 

contracting subspace we use the general form (3.9) but in this case we get a non- 
causal impulse `response'. 

Let s=HU and let Ko =II LO lI I= max{ JJW 111 
,1+ 

JJW I We can find 

ß(rj) such that II Dfo,, - Dfo,., 
0I < ß(rß). Assume, for example, that L is a Lipschitz 

constant for fo so we can take , 3(rß) = Lij. Using lemma 3.1 and equation (3.10) we 

get the inequality 

1 di) () dE - Ký1-L?? 
3.11 

There is a unique continuation, x, while L71 < Ký ' and integrating (3.11) we find 
I Ixu - xoII < 77(6) where rß(6) is the smallest solution of 

E= Ký17]-L712/2 

which is valid as long as e< Eo = Ký 2/2L. Figure 3.4 is aa schematic representation 

of the situation. Again the slope at (0,0) is Ko. 

71 

'I(ýo ; 

Ti 

l/ L 

11-Li 2/2 

Figure 3.4: Continuation estimates for additive forcing (schematic) 

3.4 Adapted safety measures 
The strategy so far has given us an estimate of safe region in the space of vector 

fields, If I ICJ < en} E F. This is of course a subset of the true safe region because 

E[11] E0 E 
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we have used sub-optimal estimates. In estimating j we have used the differential 

equation 

dE - 
iýGt 1o Ie,, c°Iýcl-*cl 

But d may be much smaller than this especially if the perturbation does not 
induce a big response in the system relative toe = Ilf - folle,. An example of this 

is additive forcing of a damped forced oscillator. " Here we find the biggest response 

comes from forcing close to the `natural' frequency of the oscillator. It is well known 

that away from this frequencies even forcing which is big in sup-norm may not do 

much to the system. This is not catered for in the present formulation. 

The result we obtain is a dl-ball of safe vector fields when in fact the true safe 

region is probably very differently shaped. This can be seen from figures 3.2 and 
3.3. 

3.4.1 Adapted norm 
One can take this into account to some extent by using an adapted norm on 

perturbations. 
To do this we first adapt the norm on C°. Suppose that Co is the linearisation 

about a hyperbolic solution x0. 

Definition 3.2 For uE CO, IIul J, =I IGo I Icl III Co 11Icýýýcl 

Instead of using C°-norm, we measure C° functions by the (normalised) response 
induced in the linearisation at x°. For example, when x° is a linearly attracting 
equilibrium we have the explicit inverse CO 1u = W° *u so 

IIuII* = 1IW° * UIlcl / 11WOHHi 
Theorem 3.1 For Lo : C' -4 CO invertible, II " 11, is equivalent to It follows 
that C°, the space CO with norm II"I*, is complete. 

Proof Since Co and £1 are bounded linear operators with 

I ICol lcl-4co 
_ - Dfo,. 

o 1+j IDfo,, 
0l = ko and JjCIj jc,, 

-, cl 
< Ko 

Iýdt 
0 

it follows that (Koko)-' IIuMl,,. < Ijull* < Ijull.. U 

Remark 3.5 jjujj, < Ijull. 

Remark 3.6 I ILO 1l lc°-+c' =1 iGo 1I Ico 
, cl . In fact, modulo aI I'Co ll 1co, 

cl scaling 
factor, L1: Co -4 C1 is an isometry. 

For more detail see section 5.1. 
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3.4.2 New estimates 

Let j,, be the space C1 with the norm inherited from 1111*. That is, 

sup max 
{IIf(x('), 

')II* , IlD. fxllc, 
->c°J xECI 

and C1 have equivalent norms so C* is also a Banach space. 
As before let E= 11f - foI Icy 

" 
Define E by 

E. = II f- foH 

57 

The advantage of using C* is that perturbations to the vector field are measured in 

terms of the response they induce in the linearisation at x0. 

Remark 3.7 e<E since 11 11, < 1111. 

If we consider now 
f: C* --3 C1 (3.12) 

Sf ý--> Li, Sf (xf ("), ") (3.13) 

the estimates we want can be obtained from 

dE,, _, cl 

which is near-optimal for small perturbations. 

To obtain an estimate of IIG. 111cß-, 
c, we look for a[3* (e*, TI) satisfying 

IICf - CoIIcl-, c; _ Df,; f - Dfo,., C, -ýco rl) 
The differential inequality used to estimate the size of response is 

d7j 
< (3.14) 

This can be integrated to provide new estimates 
Say e= r(e*). Also let ß(e, ii) <II Df,, f - Dfo, x0l 

IL, 
ýco as used previously. Then 

the estimate 

Df. �, - Dfo, xo lI c1-+co I Ico l0 [Df., f - Dfo, xo1l I cl-->c1 ýI I£o' I lco-rc1 
II Df, 

ýJ - Dfo, xo 
I Icl-, 

c0 
ý(ý, ýl) (3.15) 

suggests we could choose However, this may not be a good 

estimate to use since it doesn't make use of the adapted norm. 
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Proposition 3.3 The adapted safety estimates ý*, are at least as good as ý, the 

estimates obtained from integrating (3.10). 

Proof We can always use estimate (3.15) and if we do I show that 

ý (¬) = ñ(E) 

Consider the perturbed vector field to be parametrised by a straight-line path 

in e' starting at fo. Clearly T(E*) is a straight line. Also since -, < T(E*) the slope 

satisfies T'(E*) = T' > 1. Thus taking 0*(E*, 71) = ß(r(6*), r/) from (3.15) gives 
dý� di drr* 
de de* dc 

dE 

Thus 4, (T(E*)) < ý(E) as required. "' m 

If ß(e, 71) is independent of e then estimate (3.15) can be used to good effect. 
This suggests we use ß*(ii) = 0(77) which gives = 7(E*). Since E* <E this is 

an obvious improvement. This case arises for example when the perturbation is an 

external forcing. In a later chapter I treat the externally forced damped oscillator 

and the adapted estimates are put to good effect. 
So one should expect the adapted estimates to give a much better idea of the 

`bad' forcing functions and thus allow for much larger safety regions. Figure 3.5 

gives a schematic idea of how our estimates will typically look after adapting the 

norm. 

Example: additive forcing of a hyperbolic equilibrium 

Let xo be a hyperbolic equilibrium of x=f (x). The linearisation at xo has constant 
coefficients so can always be inverted explicitly. Thus II 11* can be calculated easily. 

Now consider the perturbed system 

r= fo(x) + g(t) =f (x, t) 

where gE Co. Clearly, E= Il f- fojicl = IIghi and using the adapted norm E" = 
IIf-f hh = IigI I*. Since we are in the case where II Dfý, 

f - Dfo,, ol 
IC, 
-'CO < , ß(i) is 

independent of 8, we can use the estimate II Df., 
f - Dfo, xo 

IICI 
__ýco 

C0 (i) 
. 

This gives 
us a the equation 

dry 

which is easy to integrate and provides improved safety estimates. 
"' I take the straight-line path since the proof is easier but since r(e. ) > e.. the result holds 

for any path. 
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Xf(fl 

Xf(B e (n)) 

X iý 

' B, 1 

CI functions (subspace) 
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Figure 3.5: By using a different norm on C1 we can adapt the shape of C1 balls to 

take into account the response induced. This will usually give a better idea of the 

safe region. 

3.4.3 Further refinements 

In principle we can take this idea one step further. Rather than use GO 1 to 

obtain a C°-norm which is optimal at f= f0 we could use a norm which changes 

with (x, f) " Ideally we would use 

llEll*, f = Ilcr'uII, 1IIIq 1 Il 
This is a family of norms each equivalent to 11 " 1100. They provide the optimal 

estimate at each xf. Clearly, for each f such that the continuation xf exists, q1 is 

an isometry between C°, f and C' and II Gi' I jcý 
-, cl = 1. 

". r 
What we do now is to consider the subset Fc C1 of vector fields with unique 

continuation. For each fEF we use a different norm on tangent vectors bf E C1. 

IIbfIITfcl = sup max{ilf(x('), )11* 
f ýýDfýýýcl-ýc°, 

rJ XEC' 

Consider a path 'y in e' such that 'yo = fo and 'yl = f. Then integrating (3.12) 

gives us 

Jo 
Thus we have the estimate 

ds 
f1d 

ds 
(x79 (') ý) 

ýlc. 

o, f 

Cl vector fields 
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If one is interested in safety with respect to some set of paths A in Cl then one 

could use 1 
Ti < sup JII 

d'Ys 
x79 ds 

7EA p ds 

I 

CO 
.f 

One could go even further and make TE C1 a (Finsler) manifold by defining the 

metric 

-y: 

f dry. S x73 ds d* (f, 9) - inf 
r : Y1=9 0 ds C»°, 

Note that these ideal methods are somewhat unfeasible in practice as we do not 

expect to be able to explicitly invert Gf when xf is essentially unknown. However, 

a good idea would be to use an approximation to L1 which changes with f and x 

say, Mf-Cf1, Then one could use 

Ilull*, f = IIA4rullcl / IIMrlI 
I believe this would be an interesting idea to investigate for some specific systems 

where more information about the perturbed solution is available. 

3.5 Neighbourhood of uniqueness 

theorem 2.13 guarantees a unique continuation in some C1 neighbourhood of 

xo for E small enough. It could be useful to have a measure of how large this 

neighbourhood is. This can easily be done within the current framework and in 

this section I present the strategy for the general case. In later chapters some more 
detail is added and some numerics are presented for the hyperbolic equilibrium and 

limit cycle cases. 
This section relies heavily on the proof of the IFT which is detailed in Appendix 

A. The idea behind the proof of theorem 2.13 is to use the IFT on the operator 
G. Applying the IFT to G shows that for hyperbolic solutions xo, there is a unique 

continuation xf E C1. This follows from the fact that the operator Nf is a contrac- 
tion and by the contraction mapping theorem, has a unique fixed point xf. Here I 

derive estimates of the size of the contraction neighbourhood. 
We are interested in the operator Nf(x) : C' -+ C' defined by 

Nf (x) =x- £o' o Gj(x) 

Consider the derivative 

DNf, x =I-, Co 1oCf, 
x 

= Gý 10 [Co - Gl',. ] 
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We can find neighbourhoods of f= fo and xo on which DNE is a strict con- 

traction with a given contraction rate A<1. As before let 71 = 11x; - xo I and 

E_Iif - foil. 

IIDNE, ýII < Ko IIDfo,, o - Dfý, II 
< Ko 0(E, 71) 
<A<1 for 

, 
ß(e, 71) < ýKý 1 

Let ij(e, A) be the first value of 77 such that , ß(e, TI) = AI-CO-1 as in figure 3.6(a). 

Now we find a neighbourhood which is mapped into itself. This means finding, in 

7ý 

N(k) 

(a) 

ß(E, 1) = K0ý 

9 

(b) 

I A. 

Figure 3.6: Determining 71(E, A), a neighbourhood of xo for which DNf,, II < A. 

a neighbourhood of e=0, a neighbourhood of xo such that 

iNf(x) - xoi < Ix - xol = ii 

Figure 3.7 shows how we can calculate INf (x) - xo I. 

We can deduce that 

Nf (x) - xo I <_ I Nf (x) - Nf (xo) I+I Nf (xo) - xo I 
< Ark + Ko IIGf(xo)ý1 for 77 < (MVT) 

= Ail + Ko IIfo(xo) - .f 
(xo)Ij 

< 1) 

as long as 
Ko IIfo(xo) - .f 

(xo)I 
1-A 7< 7J(E, A) 
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Figure 3.7: Neighbourhood of contraction. 
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For - too great we see the inequality cannot hold. For 6 small enough however 

we expect some interval [)'1, A2] such that these inequalities can be satisfied. We 

find this interval by solving 

71(e, %ß) = 
Ko II fo(1 o) - f(xo)11 

(3.16) 

A2 is the largest solution of (3.16). Al is the smallest. A< Al means the fixed point 

may not lie inside the ball B, 1(E, A). A> A2 and the furthest x may not he being 

mapped closer to xo. 

i(E, A2) gives the largest contraction neighbourhood and thus a useful lower 

bound for the neighbourhood of uniqueness. 
Notice that we can also deduce the upper bound Jjxf -: i, 011 < rý(e, A1). In fact 

this is equivalent to the estimate (see figure (`? )) 

IIXf -Xoll < (NI(xo)-xo)(1+\+A2-{-... ) 
Ko Ilfo(xo) - .f 

(xo)II 
- 1-A 

I expect this to be only slightly worse than the estimates given in the previous 
section so could make a good first approximation. 

3.6 Basins of attraction 
In this section I develop a technique of determining basins of attraction for 

linearly attracting solutions. 
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3.6.1 Theory 

Again we consider the ODE 

x=f (x, 0 (3.17) 

where f is C' with respect to x and CO with respect to t. 

As we will be interested in the forward time behaviour of solutions with a given 

initial condition, say at some arbitrary t°, we can consider the space of functions 

bounded on the half-line [t°, oo). Specifically, we let C+ denote the Banach space of 

bounded, Cc functions x: [t0, oo) --+ R'' , with derivatives bounded and with the 

C'-norm defined previously. 
Recall that a solution x0 E C' is linearly attracting if the linearisation, _ 

Df, oý, 
has exponential dichotomy on IR with trivial backward contracting subspace. 

That is, Et = R'ß for every tER. This extends to a definition for half-lines. 

Definition 3.3 We say xo E C+ is linearly attracting on [to, oo) if the linearisation, 
ý= Dffoe, has exponential dichotomy on [to, oc) with trivial backward contracting 
subspace. That is, Et =R for all tE [to, oc). 

Remark 3.8 If xo E C1 is linearly attracting on [to, oc) then it is linearly attract- 
ing on every half-line [t1, oo). However, the exponential dichotomy constants may 
depend on the choice of half-line. See for example [7]. 

Proposition 3.4 If xo E C1 is linearly attracting then for each to ER the restric- 
tion of xo to C+, is linearly attracting on [to, oo). 

Note that the converse of this is not true in general since exponential dichotomy 

on every right half-line does not guarantee exponential dichotomy on the whole of 
R. For example, consider the solution to a one-dimensional system which is forward 

asymptotic to a hyperbolic sink and backward asymptotic to a hyperbolic source. 
This is non-hyperbolic but has exponential dichotomy on every right half-line. 

x0(t) 

Figure 3.8: xo(t) is linearly attracting on every positive half-line but not on the 
whole of R. 
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Characterisation of linearly attracting solutions 

Consider the operator H: RI x Cl CO x ]I8n 

He(x) _ (x -f (x, t) ' x(to) -c) (3.18) 

where initially, we use the norm I (0, b) +I bI for (7p, b) E C°O xRn. 
He(x) =0 gives solutions of (3.17). 

Let A, 
x = DH, (x) : C+ --+ C+ x 1R'' be defined by 

Gc, 
xý _ 

(ý 
- Dfxý , ý(to) ) 

For convenience I use the abbreviations 4=4, 
ý, and C, = Gý ýý. 

Theorem 3.2 xa E C+ is linearly attracting on [to, oo) if and only if Go is invert- 
ible. 

Proof [=: =>] The homogeneous problem 

God =O= 
Dfoý 

«to) =0 

has the unique C+ solution fi(t) =0 so to is infective. 

To show surjectivity note that 

= Df 0+» 
(t0)=b 

This is the inhomogeneous initial value problem and has general solution given 
by the variation of parameters formula, [151, 

X01( , 
b) (t) _ ix (t) + ýP (t) 

= X0 (t, t0) b+ 
jX0(t, 

r) V) (i) d7- (3.19) ) 
o 

where Xo(t, Tr) is the fundamental matrix solution for = Df,,, 
o . 

Since xo is linearly 
attracting we know that 

IIXo(t, -r)MJ < Dexp(-a(t - -r)) fort >T> to 

Thus there is a constant KO such that IIýII< Ko II (', b) II giving I1< Ko as 
required. 

[ý] The converse follows easily from theorem 2.5.   
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Corollary 3.2 xo E C' is linearly attracting if and only if for each to E R, the 

operator Go is invertible and 
I IGo llI< Ko with Ko independent of to. 

Proof [==:: >] The invertibility of Go follows easily from Proposition 3.4. Since xo 

is uniformly hyperbolic the hyperbolicity constants D and a in the above proof and 

thus Ko can be chosen independently of to. 

[4--] The converse follows easily from theorem 2.5.   

A important concept in the theory of ODE's is that of stability. There are many 

standard definitions of stability but here is the most useful for our purposes. 

Definition 3.4 We say a solution xE C' is uniformly asymptotically stable (on 
R) if there exist constants N, 0 such that, for any tl E R, 

x(tl)I <0= 
ly(t) - x(t)l <N ly(tl) - x(ti)j for all t> tl 

y(t) -+ x(t) as t -4 +c c (3.20) 

where y(t) is the solution of (3.17) with initial condition y(ti). 
Analogously, we say that a solution xE C+ is uniformly asymptotically stable 

on [to, R) if there exist constants N, C such that (3.20) holds for each tl > to. 

It is called uniform because N, C can be chosen independently of tj. 

Definition 3.5 For xo a uniformly asymptotically stable solution, we say (c, to) E 
WxK is in the basin of attraction 134, of xo, if there is an J., E C+, solving (3.17), 

with x, (to) = c, and such that x, (t) --ý xo(t) as t --p +oo. 

For reasons I have already mentioned, it is often useful to find, analytically, 
lower bounds for the size of 54. The main result I give is that linearly attracting 

solutions are uniformly asymptotically stable and thus have a basin of attraction. 
The proof will be used to provide estimates of the size of 134. 

Theorem 3.3 Let xo E C' be a solution of (3.17). Then if . c0 is linearly attracting 
it is uniformly asymptotically stable. In particular, there is a, C such that, for any 
tER, if Ic - xo(t)I <C there exists a unique C+ continuation x,, with xc(t) = c, 
solving (3.17) and for which xc(t) -3 xo(t) as t -ý -boo. 

The theorem shows that we can find BO(v), a C-sized ball centred at vE Rn 

such that 
{( Bc(xo(t)) 

,t)tER}c 134(xo) 

which guarantees that a cylinder around xo, in the extended phase space, with 
uniform width C, is attracted to xo in forward time. 
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Proof Assume without loss of generality that xo(to) = 0. Then Ho(: i; o) = 0. As 

with the persistence of hyperbolicity theorem I apply the implicit function theorem 

to H but this time I am continuing with respect to changes of initial condition. 
Since, xo is linearly attracting, it follows that , Co is invertible. So by the IFT, for 

some C>0, there is a unique continuation x, E C+ solving H, (x, ) =0 whenever 
IcI < C. 

Remark 3.9 x, is linearly attracting on [to, co) and while L L. remains invertible 

C oH, 
dc - -L 1o (x, ) (3.21) 

We have shown bounded continuation but in order to prove theorem 3.3 we also 

need to show x, -4 xo as t --4 +oo. To this end notice that (3.21) gives us 

dx 
dc - _61 0 [0, -Iln] (3.22) 

dx , (dc) (t) = X, (t, to) de (3.23) 

where X, (t, rr) is the evolution operator for ý= Df (xc)ý. Invertibility of t., guar- 

antees that X, (t, to) is exponentially decaying and it follows that I x, (t) - xo(t) I --> 0 
(exponentially) as t ---ý +oo. 

To complete the proof of uniform asymptotic stability we just choose an upper 
bound for I Ito 1I I independent of to. This can be done by Corollary 3.2. 

  

Note that for non-hyperbolic solutions which have linear attraction on right 

half-lines [to, R), uniform bounds cannot be found for the whole of R so uniform 

asymptotic stability on the whole of R is not obtained. However there is an analo- 

gous theorem to 3.3. 

Theorem 3.4 For some to E R, let xo E C+ be a solution of (3.17). Then if 
xo is linearly attracting on [to, IR) it is uniformly asymptotically stable for [to, Ili). 
In particular, there is aC such that, for any t> to, if 1c - xo(t)l <C there 
exists a unique C+ continuation xc, with x, (t) = c, solving (3.17) and for which 
x, (t) -4 xo(t) as t -+ +oo. 

Proof The proof above works here as well. 0 

Thus we also expect a cylindrical regions lying in the basin of attraction for 

solutions which are linearly attracting on right half-lines. However, the width of 
the cylinder depends on the choice of to. If the solution is not linearly attracting 
on the whole of R then the width inevitably goes to zero as to -+ -oo. 
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3.6.2 Estimates 
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One can use the proof of 3.3 directly to obtain estimates of C. This could be 

a useful rigourous safety criterion. In fact one might have further restrictions to 

impose on the behaviour of the system, for example, given some `safety time' T, one 

might want to determine the subset of initial conditions in 134 which converges to 

within some tolerance of x0, before time T has elapsed. This kind of safety criterion 

is simple to formulate within the current setup. Here I show how to find C in the 

general case and suggest two important adaptations which improve the estimates. 
First we need to estimate 

II Gý III. To do this we examine (3.19) once more. It 

tells us that 
t 

(t)I <_ IIXO(t, to)II IbI +f IIXO(t, T)IIdT IIV)II fý 

= KH(t) IbI + Kp(t) IIV)II 
It is useful at this stage to consider a weighted norm'v on C°+ x ]gl. 

+ 
JbI 

WH 

where WH > 0. This will be used to improve estimates. Using this norm it follows 

that 

I (t)I <_ WHKH(t) 
ýbI 

+ Kp(t) IIVII 
< max{WHKH(t), Kp(t)} II(I', b)II 

= Ko(t) II('', b)II 
Letting KH = IIKH(')Iloo, KP = IIKP(')II,,. and Ko = IIKo(")II. we get 

Go1ýI C Ko 

= max{wI; K1i, Kp} 

Let ,q=l jx - xo and assume we can find /301) > Df (x,. ) - Df (xo) l i. Then 

G- 
- 

4I I=II (Df (x, ) - Df (x0), 0) 11 

: ý- 0(77) 
lemma 3.1 gives an upper bound for IIGC 1 lI valid while 0 (rß) < KO 1 

4111 C [K15 1- ýlr%ý, -1 

iv It is only the relative weight of IbI compared to IIVII that matters. 
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From (3.22) we have the estimate 

dx, ýýý°1ýý II[(oýIRý ýRn)lil dc 
C ýKo1-Q(77)] -' wxl 

Let i be the first value of i such that , 
ß(rß) = KO '. Then we can estimate C by 

WH 
j 

[Ko1-ß(77)]d7l 

0 

Optimising over WH 

(3.24) 

To make best use of the weighted norm one should choose wH so as to obtain 

the smallest estimate of I Id II or equivalently the largest estimate of C. From 

(3.24) one might think that choosing wH as big as possible would yield the best 

estimates but this is not the case since it affects KO = max{w13KH, Kp}. Consider 

both possibilities for Ko. 

" Kp > WHKH: This gives KO = Kp and increasing w1j does improve C. 

However, when WH crosses KpKH1 we move into the next case. 

" KP < WHKH: In this case Ko = WHKH and 0 is given by 

C= wH [wx'Kxl 
- ß(71)I dry ý 0 

_ 
[KH 1- w11 ß1i)] d7) 

0 

so decreasing wH improves C. 

It follows that the `optimal' choice is WH = KPKH'. This gives 

dc 
II 

< KH [1- KPýýry)ý, -1 

and n 
C= Keil 

i[I 
- Kp0(? I)j drl 

One of the advantages of this scheme is that we can estimate the size of the 
basin of attraction for solutions of the perturbed system. Since the perturbation 
is only assumed to be bounded in some norm, standard numerical methods cannot 
be used to do this. A brief description of how to do this can be found in the next 
chapter. 



Chapter 4 

Generalisations 

4.1 Discrete time systems 
So far I have dealt exclusively with continuous-time dynamical systems, in par- 

ticular those arising from differential equations. This is the most useful context 

for applications although it could also be useful to have a discrete time analogue. 

In many ways the theory for discrete time aperiodic systems is easier. The prob- 

lem of infinitesimal phase-shift degeneracy in autonomous systems does not appear. 

Also more convenient is the fact that there is no differentiation involved so the 

linearisation is a mapping from a space to itself. 

In this section I give a brief summary of how one can obtain an analogous theory 

of hyperbolicity and thereby provide safety estimates for perturbed systems. 
Of interest are solutions of the non-autonomous system 

xn+i =f (x,,, n) X4.1) 

Define l°° = Xz to be the space of uniformly bounded bi-infinite sequences with 

elements in the Banach space X. This is a Banach space with the norm 

IIxll = sup Ixi 

iEZ 

Definition 4.1 A bounded solution of (4.1) is a fixed point of the operator F 
l°° -+ l°° defined by 

(Fx)n+1 =f (xn, n) 

4.1.1 Hyperbolicity 

The linearisation of F about x is given by 

(DF e)n+1 = Dfx, 
ý, n n 

69 
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Definition 4.2 A bounded solution is uniformly hyperbolic if I- DFB is invertible. 

There is a standard definition of hyperbolicity which asks, for each n, the exis- 
tence of a continuous splitting X= Eý ® En satisfying 

+EE,,, ý Dfxn, n 0 ... 0 Dfxm,,, ne+ 
j < Kan-"1 I +1 n>m, 

Em Dfn 
,, o ... 0 Dfpm 

m'- 
I< KAm-n I In< 7n 

with K>0,0 <A<1 independent of n. 
As before, they are equivalent definitions and to prove this one could adapt the 

proof for the continuous time case. 
Note that spec(I - DFX) is rotationally invariant and thus hyperbolicity of x is 

equivalent to hyperbolicity of I- DFB. For more details of this in the context of 

autonomous systems the reader is referred to Lanford, [22]. 

4.1.2 Persistence of hyperbolic solutions 

Consider the perturbed system 

xn+l = .f 
(xn, n) (4.2) 

where f is a Cl perturbation of fo 

We are thus interested in fixed points of the operator Ff defined on l°° 

(Flx)n+1 = 

Theorem 4.1 Let x(O) be a hyperbolic solution of (4.2) for f= fo. Then for C1- 
close f, there is a locally unique x(f) solving (4.2). Moreover it is hyperbolic with 
the same stability type as x(O) and is as smooth in f as F is. 

This is proved by the contraction mapping theorem on Ff or equivalently the 
implicit function theorem on Gf =I- Fr. 

4.1.3 Hyperbolic sets 

A (uniformly) hyperbolic set is aa set of hyperbolic solutions, S2 = {xi}, with 
ýI - DF ,1 

11 < M, for some M independent of xi. 
As with the continuous time case, most of the well known properties of hy- 

perbolic sets can be proved easily with this definition. This gives a nice way of 
obtaining estimates for aperiodic systems. 
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4.1.4 Estimates 
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To find estimates, we essentially look for bounds on I I(I - DFf,., )-' I. There is a 

theory analogous to the Green's function methods we have used for the continuous 

time case. Again the implicit function theorem gives a differential equation for the 

continuation and this can be used to effectively estimate the size of the response 

and thus obtain safety criteria. 

4.2 Discontinuous perturbation 

Here I detail how the theory of chapters 2 and 3 can be applied to more general 

types of differential equation, in particular those which allow for discontinuous 

perturbations or driving forces. 

When studying ODE's of the form x=f (x, t) it is natural to seek C1 (or classi- 

cal) solutions. This requires f to be at least continuous with respect to time and for 

uniqueness f should be at least Lipschitz with respect to x. However, while this is 

mathematically the most natural choice, for many physical systems we may not be 

able to guarantee continuity in the equations of motion. This is especially the case 

when there are unknown driving forces or perturbations. For example, hang-bang 

controls switch discontinuously at certain times. Also of interest are perturbations 

which are unbounded or large in sup-norm but only integrally bounded. One might 

also need to consider impulses (6-functions) which are not even functions in the 

usual sense. In these cases we expect solutions to lose their differentiability and 

possibly their continuity. To treat them we require a generalisation of the notions 

of solution and derivative. Note that I only consider cases of discontinuity in the 

time variable and impose the usual Lipschitz condition with respect to x. This is 

enough to cover the situations identified above. 
One such generalisation is known as the Caratheodory conditions for existence 

of solutions to the initial value problem. 

Theorem 4.2 Let f (x, t) be measurable in t for each fixed xER and Lipschitz in 
x for each fixed t. Suppose also that for fixed x, f is integrally bounded on compact 
intervals of t. Then for any (xo, to) E R7 XR there exists a unique absolutely 
continuous function x(t; xo, to) passing through (xo, to) and satisfying x=f (x, t) 
Lebesgue almost everywhere. 

See, for example, Hale's book, [15], for the standard proof of this although, in 

principle, the theory also fits into the framework I develop below. 
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The characterisation of hyperbolicity I have developed so far has been essentially 

concerned with zeroes of the operator G: C1 x C1 -4 Co. To extend the theory to 

discontinuous right hand sides one should just look for good function spaces in 

which to pose the root finding problem. In this way one could also look for greater 

smoothness by posing the problem in spaces containing smoother functions. 

The functional analytic nature of the theory means that one can make use of the 

large body of literature concerned with differential operators on abstract function 

spaces. I will detail some of these ideas and show how they can be used to generalise 

the idea of hyperbolic solutions. Then I show that the persistence result is still 

valid and can be used to provide robustness and stability estimates in an analogous 

manner to previous chapters. 

4.2.1 Some useful functional analysis 

In order to allow for discontinuous perturbations it will be necessary to use 

some more ideas from functional analysis, in particular the theory of Lp spaces, 
functionals, weak derivatives, distributions and Sobolev spaces. Here I present the 

basic concepts and techniques. Although some of the theory is standard in the study 

of partial differential equations and Fourier transformation it is not presented in a 
form which is of direct use for ODE problems and cannot be found in the dynamical 

systems literature. For more detailed coverage the reader is referred to [1,4,8]. 

Unless otherwise specified, the function spaces under consideration have domain 

space R and target space R' R. Thus A(R, R') for example will be shortened to A. 

I will also write to denote 111 Ix. For xEA, I will write `-t or i to denote the 

derivative and X(C) to denote the kth derivative. 

For simplicity, I use the abbreviation ff to denote fR f (s)ds. The measure on 
R is the Lebesgue measure and the integration is Bochner integration, an extension 

of Lebesgue integration to Banach-space-valued functions. 

For a given function space A denote the subset of functions in A with compact 

support by A0. It is given the same norm as A. 

Another simplification I employ is to write A=B instead of the usual A =' 5 

to represent isometrically isomorphic spaces. 

Definition 4.3 For two Banach spaces X, Y, we say that there is an embedding 
of X into Y if X is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace X' of Y, and the trivial 
injection I: X' -* Y is continuous. This is denoted by XCY. 
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Ck Spaces 
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CO is the space of continuous functions bounded on R. With the norm IIfII_ 

suptER If (t) I it is a Banach space. 
By Ck it is meant the space of bounded k-times continuously differentiable func- 

tions with k bounded derivatives. With the norm I If IICk = max°<j<k II f'j) 1100 it 

is a Banach Space. 

By C°° it is meant the space of continuous bounded functions which have con- 
tinuous, bounded derivatives of all orders. 

Clearly C°° C Cý+1 C Ck for every k. 

Denote by D the space C0° also called the test functions. 

Lp Spaces 

For pE [1, oo), Lp is defined to be the space of equivalence classes of measur- 

able functions f, for which f if IP < oe, with the equivalence relation identifying 

functions that are equal almost everywhere (a. e. ). LP is a Banach Space with the 

norm IIfIIP= (f If 1 P)1/P. The space L1 is called the integrable functions. 

A measurable function f, is said to be essentially bounded if there is aK such 

that If (t) I<Ka. e. The greatest lower bound over such K is the essential supremum 

of f and is written I If 1100 = ess supXER If (t) I= inf{K I If (t, ) I<Ka. e. }. There is 

no ambiguity in the notation 1 11 1., since for CO functions the essential supremum 
is also the supremum. 

Define L,, o to be the space of equivalence classes of measurable functions which 

are essentially bounded. With the norm defined above, L00 is a Banach space. 

Definition 4.4 A measurable function f, is said to be locally integrable if If I< 

0o for all compact intervals JCR. 

Define Lion to be the space of equivalence classes of locally integrable functions 
f, for which 

ft+i 
I If I ILIoý = sup J 

if I< oc 

With this norm, Li C is a Banach space. 

Definition 4.5 Let µ be a measurable function. Then µ is absolutely continuous 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) if there is a locally integrable fl, such that 

p(K) = JK fl, VK compact 
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I denote by AC, the Banach space consisting of those absolutely continuous 

functions µ, which have fu, (as defined above) in ViOc. II1IIAC = IIfµ4,111 

Let p* be the conjugate exponent of p, defined by 

1/p + 1/p* =1 for 1<p< oo 

p* = 00 for p=1 

p" =1 for p= oo 

Here are some useful theorems concerning the Lp spaces. 

Theorem 4.3 (Hölder's Inequality) For fE LP, gEL. we have f"gE L1 and 

If ' gill =f If 9l < lIfIip li Ilp. 

Theorem 4.4 Lp C L1 C for all p and Ck C Li c for all k. In fact D is dense in LT, 

and Ck for all p oo and any k. On compact domains we also have the embeddings 
Ck C LP for any k, p and Lp C Lq for p >_- 

Theorem 4.5 It can be deduced that, for 1<P< oc, Lp is the completion of C° 

with respect to the norm 111 lp, 

This characterisation does not apply to L00 since C° is already complete with 

11 1100 
Dual Spaces 

For X an arbitrary normed vector space we denote by X* the space of bounded 

linear functionals on X. That is 

X- =TE L(X, IE8) II ITI I= sup IT[x] I <oo 11x11=1 

Note that I reserve the notation T [x] for the action of bounded linear functionals, 

so as to distinguish them from other functions and operators. 

Remark 4.1 X* is always a Banach space, and if X, Y are Banach spaces such 
that XCY, then Y* C X*. 

For all gEL. we can define a linear functional, T9 on Lp by 

T9[fI = 
JIf. I VfELp (4.3) 

By Hölder's inequality, ITs [f ]I_ 11f *g1l1<_ 11f I ip l1glIp.. This gives 11 T911 < 
11glIp. and by careful choice of fE Lp we can make this an equality. Thus we have 
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an isometric injection of L. into L. The obvious question to ask is whether all 

the functionals in Lp can be written in the form (4.3). An answer to this is given 
by the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.6 (Riesz Representation Theorem) Let 1<p< oo. Then, for 

any TE L* there is agE Lp. such that 

T[f] =f If"yI VfELP 

Moreover, JIT11 = 1Iglip.. Thus LP = Lr.. 

Remark 4.2 Although Li = Lam, the converse is not true. L* is bigger than L1. 00 
Thus for 1<p< oo, it follows that Lp is reflexive, that is, LP** = L. It also follows 
that only L2 is self-adjoint. 

Distributions 

Definition 4.6 D*, the dual space of V= Co°, is called the space of distributions. 

The most general notion of function we have defined so far has been the lo- 

cally integrable functions. In fact, for each locally integrable f, we can define the 
functional Tf e D* by 

TfkP}= JIf. I `vED 

This is an injection fH Tf E D*. Note that for fE L1 ̀  we have 1JThJ = 11f 1 

so we can formally identify functions fE L'10' with the induced distribution T f. In 
fact, two locally integrable functions define the same distribution if and only if they 

are equal almost everywhere. That is, for fl, f2 E L1 °C we have, 

Th [API = Tf2 {co] V co EDf, = f2 a. e, 

D* is not a space of functions in the usual sense since TE D* is only defined by 
its action on the test functions D. To show this is not a vacuous notion I give an 
example of a distribution not identifiable with any fE Lion 

Theorem 4.7 For any tER, there is no fE Li c such that 

If" co = cp(t) dcp ED 

However, the functional 6, defined by S[co} = (p(O) , Vp ED is a well defined 
distribution. 
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St is the delta distribution and is well known to engineers and physicists as the 

unit impulse or the Dirac delta. It is traditional to refer to delta type distributions 

as functions and to write them as functions, S(s) and S(s-t), or to place them under 
integral signs, for example, f S(s - t) " cp(s)dt = cp(t), but to avoid any confusion I 

will not use this notation. 

Weak Derivatives 

With the notion of distribution firmly grounded it is possible to introduce the 

concept of weak derivatives. 

For fE C' one can use integration by parts to get the identity 

If''O = -If -VV ED Similarly, for fE Ck, k>m, integration by parts m times gives 
J" 

f(m) . (p = (-1) "' 
rf. 

, (m) V(p ED 

This motivates the following definition of distributional or weak derivative. 

Definition 4.7 For fE D* and any mEN define the mt)& distributional derivative 
f (-), by 

. 
f(m)LAP] = (-l)mf[ýo(fh)] Vv (4.4) 

Remark 4.3 Since cp(m) E D, it follows that f (r r) D. Thus distributions have 
derivatives of all orders. 

Example 1 Ht E L,,, is the Heaviside function defined by 

1 s>t Ht(s) 
0 s<t 

Then Ht[(P) = -Ht[cb] =-f Ht -ý= ýP(t) = 6t[ýoj. Thus Ht = car,. 
Example 2 stm)[. ] = -bt[v(M)J = (-1)m (m)(t) 
Remark 4.4 For Ck functions, the distributional derivatives up to order k coincide 
with the standard derivatives. 

Theorem 4.8 The operator dt : D* 4 D* is surjective and 

Ker 
td = {go E D* I go is constant, } 

Definition 4.8 For fE D*, any distribution g, such that =f is called a primi- 
tive of f. 

It follows from the previous theorem that to any primitive we can add a constant 
distribution and get another primitive. 
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The spaces C-k 

One can generalise the C' spaces in order to allow weak derivatives. 

Definition 4.9 A distribution (or function) x is said to be in C-k if : x; = y(k) for 

some yE C°. 

Notice that xE C-ý xE C-iý+lý The converse is also true on compact 
domains. That is, yE C-(k+' has primitive which is locally C-k although it may 
be unbounded when considering the whole of R. 

The Sobolev spaces Wm, P 

For C' functions I have used the norm 11 ljc, 
n with which C- is complete. We 

can also define on Cm functions the norms 
1/P 

I SUI Im, p =11U)11p) 
Ep 

j<rn 

Note that C' is not complete with respect to 111 l,,,,, 
p 

for p oo 

Definition 4.10 Define the Sobolev spaces Wm'p by 

Wm'p = {uELp1 u(3)ELp j<rn} 

where u0) is a weak derivative. 

Theorem 4.9 With the norm 11 ll_, 
P, 

Wm, P is a Banach space. Moreover, for 
p oo, W', P is the completion of C"` with respect to this norm. 

Wm°°° is not the completion of Cm with respect to III=III Icm 
" 

As we have 

seen, C"` is complete with this norm and clearly W-, - : C"` 
Of most interest to us will be W1"P since we are dealing with first order systems. 

In this case we have some helpful embeddings which follow from the celebrated 
Sobolev embedding theorems. 

Theorem 4.10 

W1, P E Lq Vp< q<oo 
w1, n E Co Vp 
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The spaces (Wm°P)* and W-1, P* 

We can think of the Sobolev spaces W ', P as follows 

W m, p C Lp x"""x Lp = Lz +1 

In particular there is an isometry P: W-, P -4 WC LP+' defined by Pu = 

u). The norm on Lp +1 is given by 

rrt 1/P 

I I9j IIp 1ý 0 00 
Il(9ml 9o)II Ly+' _ i=O 

oma ýI I9ý I Ioo p= 00 

Remark 4.5 For 1<p< oo we have (Lý +i)* = LP +1 

Theorem 4.11 For each element fE (Wr, r)* there is ay= (g,,,,... 
, yo) E Lrr: +1 

such that for each uE W-, P 

flu] = fu(m)gm+... +ugo (4.5) 

Moreover, IIf II = : min II9IILp: ý, where min is taken over ally satisfying (4.5). 

Remark 4.6 For 1<p< oo the g satisfying (4.5) is unique. 

Remark 4.7 For 1<p< oo, every fc (Wm, P)* is the, unique norm-preserving 
extension to Wm''P of a distribution T9 E D* obtained from some g satisfying (4.5). 

Proof Find g satisfying (4.5) then define T9. 
, Tg E D* by T,, 3 

[cp] f gj cp and 

T9{(Pl _ E(-1)jTg, j)[(Pl 
= 

/(m)gm+... 
+go (4.6) 

which agrees with (4.5) for cp E D. Clearly f is an extension of T9 to Wm'. That 
it is unique follows from the fact that W ', P = W, 'p for p oo and that there is 

a unique extension of T. to functions in W'7. The details are too technical to go 
into here but see Adams' book (?? ) for a way of proving this.   

Definition 4.11 Define the space W-', P' as the space of distributions T having 
the form (4.6) for some gE LP 1. It is given the norm 

ITII = min lig 

where min is taken over all g for which (4.6) holds. 
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The extension of T to W yn°P is unique so we have effectively proved 

Theorem 4.12 For 1<p< oo we have (Wm, P)* = W-"L°rr L": +' and for 

1<p< oo we have (Wm, P)* = W--, p' = Lý +1 

In particular, for m=p=1 we have (W1°1)* = W-'°°° L,,, x L. 

Example St E (W1,1)* defined by St[u] = u(t) is clearly in W-1°°° since it is the 

unique norm-preserving extension to W1°1 of the distribution 

T(Ht, a) [API =f Htýb +f OAP = ýP(t) = 6r [(Pl 

where (Ht, 0) E L,,,, x L. By construction it satisfies (4.5). Moreover, it is obvious 

that 118th =II (Ht, 0) II =1. 
Remark 4.8 (W1,1)* 0 L,,, x Lx, since fE (W"1)* may correspond to many 
different gEL,,,, x L... although each such g must of course give the same distribution 
T. 

Remark 4.9 (W1, °°)* W-1"1 since distributions given by (4.6) have possibly 
non-unique continuous extensions to W''°°. 

4.2.2 Generalisation of hyperbolicity 

We are now in a position to generalise hyperbolicity to solutions x0, which are not 

neccessarily C'. To do this we look for the invertibility of the operator CO = BGXO 

acting between a suitable pair of function spaces. 

Admissible spaces 

Definition 4.12 Suppose that A and B are Banach function spaces of the type 
discussed above. Then (A, 13) is said to be admissible if 

1. 

xEAo x; E5,, 

where x can be a weak derivative. 

2. If 1imt,,,, x= o0 or 1imt, 
_,,,, x= oo then xý , 

A. 

Property 1 basically asks for the derivative of A functions to lie in I3 and for the 

primitives of 13 functions to lie in A. Checking only functions defined on compact 
intervals is sufficient since primitives of B functions may be locally in A but un- 
bounded in the A norm when considered on the whole of R. Property 1 guarantees 
that the operator Co :A -+ 13 is well defined. 
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Property 2 restricts to non-divergent functions which is quite natural for most 

physical systems. 
Obviously (Ck, Ck-1) is admissible and quite a natural choice to use. However, 

to allow for perturbations which are discontinuous we must look for suitable alter- 

natives. 
Examples of the kinds of right hand sides we would like to consider are functions 

with steps, integrally bounded functions, and impulses. These correspond to the 

pairs, (W1°O°, Lp,, ), (W1", L1), and (L,,,,, (W1,1)*) respectively. 

The following diagram gives some more examples of admissible pairs in descend- 

ing order of generality. 
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xEA F-ý ±E13 

Ck 4--- + Ck-1 
n n 

n n 
ei t- ý Co 

n n 
WI, 00 L 

n n 

n n 
Wi, ' +_ L1 

n n 
AC ý) L1°C 

n n 
Co i> C-t 

n n 

n n 

n n 
L, () (WW, c0)* : hW-�1 

n n 
c-, + C-2 

n n 

n n 

81 

Note that the embeddings suggested in the diagram are actually only valid on 
compact intervals but are shown so as to represent the relative sizes of the spaces. 
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Definition of hyperbolicity 

Let (A, B) be an admissible pair of spaces. Consider the operator 

G: A-> B G(x)(t) = ±(t) -f (x (t), t) 

where fE C4, L3 = C'(A, X3). 
If we are interested in some ODE x=f (x, t) defined on R then it follows that 

as an operator fE CÄ, 13 if the following conditions hold. 

9 xE, 4 f(x(ý, ýEB 
"f is uniformly C' with respect to xE RT' at fixed t. That is, the Jacobian 

matrix is bounded 

ID. fý�t1 < Co 
with Co independent of x and t. 

These are enough to show that 

ýýftl = sup max { ýýfixý'), ")H8 ýýDf:, ýýa-ýrý } 
xcA 

is bounded. It follows that G is C1 with respect to xEA. Note also that Dfx is a 
continuous uniformly bounded matrix-valued function. 

xo EA is said to be a solution of x=f (x, t) if G(xo) = 0. The linearisation 

about xo is given by C= DG,, :A -* B defined by C= -t 
- Df fo . 

Analogously to definition 2.7 we have the following generalisation. 

Definition 4.13 A solution x0 EA is hyperbolic if there exist constants K, rv >0 
and for each tE IR a splitting, IRR = Et ® Et 

, such that 

E Et IXt(s)ý+I <_ Ke-a(s-t) 1 0 s>t (4.7) 

E Et I Xt(s)ý I< Ke-a(t-3) Iý- Is<t (4.8) 

Since Df,, is continuous and uniformly bounded the variational equation ý= 
Df 0e 

has the same form as before. The fundamental matrix solutions Xt(s), are well 
defined and again have exponentially bounded growth. Thus the above definition 

makes sense. 
The following conjecture makes it clear why much of the theory of hyperbolicity 

generalises immediately to any admissible space. 

Conjecture 4.1 For (A, B) admissible it follows that a solution xo EA is hyper- 
bolic if and only if G: A -* B is invertible. 
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See Massera & Schaffer [26] and Rabiger & Schnaubelt [34] for two slightly 

different approaches to exponential dichotomy of linear non-autonomous systems. 

The details contained there make it clear that the above conjecture is true modulo 

some technical restrictions on the class of Banach space allowed. In [26], for ex- 

ample, there is a restriction to locally integrable spaces although this is only really 

neccessary if one is looking for absolutely continuous solutions. In [34], there is a 

restriction to translation invariant spaces of measurable functions which again does 

not cover right hand sides which are distributions but I expect this not to be a 

problem. 
So at least for the admissible pairs given above that are locally integrable the 

conjecture is proved. It is not clear to me at this stage how to give a full proof of 

the conjecture but I will show that it holds for the pairs which I have identified to 

be of interest. 

The admissible pair (W1', LP) 

Of most interest will be the pairs (W1"1, L1) and W1, ', L00) but the theory 

applies to any 1<p< 00. 

First I examine the conditions under which the ODE x=f (x, t) defined on R' 

gives us a well defined vector field fE CW,, P l,. The conditions above translate to: 

0xEW 
1"P f (x("), ") E Lp 

" The Jacobian matrix is uniformly bounded. That is for xE R" and tER we 
have I Df f, t < Co l with Co independent of x and t. 

Since we have the embedding W 1'p C CO, it follows that we will only be interested 

in solutions in some bounded region of the phase space S2 C R". This means we 

only need check the conditions above for S2 c If8". 

An example of this is the system 

x= g(x) + h(t) 

where gE C1(R, r ), g(O) =0 and hE Lp. Clearly, the conditions above are 

satisfied. This arises if we were interested in robustness of the equilibrium solution 
Xo =0 of the autonomous system ±= g(x) with respect to external Lr-forcing. 

More generally, consider the unperturbed ODE 

y= go (y, t) 
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with solution yo (t). Assume as usual that go c C' (Rn 
, 
11 ). By making the change 

of variables 
x=y- yo (t) 

we get the equivalent system 

x= fo(x, t) = go (x + yo(t), t) - *0 (t) 

with equilibrium solution xo = 0. The conditions above are satisfied since by the 
CI hypothesis on go we have xEW', P = go(x(") - yo(. ), ") E L. 

Now consider the perturbed system 

y= 9(y, t) 

where g(y - yo, -) - 9(y - Yo, ) E Lp for y in some neighbourhood of yon EW 1"P 

It follows then that 

x=f (x, t) = g(x + yo(t), t) - )o 

satisfies the neccessary conditions to get fE CW,,,,,, 
LY. 

Now assume that the neccessary conditions are satisfied. The following facts 

about the spectrum of G will be useful. Proofs can be found in [3] and (Schnaubelt 
?? ). 

Lemma 4.1 spec L: W', P --+ Lp = spec C: Cl -- CO 

As before, we have the group of translation operators T'` : Lp -+ L,, defined by 

(7-h ) (t) =X t_, L (t) (t - h) 

Lemma 4.2 spec T1: Lp -+ Lp = spec Th : Co -4 Co 

The spectral mapping theorem then follows immediately. 

Lemma 4.3 exp(h spec L) = spec Th 

The main theorem can now be given. 

Theorem 4.13 The solution xo EW 1'P is hyperbolic if and only if G: W', P -4 Lp 
is invertible. 

Proof The theorem follows immediately from the fact that spec C: W 1" --+ Lr = 
spec, C : C1 -+ C° and that L: C' ---> C° is invertible if and only if ý= ýDf:,,, has 
exponential dichotomy. To obtain estimates however, it is important to bound , 

C-1 

and so I prove this part of the theorem in more detail. 
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[=: ý, ] It follows from the existence of the hyperbolic splitting that any non-zero 
initial condition diverges exponentially in either forwards or backwards time. Thus 

the only Lp solution of L=0 is ý=0 and so G is injective. 

Let Pc be the projection onto the forward contracting subspace Et. We define 

the Green's function as before by 

w (t, s) _x s(t)'P t>s t_x, (t) (I - Ps) t, < ,5 
Recall that IW (t, s) I< NecI t-SI so W (t, ") E L1(R, L (R' 

,R x) . For each cp E L7� one 
has a solution of = Dff0e + co given by the integral operator 

(1)(t) =J W(t, s)cp(s)ds 

Lemma 4.4 For integral operators of the form Tf = f' K(t, s) f (s)ds, if 

sup IIK(t,. )I1i < Ko < o0 8 

sup IIK(., s)lI1 < Ko < o0 
t 

then T: Lp -+ Lp. Moreover, it is continuous and we have the estimate 
IITIILp-rLp C ýý0 

See Dunford & Schwartz [11] for details. 

Since suet IIW (t, * )II 1= sups W (", s) ý1< 00 it follows that L-1 c0 E L,, and 
that IIG-1c°lIp < suPt IIW(t, -)Ill IIvII 

. Thus 

II -' hp->Lp < sup 1IW(t, .)l 
If N and a are the hyperbolicity constants then we can use the fact that 

ýW (t, s)I < Ne'1t-3I. This gives the simple estimate 

-1 LP-4tP < 2N/a 

Since 1(G-lcp) = Dff0G-' p+w it follows that ýý(G-1 p) E Ln as well and we 
get the bound 

dtv-I < supIIW(t, ")III IIDfý,, JU+1 Lp-ýLN 

So C: W', P -+ Lp is invertible and 

C-ll I max{sup I lW(t, ")Ili , sup llW(t, . )Ili lIDf 
011+ 1} 
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Conjecture 4.2 The solution xo E L,,,, is hyperbolic if and only if L: L,,,, -ý 
(Wl, l)* is invertible. 

A proof of this is not available at present but the generalisation should be valid 

since the Green's function methods have a distributional analogue. 

4.2.3 Persistence theorem 

For hyperbolic solutions coming from A where (A, B) is admissible there is an 

analogous persistence theorem. The operator of interest is Gf :A -* 5 defined by 

Gr (x) (t) =x (t) - .f 
(X (t), t) 

where f is a CA, 13 perturbation of fo. 

Theorem 4.14 If xo is a hyperbolic solution of x- fo(x, t) then for dq, 
13-close f, 

there is a locally unique continuation xf E A, solving x=f (x, t). Moreover, xf is 

hyperbolic, of the same stability type as xo and is smooth in f. 

Proof As in theorem 2.13, this follows from the application of the IFT to G.   

This can now be used as before to provide good safety estiniates for a much more 

general class of perturbations. Typically, one should start, with a simple known 

solution xo, like an equilibrium or a limit cycle and then consider perturbations 
drawn from a choice of spaces. The choice of perturbation space will dictate which 

space we expect the response to be in and the relevant estimates can be easily 

obtained. 
There are some interesting uses of this generalisation apart from this obvious 

one. One idea is to think of a perturbation in initial condition as being the response 
to an appropriate impulse at time to. Specifically, by adding the function c6,. (, 

for 

some cE 1R'ß, we are simply the solution by c at time to. Thus a lower bound on the 

size of impulse neccessary to break hyperbolicity would also give a lower bound on 
the size of the basin of attraction. It is not clear at this stage whether this method 

could improve the previous basin estimates. 

4.3 Further generalisations 
Now I give some more ideas for generalising the theory. These represent potentially 
very fruitful directions of research. 
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It is often the case that one is only interested in solutions in finite-time interval. In 

this case the theory I have presented might be seen as not very useful since it deals 

with solutions defined on the whole of R. However, it is relatively easy to treat only 

finite-time intervals if neccessary. 
One way of doing this is to restrict the function spaces to ones which contain 

only decaying functions. For example, one could use exponentially growing norms 

on Ck functions. 
IIxIIck,,, = max { Ieatx(r)(t)l } 

mE [O, k 

Or more simply, one could use the Banach spaces C which are the spaces of Ck 

functions which converge to 0 at foo. 

However, this is is to some extent unneccessary since it follows frone the theory 

I have presented that the response to exponentially decaying perturbations is also 

exponentially decaying. This follows from the fact that the Green's function and 

thus Gf 1 is exponentially decaying. Thus is one starts off with a solution only 

defined on a finite interval, one can guarantee an exponentially decaying response 

to finite time perturbations. This is strong enough for most purposes. Moreover, 

one could formalise this idea by looking for decay rates explicitly when this is useful. 

4.3.2 Basins of attraction for perturbed solutions 

We have seen that linearly attracting solutions are uniformly asymptotically 

stable and thus have basins of attraction. It also has been shown that linearly 

attracting solutions persist under small perturbations. It is fairly simple to com- 
bine the proofs of these theorems and obtain a method for estimating the basin of 

attraction for the perturbed solution. 

To do this we consider the operator 

G: (C+ x IR") x C+ -ý (C+ x RI I) 
(f, c, x) '4 (x(") -f (x("), ) 

If G(fo, 0, xö) =0 for some linearly attracting solution xo E C1 then one can apply 
the IFT to G and deduce the existence of a unique continuation x f,, for small enough 

perturbations of f and c. Moreover, the differential equation 

( ff ý) 
(ýf, ý) =cf ý(sf(xf, ý( ), . ), &) 

can be used to obtain estimates of the basin of attraction for the perturbed solution. 
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4.3.3 Autonomous systems and normally hyperbolic mani- 
folds 

For autonomous systems, we have seen that the only strongly hyperbolic solu- 

tions are equilibria. There is a standard definition in use of hyperbolicity for solu- 

tions of autonomous systems. One just looks for a splitting Il8'L = Ez ® Et ® {A±}. 

which allows a neutral direction tangent to the orbit. 

A situation which would be interesting to deal with is non-autonomous pertur- 

bations of an autonomous system which has an attracting periodic solution x0. Due 

to the neutral direction, there is a phase-shift degeneracy and one does not expect 

the orbit to persist under generic perturbations. However, there is an invariant 

cylinder in the extended phase-space consisting of all the time translations of : z; 0 

which will persist. This can be seen to be a normally hyperbolic manifold. This is an 

invariant manifold in which contraction and expansion transverse to the manifold 

is stronger than any contraction or expansion in the manifold. 

There is a theory for these manifolds, for example Wiggins [57], which shows 

that they persist under perturbations to the vector field. What would be extremely 

useful is a formulation which allows for non-autonomous perturbations and which 

naturally gives good estimates of the response so one can easily derive safety criteria. 
There are number of ways one might attempt to do this. 

" Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction: G is not invertible for most interesting solu- 

tions on normally hyperbolic manifolds, for example, a periodic orbit of an 

autonomous system. The basic idea behind the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction 
is to split the problem of inverting L into a part which is invertible and a part 

which deals only with the kernel of G. This second part should be finite di- 

mensional and is known as the reduced problem. See [6] for details. However, 

this method fails if the problem is posed in function spaces allowing for aperi- 

odic functions, for example Ck. This is because, if C has a finite dimensional 

kernel, the co-kernel is generically infinite dimensional so C is not a Fredhoim 

operator and one cannot reduce to a finite dimensional problem. This problem 
is intrinsic to aperiodic systems and seems not appear in periodic systems. 

" Partial differential equation method: This method is perhaps the most closely 

related to the invertible operator characterisation of hyperbolicity and poten- 
tially the most useful for the purposes of obtaining safety estimates. For 

autonomous systems, the method has been formulated by Sacker [37]. The 
idea is to use the coordinates (x, 0) where 0 are coordinates on the manifold 
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and x are coordinates transverse to the manifold. Then one can pararnetrise 

the invariant manifold by a function x=f (9) and look for a continuation of 
f (8) for small perturbations. However, a problem with this method is that the 

linearisation associated with the manifold is a hyperbolic partial differential 

operator and does not appear to be invertible. In [371, an elliptic regularisa- 

tion term is added to get round this problem and although this method works 
for autonomous systems, it is not clear if it would work for those which are 

time-dependent. 

" Contraction mapping method: This is an extension of the ideas of Bogoliubov 

and Mitropolskii and a proof is given in Hale [15]. The idea is again to 

parametrise the manifold by a function x=f (9) but this time to only work 
in the phase space rather than a function space. Then one shows persistence 

of f (B) by making it a fixed point solution of a certain contraction mapping. 
Although this is a direct method and successfully answers the problem, there 

are a number of inadequacies. Firstly, it is not very easy to generalise and 

secondly, the analysis works only in a small neighbourhood of the unperturbed 

solution and thus one cannot continue very far from this limit. 



Chapter 5 

Applications 

Here I consider some specific classes of examples and show how they can be 

made amenable to the analysis of the previous chapters. 

5.1 Forced damped oscillators 

5.1.1 Equations of motion 

I consider the second order damped oscillator with the following equation of 

motion. 

x+ lyx + V'(x) = u(t) (ýý. 1) 

ry >0 is the coefficient of damping. For simplicity I take linear damping but non- 
linear damping could be taken without any problems. V'(x) comes from a potential 

energy function V (x) which I assume is C2. Duffing's equation, for example, comes 
from V(x) = -x2/2 + x4/4 which is an archetypal twin well oscillator. Bounded 

solutions of (5.1) are functions xE C2(1l 
, 
R). 

This is a very common class of examples both in dynamical systems theory and 
in the applications. They can be made to display many very interesting dynami- 

cal behaviours, for example, phase-locking, quasi-periodicity, period doubling and 
chaos. Indeed forced oscillators have been used in the past as good systems in which 
to explore these behaviours. See for example Guckenheimer & Holmes [14]. 

The second order equation (5.1) can be written as a first order system. 

x-y 

y= -7± - V'(x) + u(t) (5.2) 

90 
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Now we look for solutions (') E C1(R, R2 ). Care should be taken to use the correct 

norm when doing this however. In C1(IR, R2) we have the norm 

ý"(t)) xl 
C1 

= max sup 
\xx((tt))/ 

I, 
sup 

J((t) 

C/ 
= niax{ Ix I 

, 
lye } instead of Since we are interested in x CZ , we need to use (x) I 

00 
the usual Euclidean norm, (x) L This gives the isometric isomorphism we want 

between C2 (IR, R) and a subspace of C1(1[ß, R2 ). 

I will be particularly interested in the perturbation of a linearly attracting equi- 
librium. Without loss of generality I assume this is xo = 0. Taking V'(0) =0 and 

V"(0) >0 guarantees this. The characteristic polynomial then has the two roots 

-ry/2 ± ß/, y2/4 - V'(0) 

When rye > 4V"(0) we have two real negative roots. This is known as `over- 

damping'. A more interesting situation is encountered wheal -y2 < 4V"(0). Then 

we have a complex conjugate pair of roots with negative real part. In this case 

we expect oscillations about x=0 which for small amplitudes have frequency ap- 

proaching wo = V"(0) - ry2/4. 
This model is frequently encountered in the applications and it, is natural to 

ask how robust the equilibrium is when the system is subjected to external driving 

forces. One would also like to know how the basin of attraction changes. For 

periodic forcing there is an extremely well developed theory. Below I sulnrnarise 

some findings of this theory in the context of a simple ship capsize model. 

5.1.2 Ship stability and the `escape equation' 

I am particularly interested in the study of what is termed the `escape equation' 

or `capsize equation'. It is given by a potential energy function of the form 

V (x) = axe - bX4 

with a, b>0. Large or unbounded solutions represent escape. This model has 

frequently been used in the study of ship stability especially where one is interested 

in preventing capsize or large motions. x represents the angle of the ship to the 

vertical and the perturbations represent wind and waves in the lateral direction. 
Since x is an angle we could take V (x) to be periodic, for example, V (x) =a cos(x) - 
bcos(2x), but since I am only interested in the potential well containing x=0, the 

quartic potential is adequate and allows for easier analysis. 
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(a) Potential function for the escape equa- (b) 
tion. V (X) = axe - bx4 

More realistic models of ship stability have been developed but it has been 

argued that they are reasonably well approximated by a second order ODE of the 
form above. However, a modification which is often included 1s some parametric 

excitation to allow for vertical displacement of the centre of mass of the ship. This 

also fits in with the methodology of this thesis and I will give some estimates for 

this case as well. 

Unforced dynamics 

The phase portrait for the unforced dynamics is shown in figure 5.1. I consider only 
the case where the eigenvalues are complex conjugate since the over-damped case 
is not as physically realistic or interesting. 

By linearising about the equilibrium, x=0, we see that the frequency of small 
amplitude oscillations is approximately wo = 2a - 72/4. Due to the nonlinear- 
ity, the frequency decreases with increasing amplitude. This is typical of physical 
systems and is known as `softening'. 

Since it is only the ratio a/b that is important, (up to a resealing), I will usually 
take a= 1/2, giving wo = 1. The nonlinearity can then be controlled by adjusting 
b. 

1.5 1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

x 
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Figure 5.1: Phase portrait for the unforced escape equation. 

Sinusoidal forcing 

Now consider the system with sinusoidal forcing. 

x +'yx + 2ax + 4bx3 =e sin(wt) 

93 

This has three dimensional phase space (x, i, t), due to the time dependence al- 
though since the forcing is periodic with period T= 27r/w, it is common to con- 

sider instead the two dimensional Poincare (or time T) map. However, since I am 
interested in the actual size of motions rather than just a qualitative description of 
the dynamics it is neccessary to consider the behaviour of the system at all times to 

avoid the loss of information involved in sampling periodically. Some typical orbits, 

projected onto the (x, x)-plane, are shown in figure 5.2. 

For an idea of the response of the system to forcing with a range of frequencies 

and amplitudes see figure 5.3. I have used an initial condition close to the unforced 
equilibrium, and then measured the sup-norm of the response. For small amplitude 
forcing we see the frequency response peaks bending slightly to the left. This is what 
we expect in softening systems. As amplitude of forcing is increased we observe 
`resonant hysteresis'. This is an important phenomenon when one is concerned 
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Figure 5.2: A typical escaping orbit of the sinusoidally forced escape equation. Note 
that this is a projection onto the (x, i) plane. Forcing parameters are -=0.3, w= 
0.6. Other parameters are 7=0.5, a=0.5, b=0.25. Initial conditions are (0,0). 

about robustness of solutions. When the excitation exceeds a certain amplitude, 
for certain excitation frequencies there can be two stable attracting solutions for the 

system. In this case increasing the frequency of the forcing leads to a saddle-node 
bifurcation and the system jumps to the upper limb. See figure 5.4 for a schematic 
frequency response diagram. These jumps are also evident in figure 5.3 where 
they appear as vertical slopes in the response at around w=0.6, e=0.3. These 

jumps are not neccessarily escape phenomena since they can still have a bounded 

or safe response. When frequency is decreased again the system follows the upper 
limb and thus exhibits the bigger of the two responses. It is not unreasonable to 

expect a slow evolution of parameters like the amplitude and frequency of external 
forcing even if we expect them to be essentially periodic. Thus resonant hysteresis 

is a potentially dangerous phenomenon since escape could occur at frequencies for 

which the response is expected to be small. Figure 5.3 does not display the upper 
limb since it cannot be obtained from fixed frequency forcing with small initial 

conditions. This is another reason why it is important to consider aperiodic forcing 

when deriving safety criteria. 
Many more details of this case can be found in [51,52,28,29], where safety 

issues are discussed. 
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by the standard methods. When )A1 0 . 2i' the impulse response or Green's function 

is given by W (t, s) = Wo (t - s) where 

0 t<0 
W (t, 0) = Wo(t) = (A2 - Ai)-1 (eA2t - e, ̀1 t) t>0 

Figure 5.5 shows a typical Green's function for the system when the roots of the 

characteristic polynomial are complex. 
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Figure 5.5: Green's function for a stable equilibrium with roots, A=a± bi. 

For each cp E CO, the unique C2 solution of LO = co is given by the convolution 

J (' )(t) _ (Wo * co)(t) _ (A2 - A1)' (e'x28 
- eÄ18) �(t - s)ds 

Co 1co is twice differentiable and it's derivatives are easily determined. They are 
given by 

dt (£019) (t) = (Wo *4 (t) 

d 
dt2 

(£01(P)(t) = (P (t) - 7(wo * 9) (t) - V"(0)(WO *4 (t) 

Thus we have the estimate, 

I LO' II= 
SUP II Wo * co II c2 
II ll=1 

< max { I1Wo11i I 
Ilwolli, 1 +'Y llwol li + V"(O) IlWoll1 } 

Figure 5.6 shows how II LO' II varies with damping -y, and nonlinearity V' (0). 

'If Al = A2 then there is a slightly different (but unproblematic) formulation. 
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G', - 'co -I "�(. r�) -1 -�(u) 

Giveýi a 1)0111ndl /1(i/) > 111"'(: c") - wo deduce Trani Ieiuum ; ý. I 

111c� III < <Ko /f(->)> 1 
wliic}i i5 vai1id while /J(i1) < K, 

A more direct method of treating G� 

vtvee have seeti in Section 3.2, G,,, 1 is all itit, egral (p(l; it()F whose kelliel k I, lle 
ºPtincilpal (i curs fuiictiOu fV (1, 

. s). Since 
. r.,, is titahlc tlºis is given by 

Oi <s 

gamma 2 
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where \' (t) is the fniidarnetital solution of' C,,, ý =0 satisfviiig _l., 
(s) = I. From 

(5.4) we see that 

ýý _+r+ (V"(0) +p(t))ý (ýý. 6) 

«Miere j)(t) =- 1"(0). 

p is periodic tllei) (5.6) is it stau(lar(1 (lanºhc(1 Hill's equation. '1'V1)i("allly 

li(ýwc an unknown aj(1iodlic excitation although we (.; u) lind a bo)ui(IIj)l I verj) 1, 

L j) where 01) depends on 11 _ lix"11, 

5() inc, (leti IiIsi tI)(mt Hill's c(lua, tiOrn (".; )u I)c 101111(1 i1i [15]. Au 11i1l)O1 - t. )1it I)cI)eI ty 

(ýI the undamped Hill's equation is that arbitrarily small parametric cX(it, 1t. i<ýu at 

certain) freclnencies cai) render the Zero e(liiilil)iiI11n unstable. The i))t1O(lut('tiOii of 

viscous 
damping creates iL 1)ll C1' ZOnn(' so that 1Ot' sina11 ('11Utigl1 excit atio n, Aj) --- t 

sav, :r= (1 becomes asyrnl)tOt, ically stable. Figure 5.7 show, t he zones of, i))stahility 

for bot, lº the undamped and damped case"'. AVlieui the excitation is ; II)eriOdi(" WC 

Amplitude Amplitude 
ý'ý. 

m/4 w Stu/4 Frequency m/4 m 9O/4 Fl eq ucy 

I', igºlre 5.7: Schematic stability regions lol aI lill'ti º'(tºlMion. First is the hula aººpeºI 
case from Which We call See that, arbitrarily small l'\('It2ltlOIl at, ('! 't7)Ill ýfl'(ýIl('lll'l('ti 

cillz5º' i1ºstahility. The sº'cc)Il(1 figure shows the (1,1111 x'º1 case. 'I'lu' tolIgl1vti get tiºººý111º'r 
and II1(wc oil, the axis and there is all ý* Su("11 that excitation anipiit, n(les below I'llis 
Va! uie ca. I11101 cause iustal)ility. 

expect, the C\IStPI1CP Of a shn ill' E W, E) S11('. 11 t11itt LJ) < glIaIaIItecs asymptotic 

stability of :r=0. This is of vital importance since while . º" 11 is ºu , ISv ººil)tutiº ally 

stable solution of' G�ý _ (l, the Green's function will be expollclitially decaying and 
Hilts integrally bounded. Clearly 11G7; 1 11 will be bounded while this is tvile. Rahn k 
Mote [35] looked at the 1ºr(º1ºlenl of (leterllºiºling a Iºiilºillºluºº decay rate for sollit ions 

of L,, ý _ (1 wlºclº 1) is au arlºit, r, lry iºººltu(1e(l Function. '1'lipii ideas can he Vstº'ºi(lº'(l 
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to provide a good estimate of I I, CU 1 ý. The basic idea is determine the worst case 

excitation for a given tp and thus deduce the minimum decay rate b* < 0. Solutions 

will then satisfy 1ý(t) < Neb* (t-T) Iý (T) I for some N>0. From this we can easily 
deduce that IIW (t, ") II1< -N/b* although this is a crude bound and we can do 

much better. As 71 increases we expect b* to pass through 0 at which point we lose 

invertibility. For simplicity, I assume that I 1, Cu 1 11 = sups IIW (t, s) which will be 

the case if IIII C2 is weighted towards III 

Calculating b* 

This section follows closely the paper of Rahn & Mote [35]. 

First we transform £e=0 into a canonical form. Using a change of variables 

and a rescaling of time 

t= 2s/ V"(0) - rye = as 

y(s) = erytl2x(t) 

q(s) = 4p(t)/(4V"(0) - rye) 

we get 
y [l + q(s)l'J =0 

where additionally I assume that Ap < V"(0) - y2/4 so that Oq = IIgII < 1. 
Then we look for S*, N, depending on Oq, such that ly(s)l < Nea'('_8') ly(s')I. 

From this we see that 

I ýt)ý Ne(b* V"(0)-7I9-'Y/2)(t-T) Iý(s)I = N(, G*t l (T)I (5.7) 

b* <0 guarantees asymptotic stability of ý=0. This translates to the condition 

V< 2ry/(4V"(0) - Y2) 

To find S* we look for the worst-case excitation q*(t). This is a standard problem 
in optimal control theory. From Pontyragin's maximum principle we learn that 
the worst case excitation is a `bang-bang' control of the form q*(t) = sign(yz2)Oq 

where z= (ý2) is the co-state vector whose dynamics is given by the ODE adjoint 
Cue= 0. 

Remark 5.1 The dynamics are scale invariant thus switching points lie on rays 
emanating from the origin. One switching ray is y=0. If the z2 =0 switching ray 
is at angle 0* in the right half plane then by symmetry it is at angle 0* - 7r in the 
left half plane. 
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Remark 5.2 The optimal excitation is periodic with four switches per cycle. This 
follows from the fact that in between switches the response is that of a harmonic 

oscillator. The time between switches is thus amplitude independent and so a cycle 
consisting of four switches has a particular period S. 

Since the optimal excitation is periodic it follows from Floquet theory that the 

response is exponentially bounded but to find the maximum growth rate 5 we 

should solve the equations of motion in terms of 0 and find a growth rate 6(0). 

Then we maximise over 0 to get S* and 0*. 

Clearly 0<0< 7r/2 since the response to q(s) = -Oq excitation has a longer 

period than the response to q(s) = +Oq excitation. 
Note that we are looking for maximum growth rate rather than the maximum 

gain in phase space. By maximum phase space gain, it is meant the largest growth in 

amplitude per revolution. Clearly, the maximum phase space gain for the canonical 
20 
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Figure 5.8: An optimally excited, canonical Hill's equation. Initial conditions are 
y=0, y=1. t goes from 0 to 15. The relevant parameters are Aq = 0.65,0* 
0.210. The growth rate in this case is 0.213. 

equation is achieved by switching at y=0 and j=0 and for the original equation 
the switches are at =0 and = 0. However, ý ýW (t, )ýý1 is not maximised by these 

excitations. 
Let w+ =1+q and w_ _. Solutions of y+ w2y =0 are given by 

y(s) = Asin(wfs - (p) 
y(s) = Aw± cos(wts - cp) 
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The line in phase space at angle 0 is given by i= my where tan 0= in. Note that 

between switches, energy remains constant. That is, wIy2 +, 0= (Aw±)2. 

Assume that the initial condition is y=0, y=1. Then the solution until the 

first switch is 

y(s) = (1/w_) sin(w_s) 

y(s) = cos(w_s) 

The switching ray at angle 0 is hit at time sl when tan (w_ s i) = w_ l m, giving 

sl = (1/w_) tan-1(w_/m) 

At the first switch we have 

y(si) _ (1/w_) sin(w_sl) = Al sin(w+sl - ca') 
V81) = cos(w_sl) = Alw+cos(w+si - c'i) 

Solving for Al and cpl gives 

(Alw+)2 = (w+/w-)2 sin2(w_sl) + cos2(w_sl) 

tan(w+sl - cpi) = (w+/w-) tan(w-si) 

which simplifies to 

(Aiw+)2 = (m2 + w+)/(rn2 + W2) 

coj =- tan-' (W+/m) + (w+/W-) tan-1(w_/m) 

where tan-' is chosen in the interval [0,7r/2]. 

The second switch occurs at time s2 when y(s2) = Al sin(w+s2-cp1) = 0. Clearly 

at this time y(82) = -Alw+. Since w+s2 - cpl = 7r we have 

82 = (p1 + 7r)/W+ 

By symmetry and scale invariance this process is repeated in the left half-plane. 
A cycle is thus periodic with period 

S= 282 = 2(cpi + 7r)/w+ 

The growth factor of solutions between s=0 and s= s2 is Alw+ so for a whole 
cycle solutions grow by a factor of (Alw+)2. To find the growth rate we solve 
ly(S)l = eas ly(0)I, that is (Alw+)2 = eöS. This gives 

6= (1/S) log(w+Al)2 (5.8) 
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Figure 5.9: Growth rate S, against switching angle 0 (measured in degrees). Oq = 
0.9. 

Figure 5.9 shows how S varies with 0. 

To find 5* we maximise (5.8) with respect to 0. Let 0* be such that S is maximal 
for this angle of switching ray. If we let m* = tan 0* then it turns out that S* = W. 

Figure 5.10 shows how 9* and 5* vary with Oq. 
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(a) Optimal switching angle 9*, versus Aq. 
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Figure 5.10: 

It follows from the linearity of the system that the fastest growing solution with 
initial conditions y=0, y=1 provides an upperbound on the growth rate for any 
solutions of the canonical equation. 

(b) Maximum growth rate b*, versus Oq. 
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We can now see what the minimum decay rate is for the original variational 

equation. From (5.7) we can see it is given by 

b* = ö* V"(0) - y2/4 - ry/2 

Clearly I X3 (t) I< Neb' (S-t) and since CU 1 is the integral operator with this as kernel, 

Gu will be invertible while b* < 0. 

Crude estimate of J I, CU1 l 

Given S* we can find the smallest N such that 

y(s)l < Neb*(s-. s') ly(s')l 

Note that we must use S* since anything smaller would not be a rigourous bound 

for all s, s' >0 and anything bigger would give worse estimates. 
To do this we find some times E [0,82] such that y*(s) is tangent to W* S at 
Solving 

Ne5* = (1/w_) sin(w_s) 

b*Ne 9= cos(w_s) 

gives tan(w_9) = w_/b*. Since b* = m* it follows that the tangency occurs at the 

first switch and 9= sl. Figure 5.11 shows this clearly. 

2 

1.5 

0.5 

voö 1U 12 

3 

Figure 5.11: Plot of worst case solution y*, and smallest bounding exponential, 
Nea* 9. Amplitude of excitation is Aq = 0.2 and the tangencies occur whenever y* 
hits the switching locus at angle 0*. The first of these is at time s1=1.6766. 
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Thus we have 
N2 = e-2msl/(rn2 + w2 ) 

Given Na simple but effective estimate can be obtained. 

1ý(t)j 

so using the inequality 

fIw(ts)ds jr, 
I X, (t) I ds 

00 
<J Ne°*'ds (5.9) 

0 

we see immediately that 

JIG, 
11ll C -N/b* (5.10) 

Note that this is not accurate even when Op =0 because (5.9) is not a good 

estimate. Since the solution oscillates its integral is likely to be much lower than 

the integral of the exponential which bounds it. 

Figure 5.12 shows how this estimate compares with the general estimate given 
by (5.5). It at least has the advantage that one can continue further. In fact one can 
continue until the true i where one is bound to lose invertibility if the excitation is 

of the right form. 

Better estimates for 11L 1 

Instead of finding a bounding exponential for solutions, fi(t), of the variational 
equation we could just integrate 1ý* I itself. Since it has the minimum decay rate of 
any solution it also has the biggest integral. 

The worst case solution to the canonical equation is given by 

(A1w+)' (l/w-) sin(w-s) 

(Alw+)'Al cos(w+s - ýo1) 

nS/2 <s< nS/2 + sl 

nS/2 + sl <s< (n + 1)S/2 

Recall that we have used the transformation y(s) = e7'/li(t) ,t= as, where 
a= 2/ 4V"(0) - rye. 
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The estimate for I Gam' II we want is then 

I I1CU11 I<f "o 1ý* (t) j dt 
00 =af es2y*(s)ds I0 
s/2 s 

=aJ le-asry/2y*(s)I ds + aAlw+ 
2 

IP-asry/21J*(. 
5 - S/2)I (is + ... 

S12 s/2 
=aI le-asry/2y*(s)Ids + aAlw+e-as7/4 J 

Ic-as7/2y*(s)I cis + ... 

00 = am Aw e-as7/4 n 
0 

= aM/(1 - Alw+e-,, s7/4) (5.11) 

where M=f S12 e-asy/2y*(s)I ds. 

Figure 5.12 compares the estimates of 11Gu-'U obtained from (5.5), (5.10) and 
(5.11). Note that (5.10) is not good at q=0 or for small q since it does not take 

50 
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eta 

Figure 5.12: Upperbound for 11, CU1 obtained from (5.5), (5.10) and (5.11), (going 
left to right). 

into account the oscillatory nature of solutions. However, it eventually gives an 
improvement over the general estimate (5.5). Clearly (5.11) gives the best results 
although they are still suboptimal. This is because the worst case parametric excita- 
tion in the linearised equation does not result from any allowable external forcing of 
the nonlinear equation. Since we have the additional information that p(t) in (5.6) 

must be V'(xu. ) for some xu that satisfies the original ODE, in principle one could 
improve the estimates even further although this is tricky and time consuming. 
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Persistence estimates 

eta(eps) 

So using one or all of the above methods we can find an upper bound G, 
L 
lIIC6 (ý1) 

Since OGu _ -Icoco we can see that IIII< a(E, q) = 1. 

This gives us the differential inequality 
d, q < 6(rj) (5.12) 

Following sections 3.2 and 3.3 we make this an equality and integrate to obtain 

the estimates q(E) and t. For any e<ý, calculating 1)(E) gives an upper bound 

on the size of the response. Equivalently, calculating E(q) gives an estimate of the 

largest forcing amplitude which has response below 71. 
For the escape equation, if we use the basic estimate (5.5), obtaining estimates 

for the response is particularly simple. V"(x) = 2a - 12bx2 so we can take /3(77) _ 

12b, q 2. This gives 
di7 

G [Ký 1- 12bq2]-1 

which gives a unique continuation x. ,, while 1)2 < ý2 = KO '/(12b). Integration gives 
IIxuII < q(E) where re(s) is the smallest solution of 

Kc 071 3 

If we use estimate (5.11) we get a better estimate of 1I(6). Figure 5.13 shows 

7)(E) and E(q) for this case. 

eps(eta) 
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(a) e(rb) obtained by integrating (5.12). 
The two values of damping are ry = 1/2 
and y= 3/4. a= 1/2, b= 1/4. 
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(b) q(e) obtained by integrating (5.12). 
-y = 1/2, a= 1/2, b= 1/4. 

Figure 5.13: 

Remark 5.3 Notice that i7(e) goes vertical at (t, i) as continuation is no longer 
guaranteed for e>L Equivalently, e(, q) levels off at this point. 
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Worst case forcing 

108 

For the forced damped oscillator the switching locus for the optimal bang-bang 

control is easily obtained. Consider the effect on the phase portrait of adding a 

constant forcing term. u(t) = +E shifts the equilibrium to the right and u(t) = -E 

shifts it to the left. Note that d= y/± is just the slope of the trajectory. In 

the upper half-plane we have x=y>0 so increasing gives bigger solutions. dx, 
Similarly, in the lower half-plane, decreasing 9 gives bigger solutions. Since _ 

-ry - V'(x)/y ± E/y we set 

y>0 
u* (tý _ 

-e, y<0 

The switching locus is the y=0 axis. Figure 5.14 shows a solution with this forcing 

scheme. The amplitude is just large enough to induce escape. 
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x 

Figure 5.14: A solution which just escapes for system with optimal bang-bang 
control. 

Comparisons of persistence estimates with numerical data 

The natural question to ask about this procedure is how accurate are the estimates. 
By numerically integrating the system (5.1) with various types of forcing function, 
including the optimal bang-bang control, one can make a comparison which gives 
some answers to this question. 

Figure 5.15 shows the response of the system for various forcing functions and 
the hyperbolicity estimates of the response given by integrating (5.12). The periodic 
forcing frequency for both the sinusoidal and `square wave' forcing is chosen so as 
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to give the biggest response (w ý- 0.6) but it is clearly less efficient at producing 

large motions than the bang-bang control. We would expect this effect to increase 

with nonlinearity. 
As already discussed, the hyperbolicity estimates are optimal for small forcing 

amplitudes. This is borne out in the figures where it is clear that the slopes of the 

hyperbolicity estimates and the numerics for the bang-bang control are equal at the 

origin. Figure 5.16 is a blow up of this region. 
A key point to note here is that the hyperbolicity estimates are of the same 

order as the values obtained from numerical simulation while we have invertibility. 

This is a clear indication that the method is of some use. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of safety estimates obtained from persistence theorem and 
from numerical simulation. 
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Figure 5.16: Blow up of figure 5.15. 
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Effect of nonlinearity 
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By varying b we can investigate how the quality of the estimates are affected by the 

amount of nonlinearity in the system. 
From figure 5.17(a) compares the persistence estimate of the size of the smallest 

escape inducing forcing to the actual value. We see that the estimates do not 
degrade with nonlinearity but in fact improve. Figure 5.17(b) gives the ratio which 

clearly gets closer to 1 as b increases. 
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(a) Smallest amplitude of forcing which 
induces escape, eo, for bang-bang control 
(top curve), and using persistence esti- 
mates (bottom curve), as a function of 
nonlinearity b. 

(b) Ratio of the two values as it function 
of b. 

Figure 5.17: 

5.1.4 Adapted estimates 

One can also provide adapted estimates based on the analysis of section 3.4. 
For the unforced oscillator we have the Green's function W°. The adapted norm 

we use on forcing functions uE C° is 

IIuII. = IIWO*uIIC2/IIWOIII 
This norm makes Cý 1: CO -4 C2 an isometry. 

The differential equation satisfied by the response x is 

dx. 
alb = £-l 0 

au 
:C --)c2 
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Let r1 = HHxv, jjc2 and E= Ijull,,. as usual. Define E* = Dull,. Then estimates for the 

size of the response can be obtained by solving 

dry 1 DG� 
de* 

< IIG'ý I* 
äu 

ýý. 

Clearly, 

1 '11. < llc-'11,., Cý < 607) , cu U 

Since, 
8Gu 

- 
Ido-Co 

äu 

it follows that II aä II*=1. Integrating 

d7j 
= a(ij) 

gives the estimates we require. Clearly rý(e*) = rjold(E) where T/oid(e) is the general 

estimate obtained previously. 
Ijull. < e* (r)) guarantees that the response satisfies < 71. Continuation 

can be performed until 71 =i say at e. = ý*. This is a useful safety criterion since 

it conveys the additional information about bad forcing functions in the form of a 

computable quantity. That is, given some u we can evaluate I Iu 
* and decide, for 

any predefined safety region, if a unique `safe' response is guaranteed. 
As an example, consider periodic forcing, say u=e sin(Wt). Then 

IluII* = JJWe * UJJc2 / IIWoII1 = 
IE 

f Wo(s) sin(w(t - s)) ds 
JýC2 

/ IIWOII1 

Wo *u is periodic with periodic 27r/w so this simplifies to 

max sup 
tE[0,27r/m) 

sup 
tE[0,27r/m) 

Wo(s) sin(w(t - s))ds , 
f 

r00 
6J Wo(s) sin(w(t - s)) ds 

0 

sup E sin(wt) +f Wo(s) sin(w(t - s)) ds 
tE[0,21r/w) o 

which can be computed easily. 
Figure 5.18 shows how ilnew(6) compares to 7)old(E). In 5.18(a) we see that the 

adapted estimates allow for much bigger forcing although the 71 at which invertibility 

is lost is not improved as we would expect. 
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Figure 5.18: A(lal)tcd estimates of ý, (''l) %tiwliern vi. (t) = sill(wt) 
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5.1.5 Parametrically forced oscillator 

Now I consider the damped forced oscillator with some unknown parametric exci- 

tation in addition to some external forcing. The relevant ODE is now 

Gti,,,, = x+lyx+(1+v(t))V'(x)-u=0 

where u, vE CO. Again I will focus on the application of this equation to the ship 

capsize problem. The potential function is V (x) = axe - bx4 as before. 
In [52] some detailed physical arguments are used to derive a ship capsize equa- 

tion of this form. However, they use the assumption that the perturbations are 

sinusoidal waves which leads to the external and parametric excitation both being 

sinusoidal. This assumption can be dropped by using the analysis I have described. 

A more realistic assumption about waves and other perturbations is that they are 
bounded and continuous but otherwise arbitrary. 

One can perform the continuation analysis in the usual way. The origin is a 
linearly attracting equilibrium for the unforced system. The linearisation of G11,21 

about a solution xE C2 is given by 

lcu, v,. Tý =ý+ -yý + (1 + v(t))V"(x)ý 
When u=v=0, this is the same constant coefficient operator as previously 
considered. Thus we have I lGo II= KO. It is easy to see that 

IlLo - L., vII = IIV"(0) - (1 + v(t))V"(x)Il. < (1 - IIvII)12br12 + 2a Iwi 

We can continue while 1J, Co - Gu,, II< Ký 1. This will be true while 

2< 
711(Ilvll)2 = 

K° 1- 2a llyll 

(1 - llvll) 12b 

We then have the estimate 

I (-, 'v II <ß(77, IIvII)-'=[Kö1-IIGo-G,,,,, II)-1 

and by the persistence theorem it follows that for u, v small enough there exists a 
unique continuation xu,,, E C2 satisfying 

dxu, 
v _ d(v) - -Gý vo (V'(x 

, v), -I) 

To provide estimates we use 
dr77 

<_ ß(7i, IIvII)-' (a(il), d\v) 
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where rY(i) = 2a7j+121rr, 2 > jj1'I(x,?, 
2))11. Thus in a neighbourhood of (u, _ 0, v= 0), 

the persistence theorem guarantees 7j(u, v) i5 it smooth 11111(1 foil. If we have a putli 

(u(s) w(s)), paranietrised by sER, starting at, (0,0) then vv(' cal, integrate 

(l ß('i, ýlv(s)H) (ýY(', )), 1. ) ") (I S (is 

to provide an upperboun(1 for the response. More inll)orta)utly, if' we want an u p- 

1)('rf)ouI1(1 
for the retipoIe e, 71, in terms of ( 9d , 

117? 11) then t his is fill? 1T211 tee(1 to he 

a Slnooth surface, while uniquely continuable. 

r&J'ull, Jjvjj) can be found 115i11g the followiiug lrºetllo(1. We choose rays going 
through the origin (1171.11 

, 
1j0)jj) _ (0,0), say at angle 0, and paranietarise these by 

sER. Thus we.. have (11uH 
,Hv)=(. s cos 0, 

,s sin 0). Then we eoini )llke //, ("; ) using 

_s sill 0) (( ('i/), 1) 
(sill cos 0 

(II. S 0 I 
This provides a iiie 11 for the surface 7i(II'll II 

, 
IIIJII). 

In fact all easier metllO(1 to obtain Hie surface ill this case is to cll(lutil' line., of 

fixed I I, u Ij and integrate froill 11'all = 1) since //(O, v) = 0. Tills Follows, 10)111 Hie fact 
that parametric forcing induces no 1'esl)OIiSe 11111Css there is some external forcing as 

well. Figure 5.20 shows the surface for file capsize equation. 
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Figure 5.20: Estimates of the response toi I'll(' Pa I uuet riuaIly tiV"'t('1II. 
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5.2 Phase-locked loops 

Now I apply the theory to an attracting hyperbolic periodic orbit. Recall that 

a time periodic solution, xo(t), of period T, of the period raT system, : i: = fo(x, t), 

is called hyperbolic if it's Floquet multipliers lie off the unit circle. It is linearly 

attracting if they are strictly contained in the unit circle. As noted earlier, for 

an autonomous system this renders a limit cycle weakly hyperbolic" due to the 

Floquet multiplier at 1 corresponding to infinitesimal phase shift. However, there 

are numerous examples of strongly hyperbolic limit cycles and here I consider in 

detail the phase-locked loop. 

The phase-locked loop is obtained when an oscillator which has natural fre- 

quency w is forced periodically at a frequency wo close to W. Under certain con- 
ditions, the oscillator `locks' on to the forcing and the response is periodic with 
frequency wo. This is called (1-1) frequency locking or entrainment although it is 

equally well described as (1-1) phase-locking since the phase of the response tracks 

the phase of the forcing. In fact, when the forcing is close to rational multiples 

of the natural frequency of the oscillator, say nwo mw, then one can obtain (n: m) 

phase locking displaying a periodic response with frequency nwo/m. 
An ideal system in which to study this effect is the Van-der-Pol oscillator an 

example of which is 

i= y-x3/3+ai 
y= -x + , ß'u(t) 

Consider the forcing u(t) = sin(u)t). Figure 5.21 shows a region of ß-w-space which 
supports 1-1 phase-locked solutions. Within the tongue, small enough perturba- 
tions to frequency and/or amplitude of forcing will give qualitatively similar re- 
sponses. It is interesting to ask whether there is an analogous form of phase-locking 
for aperiodic perturbations of the forcing function. In most practical applications 
of the theory one would not expect exactly periodic forcing but instead some small 
modulation in the frequency and amplitude. Using persistence of hyperbolicity I 

show here that small enough perturbations preserve the phase-locking effect and 
moreover that one can estimate the extent of the safe region of perturbations. 

Note that one should be able to use the theory of normally hyperbolic manifolds to deal with 
this case. 
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Figure 5.21: 1-1 phase-locking tongue 

5.2.1 Robustness of phase-locked loops 

116 

As far as the analysis of previous chapters are concerned, only C1-small perturba- 

tions are allowed for C'-close responses. However, as I have already noted, while 

this covers amplitude modulation, it does not allow any frequency modulation. The 

reason for this is clear. Even smooth changes in frequency are discontinuous in d'. 

A way to deal with this is to allow a near-identity re-parametrisation of time. 

Formally, suppose we can find a C2 function, tf :R -4 IR, with to = I, such that 

f, (x(), t, (")) is uniformly close to fo(x("), tf(")). That is, 

< oo (5.13) sup 
II 

fE (x(. ), t, (. ))1100 
xECI 

äe 

Theorem 5.1 Suppose that the system ±= fo(x, s) has a hyperbolic periodic so- 
lution xo. and that fE(x, tE) is dl-close to fo(x, s) in the sense of (5.13) above. 
Then xo has a locally unique continuation, xE(tE) E C1, solving x=f, (. x, t, ). It is 
hyperbolic with the same stability type as xo and varies smoothly (at least C') with 
E. 

Proof Writing ' ford and ' for -I we get, using the chain rule, x' =4. tE. So dt, 

G, (x) =x-f, (x, tE) =0b HE(x) = x' - f, (x, t, )tE =0 

Note that Ho(xo) = 0. Also 

DH,,,,, = 
ý' 

- `r 
fE (x 

7 
t, ) tEý 

and 

(1eE\x(tj) 
ýf, 

(x) t, ) + f, (x, t, ) 
() 

ti 
E 

11 
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which (by the hypotheses on tf) are both bounded so HE(x) is C1 at (E, x) = (0, xo). 
DHo, xo = LGo, xo is invertible since xo is hyperbolic so we can apply the IFT to HE(x) 

to get a unique continuation, xE E C', solving HE(xE) =0 and thus by construction 

solving x= fE(x, tE).   

To provide estimates we use the differential equation 

dxE 
_DH, - ,oaH, (x, ) (5.14) 

de c9E 

5.2.2 Persistence estimates 

Since Go = DHo,. 0 o is the linearisation about a periodic solution, we can use 
the theory in section 3.2.1 to estimate II DHo, ýo 11 

" Briefly speaking, we find the 
fundamental solution matrix Xt for each tc [0, T]. Note that it is periodic in t. 
This is not usually available analytically but can easily be found numerically. This 

gives us the Green's function W (t, s) defined by (2.14). This is also periodic in t. 
The bound we are looking for is then given by 

11, CO11 = max sup IIW(t, ')Ill , 1+ sup 
IIW(t, )II 

tE[O, T] tE[O, T] 1 

Say we find a KO such that II LO-' jI< Ko. 
Suppose also that we find the following estimates. 

II DHE, ý - DHo, ý0 I= II Dff(x, t, )t, - Dfo(xo, 5)I I 
IIDJE (x, tE) 

-D 
('Lo, 

'S) 
ll+II 

`JE 
(: 

%, tE) llI ItE 
-I 

C 0116177+ß2( 
5 

77) 03(e) 

=0 (E, 0 
Using lemma 3.1 we can then deduce the bound 

DH 
OIIc 

[Ko 1- ß(E, 11)] - 

which is valid while ß(E, 71) < KO 1 

Suppose we also find 01(e) 11), a2(E, 11), a3 (E) such that 

HE (x, ä (x)tl) +il fe (x, tE) IIa t' 
C al(ý, 71) + a2(E, 71) a3ýE) 

= a(6, r%) 
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Then defining 71 =I IxE (tE) - xo (s) II we have 
d7l 

< a(E, q) (5.15) 
de KO-1 - 

which can be integrated as before to obtain 71 (E), e and 6(6). 

Remark 5.4 JEJ < E(S) guarantees xE remains within a 6-sized tubular neighbour- 
hood of xo. 

5.2.3 Example: External forcing with amplitude and fre- 

quency modulation 

An interesting case which fits into this framework is an autonomous system with 

additive periodic forcing of frequency wo which has a hyperbolic limit cycle. We 

then incorporate some aperiodic amplitude and frequency modulation. Specifically, 

x=f (x) + CE (t) sin 
([ t 

wE (T) dr) 

with wo(t) = wo and Co(t) = Co. The re-parametrisation to use in this case is 

wo ds = wE (t, ) dt 

so that sin 
(f0 ` wE(rr) dT) = sin(wos). We find the bounds cx and 0 such that 

II DHý, ý - DHo, ý0 
IC II Df, - Df, ý0II +I IDf,; II1-W 

(tE) 
01(71+ 02(r)) 03(Eý 

= Q(E, 77) 

C/EýEýxEý 

\ aEýEýýE(s)) 
sin(wo8) 

+ II 
J 

(x) + VE(tE(S)) Sin(wos)II 
WOiEWE(tE\S)) 

2 WE 
(tE (8» 

ixlýE) + a2(E, 11) c 3(e) = a(E1 'I) 

and integrate (5.15) to obtain safety estimates. 
For the periodically forced Van-der-Pol system with frequency modulation, the 

perturbed system is 

= y-x3/3+x 

y= -x +O sin wE (ýr) dT 
(10 t 

With bounds on the size of the frequency modulation we can easily find (v and [3 

above and integrate (5.15). 



Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks 

6.1 Summary 

I have argued that for many interesting dynamical system, including a number 

of important engineering systems, it is essential to consider the effect of aperiodic 

perturbations. In particular, it is often neccessary to consider the effect of arbitrary 

perturbations drawn from a given space of functions and bounded in the appropriate 

norm. I have concentrated on C' vector fields with uniform norms as this is most 

natural, although I have also presented a generalisation which allows a much wider 

class of perturbations 
I have showed that uniformly hyperbolic solutions are robust to every small 

enough such perturbation by proving the existence of a unique nearby continuation. 
This is essentially a persistence of hyperbolicity type theorem set in the context 

of general non-autonomous systems. The reason for proving persistence was to 

demonstrate that it allowed one to derive a set of useful safety criteria in a unified 

manner. This is in fact the main thrust of my thesis and I have gone into great 

detail in showing how one can do this in practical way. 
Evidence of the practicality of the technique is given by its use on the forced 

oscillator equations, in particular, the application to ship stability. In this case, one 

can get close to optimal estimates for small or medium levels of forcing. For larger 

values of forcing, bifurcations occur, so naturally, the approach breaks down. 

An interesting generalisation which I developed was the use of adapted estimates. 
Instead of measuring the perturbations by their sizes in sup-norm we measure in- 

stead the response they induce in the linearisation of the unperturbed system. This 

is an important concept which improves the safety criteria obtained and could ben- 

efit from even more refinement. 

119 
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6.2 Limitations of the approach 

There are a number of reasons for which one could claim that the techniques I 

have developed might fail to be useful. Here I discuss whether these problems are 

serious and when they might apply. 

Neccessity of hyperbolicity 

The first and most obvious limitation of the approach is that the safety estimates 

are based on hyperbolicity of solutions and thus fail when non-hyperbolicity is 

encountered. It could be argued that many bifurcations are benign and pose no 

threat when one is concerned about safety or engineering integrity of a system. 
However, although many common bifurcations like saddle-nodes and period dou- 

blings are not catastrophic in themselves, one often finds they are a sign of impend- 

ing danger. For example, after a period doubling bifurcation occurs one typically 

finds a sequence of further period doublings leading to chaotic motion. From uni- 

versality and renormalisation arguments these occur at a geometrically increasing 

rate as parameters are varied. The question of whether the transition from stable 

solutions to unstable motion is a loss of safety is of course a complicated one to 

which there are no obvious general answers. 

Another argument in favour of using hyperbolicity estimates is that for aperiodic 

systems one has very little understanding of even the most typical bifurcation sce- 

narios that might occur when non-hyperbolicity is encountered. It seems desirable 

to exclude such behaviour until more is known. 

Another related limitation is that some interesting dynamical behaviour, in- 

cluding most known chaotic attractors, do not appear to be uniformly hyperbolic. 

However, one might be able to generalise the theory to non-uniform hyperbolicity. 

and obtain non-uniform or measure-theoretic safety estimates. 

Quality of estimates 

It could be argued that the estimates one can derive from the analysis I have 

presented are too conservative in that they take no account of the `typical' pertur- 
bations that are encountered in real systems and only protect against rare worst 
possible case situations. 

In response to this argument I would claim that for physical systems where 
some degree of safety is required, criteria protecting against worst case scenarios 
are always useful guidelines even if they not always adhered to. It should also 
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be possible to incorporate some more probabilistic ideas into the theory if one is 

interested in likelihoods of failure and if there is extra information about typical 

perturbations. The adapted estimates I have given is a first step in this direction 

as it gives some quantitative idea of the `harmful' perturbations. 

The need for accurate models 

It could be argued that the dynamical systems viewpoint fails to give effec- 

tive quantitative information about real dynamical systems precisely because the 

starting point is a model of the dynamics. Typically we do not expect to have an 

accurate model of the dynamics; only some `good' fit to experimental data within 

a certain class of models. For example, the 2nd order ODE ship capsize model is 

only an approximation although there is some semi-rigourous justification involved. 

One could deal with this problem in two ways. Firstly, one could model he 

uncertainty as a perturbation. Secondly, and perhaps more interestingly, one could 

attempt to use the theory I have presented using only experimental data. The 

essential requirement of the technique is the determination of the Green's function or 

impulse response. This can be obtained or `learnt' experimentally for many systems 

by using well controlled `impulses' and measuring the response of the system. 

6.3 Directions for further research 
There are a number of directions which I believe could prove fruitful if investi- 

gate . 

" Some interesting and important applications which could easily be treated 

using the theory I have presented here are the swing equation, [21], and the 

stable inverted pendulum, [23]. These are both essentially forced damped 

oscillators with subtle differences to the ones I have looked at already. Again 

the main idea is to show that the interesting solutions are uniformly hyperbolic 

and are thus robust to small-enough, aperiodic perturbations. 

. The problem of aperiodic perturbations to non-equilibrium solutions of au- 
tonomous systems could be treated if one was able to formulate a good non- 
autonomous proof of persistence of normal hyperbolicity. To obtain good 
safety estimates one should look for the correct invertible operator character- 
isation of normal hyperbolicity but this appears to be a fairly tricky, unsolved 
problem. 
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As I have mentioned above, for real systems, one does not usually have a 

good model for the dynamics. There are a number of ways in which one 

might use the data coming from a real system in order to generate a model. 

In particular, to obtain safety criteria, one should learn the Green's function 

and I believe this could be done to good effect in a number of situations. 

" In this thesis I have specifically looked at non-bifurcational behaviour. Bifur- 

cation theory for aperiodic systems is a virgin area and I believe needs some 

serious investigation. The main problem seems to be that when the relevant 
linear operator G becomes non-invertible, indicating a loss of hyperbolicity, 

it does not typically stay Fredholm. For the basic bifurcations in periodic 

and autonomous systems, the Fredholm property holds and can thus one can 

always `reduce' to a finite dimensional bifurcation problem. Some preliminary 

numerical investigations I have made suggest that there are some important 

differences between bifurcations in autonomous systems and those in aperiodic 

systems and I believe it would be fruitful to pursue this direction. 



Appendix A 

Implicit Function Theorem 

Here I state and prove the implicit function theorem for Banach spaces. The theo- 

rem and its proof are crucial to much of the theory presented in this thesis. 

Theorem A. 1 Let E, X, Y be Banach spaces. Let G: ExXHY be such that 
G(o, o, xo) = 0. Suppose also that G is C1 in a neighbourhood of (Qo, xo) and that 
L4G(o, o, xo) has a bounded inverse. Then there exist open neighbourhoods U of Oro 
in E and V of xo in X and a locally unique C' function 7:: U '--+ V seich that 

x0,0 = xo and G(Q, xo) = 0. 

Proof For convenience let DSG be denoted by BG and G((T, -) by G, (. ). We are 

interested in finding solutions to Ga(x) =0 for a close to or(,. 

Consider the mapping 

NQ :X --+ X 
xý -i x-Jo Ga (x) 

where J= LU, 0(x0)-1. 
Since J is a bounded linear operator we can find kER 

such that IIJII < k. 

Notice that Go(a) =0 No(x) = i. 

We prove that for o, close to a0, NQ is a contraction on a neighborhood of xO and 

so by the contraction mapping theorem has a unique fixed point. In proving this 

we can provide estimates for the sizes of these neighbourhoods. This will allow us 
to give bounds for how much the implicit solution can change and also an estimate 

of the neighbourhood in which it is the unique solution. 

To use the contraction mapping theorem we need to show: 

123 
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1. Na : B(xo, 771) + for or in a neighbourhood of a0, and some rjl > 0. Here 

B(x, i) denotes the size r/ ball around x. 

2. INa(xl) - NQ(x2)1 < AIxl - x21 for some A<1 and for all xl, x2 E B(xo, rjl) 

Let 71 _Ix- xo I and E=IQ- Qo 1. Then consider 

DNQ (x) =I-JD (x) =J [DG�, (xo) - DG (x)] 

This gives 

II DNa(x)11 <k 11DG, (xo) - a(x)I1 
<A<1 for 0< ý(c, A) ,6<E 

We can then deduce that 

xol INN(x) - NN(xo)I +I NN(xo) - xol 

< A71 + kIGQ(xo) I for 71 < fl ,E<ý 
(by MVT) 

<711 for 7]<711, E<E1 

by choosing ql < ý, E1 <E and A<1 so that IGQ(xo)l < k-1(1 - A)iil. This 

guarantees NQ : B(xo, 711) 1- for aEB (ao, El) and so proves 1 above. 

2 follows immediately by applying the mean value theorem. 

So for ja - Qol small enough No is a contraction on a neighbourhood of xO and 
by the contraction mapping theorem we can deduce the existence of a unique fixed 

point xo EB (xo, rii) CX such that NQ (xa) = XQ and thus GR (x, ) = 0. 

By uniqueness x00 = xo.   

Remark A. 1 It follows from the chain rule that 

dxa 
_ dQ - 

XL (x, )-1 0 ÖUGa(x, 
) 
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